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Pe: REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS FOR CABLE TELEVISION FRANCHISE
Dear Committee Members:
We attach a copy of the Request for.Proposals (RFP) for
the cable television franchise. This RFP• contains forms to be •
used by the applicants in submitting their proposals. The RFP and
forms generally follow the format and include the content
suggested by Cable Television Information Center (CTIC), the
consultant on this project. Since CTIC will review the proposals,
it is important to use their forms so they will receive the
information they think is necessary to properly evaluate the
proposals. However, we have not yet received the comments of Mr.
Howard Can of CTIC concerning this particular proposed RFP. We
should have Mr. Gan's comments prior to the Subcommittee meeting
on Wednesday, October 14.
- Some issues in the RFP deserve special mention. These
issues are identified below. We also include some of the comments
of the operators received at our meeting with them on October 8,
1981.
1.

Submission Date (RFP page 3)

The RFP calls for submission of the proposal by the
applicant no later than Monday, March 15, 1982, at 4 p.m. This is
approximately three and, one-half months after the RFP and
ordinance will be made available to the applicants. Originally a
three-month period was to be used. The operators asked for the
additional two weeks because the preparation period includes the
Christmas holiday season, during which time little will be
accomplished on the proposal. _The staff agrees with the proposed
filing date.

2.

Filing Fee (RFP pages 3 - and 4)

The RFP calls for a filing fee to be submitted by each
applicant at the time of filing the proposal. The amount of this.
fee,has not yet been determined, 'However, if a franchise is
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issued, then all of the filing fee in excess of $15,000 will be
refunded to the unsuccessful applicant. The successful applicant
will then assume the responsibility for paying the remaining costs
of preparing and issuing the franchise in an amount not to exceed
a specified sum to be determined later.
3.

Use of Uniform Data (RFP page 12)

The RFP proposes that certain data--such as street miles,
dwelling units, etc.--be provided by the
•
staff to enable evaluation
of the proposals on the basis of uniform information. It is
anticipated that this data will be available by November 1, 1981.
It will thereafter be added to the RFP as an attachment.

A.

Proposal Policies' and Priorities (RFP pages 16 - 27)

The Subcommittee is strongly urged to review the above
pages in the RFP to determine whether they are consistent with the
Subcommittee's views and priorities. These policies and priorities
will be used in evaluation of the proposals. If the elected
officials disagree with them, we should know it at this time.
With regard to the resource commitments to local entities (pages
20 through. 22), we include language listing the staff's
recommendation or priority. Mr. William Freeman's report, dated
' October 9, 1981, gives the reasons for this recommendation.
The operators also ask that the governing bodies give
some indication of their present intentions as to the allocation
of some of the franchise fees to groups and entities. (See
attached alternative language.) The operators have asked the
governing bodies to indicate how they would allocate one-half of
the five percent franchise fee. This indication by the governing
bodies would not be binding upon them but would assist the
applicants in making proposals for resource commitments. For
example, if the governing bodies indicate that they will use
approximately "X" percentage of franchise fees for assisting a
particular entity, then the operators would know the extent to
which that entity would be taken care of and could allocate their
resources accordingly.
The staff recommends against this request. We believe
the franchise fee funds in question should be allocated by the
Cable Television Commission. We think the Commission will be in a
• better position to make allocations after they review proposals
from the potential users of the funds. The Commission may also ,
wish to bind the fund users by contract to insure the proper and '
efficient use of the franchise fee money.
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In view of the discussion by the Subcommittee on
contributions to local organizations at the October 7 meeting,
may be necessary to add to the resource commitment language.
Alternative language responsive to Supervisors Collin's and
Sheedy's comments are attached to this letter.
5.

Communications* with Elected 'and Appointed Officials
(RFP page 25)

Language has been included which 'reserves the right of
the elected Officials and staff to refuse to talk to applicants
concerning the cable television franchise or to limit
communications with the applicants on this subject.
The Council and Board previously rejected proposals to
prohibit all ex parte communication or to require disclosure of •
contacts between applicants and elected officials. The staff .
perceives that the Council and Board still do not wish to impose
this kind of limitation on communications.
6.

EnvironmentaI_Review

The operators have raised certain questions concerning
the proposed procedure for environmental review. They object to
the procedure in the ordinance that provides for amendment of
proposals to mitigate environmental concerns expressed in the EIR.
They are afraid this will lead to a second round of bidding which
will allow substantial modification of the original bid which may
give unfair competitive advantages or disadvantages to the
applicants. The staff feels that the alternatives available in
• this area are severely restricted because of the requirements of
the California Environmental Quality Act. Meetings are being held
with the County's environmental coordinator to attempt to achieve
a satisfactory solution to this problem. We will report further
on this subject at the meeting on October 14.
7.

Campaign Contributions

Representatives of three of the five operators present
at the October 8 meeting asked that the ,RFP require disclosure of
certain campaign contributions. They asked for disclosure of
contributions made during the past four or five years to City and
County elected officials by the owners or employees of applicants.
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Representatives of two of the operators opposed inclusion of this
requirement. The staff is also opposed to inclusion of this
requirement because this information is already on record in the
offices of the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors and the City
Clerk.
Ve y truly yours,
42)
JAMES P. JA9SON
City Attorngy
JPJ/pl
cc: Mayor Phillip - Isenberg
Councilman Douglas Pope
Councilman Lloyd Connelly
Supervisor Illa Collin
Supervisor Ted Sheedy

ALTERNATIVE LANGUAGE RE RESOURCE COMMITMENTS
TO LOCAL ENTITIES

1.

In response to comments by Supervisors Collin and Sheedy at the

October 7 subcommittee meeting, the following language is proposed
for discussion. If this or similar language is adopted, it will
be added to the RFP Section entitled Resource Commitments to Local
Entities.
"Applicants are invited to propose commitment of financial
resources for use by local non-profit cultural, social
service, and government organizations on projects
unrelated to cable television use. If such a proposal is made,
applicants May also propose the establishment of an independent
public or quasi-public body to determine the distribution of
those funds throughout the community."
2.

As indicated in the letter of transmittal, the operators seek

an indication by the governing bodies of their present intention
as to allocating one-half of the franchise fee. Staff opposes the
req uest. However, if the committee wishes to consider this matter,
the following language is presented for discussion. If this or similar
language is adopted, it will be added to the RFP Section.entitled
Resource Commitments to Local Entities.

"To assist the applicants in developing a proposal, if any,re
resource commitments to local entities, the Governing Bodies
indicate their current estimate of the expected allocation
of one-half of the Franchise Fee to be paid by the franchisee
as follows:
To:

% of the Franchise Fees received

To:
To:
To:
Total

50 %

However, the Governing Bodies emphasize that the actual distribution
of the Franchise Fees will be Considered and determined by the Cable
Television Commission and nothing in this RFP is intended to,or
-shall in fact, limit the Cable Television Commission's discretion
to distribute these funds in the way it finds suitable.
Furthermore, nothing contained herein shall entitle any entity listed
in the foregoing tentative allocation to receive any part of the
Franchise Fee at any time or create an expectation of future receipt
of funds, because all decisions relating to the distribution of
funds shall be made in the future by the Cable Television Commission.Applicailts are cautioned that the factors and policies upon which the
foregoing tentative allocations are based may change from time to
time, and may even change during the time between issuanCe of
this RFP and the award of a franchise. Therefore, any applicant

who takes the foregoing information into account in preparing
a proposal does so with the risk that the determinations based
on factors and policies being weighed by the Governing Bodies
during the evaluation process may be different from the
determinations reflected in the foregoing list."

•

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS'
General Instructions
The purpose of this Request for Proposals (RFP)
is to seek qualified applicants for a nonexclusive franchise
to construct and operate a cable communications system in
the City of Sacramento and the County of Sacramento (County)
.and, subject to the limitations expressed in the Ordinance, in
the Cities of Folsom and Galt. This RFP contains or refers
to information and instructions relating to the preparation
and filing of proposals; conditions and provisions regarding
the installation, operation and maintenance of a cable communications
system; and the procedure to be used in evaluating the applicants'
proposals. Appended are forms which must be completed by
all applicants. As used in this RFP, the term "Ordinance"
shall mean Ordinance No.

adopted

by the County of Sacramento, Ordinance NO.

aelopted

by the City of Sacramento, Ordinance
No.

adopted

Folsom, and Ordinance No.

by the City of
adopted

by the City of Galt. References to Ordinance Section numbers
in this RFP shall refer to the Section numbers in the Ordinanco
adopted by the County. The terms used in this RFP shall
have the same meaning as the terms defined in the Ordinance.
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While the Cities and County retain their respective
legal and legislative prerogatives as independent political
jurisdictions, each jurisdiction has declared its intention
to act in concert for the purpose of awarding City and County
franchises to serve the Sacramento Community.
The applicant awarded a franchise will enter into a
binding agreement with the Cable Television Commission for
the timely delivery of all elements of the accepted proposal.
The submission of the application constitutes an irrevocable
proposal by the applicant. All items being offered by applicants
are considered to be freely and voluntarily offered and
will be incorporated in the agreement and become subject to the
enforcement provisions of the Ordinance. By submitting a proposal,
the successful applicant acknowledges its willingness to support
an application for any waiver required by the Federal Communications
Commission for any voluntary offer of service, technical standards
that may exceed FCC requirements, or for any other relevant purpose.
Applicants should carefully read the following instructions,
since they contain various data and specifications which must
be used in the preparation oI proposals.

Filing of Proposals - Nonrefundable Deposit
Twenty-five copies of each applicant's proposal, together
with all accompanying enclosures, shall be submitted in sealed
envelopes or cartons with the caption:
addressed to: .

"CABLE TELEVISION PROPOSAL"

OFFICE OF THE COUNTY EXECUTIVE
700 H STREET,- ROOM 7650
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814

Proposals may be filed in person or by mail but must be
received at this office no later than Monday, March 15, 1982
at 4 -:()0 P.M- The County and city of Sacramento, if they both
agree, ma Y extend the deadline.
Each proposal shall be accompanied by a filing fee in
the amount of $

in the form of a certified check

made payable to the County of Sacramento. The first $15,000
of each filing fee shall be retained by the County for the
purpose of defraying the costs incurred by the-County and Cities.
in planning and conducting this proceeding and shall not be
.

subject to refund, whether the proposal which. it accompanieS

• is rejected, • accepted, or all proposals are rejected. The
excess over $15,000 will be refunded to unsuccessful applicants
Only if a franchise is awarded _pursuant to the RFP. The costs
'incurred by the County and Cities to be defrayed by such filing
fees include, but are not limited to, the -salaries and fringe
. benefits of County and Cities personnel who have expended time
in planning, coordinating, administering, reviewing, drafting,
legally.advising, conducting the environmental analysis and
. preparing the environmental documents in association with this
proceeding; the fees and expehses which become owing to Cable
Television Information Center (Consultant), which has been
retained to provide consultation service and advice in association
with this proceeding; the cost of conducting a prevailing wage
study. and advertising and other miscellaneous direct and indirect
costs • In the event a franchise is awarded .pursuant to this
.'

• RFP, the applicant receiving the franchise shall Pay by certified.,
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'check made payable to County, submitted with its acceptance
of the franchise, an additional fee to defray costs, which
have not been fully • compensated by the retained filing fees,
in an amount which shall not exceed $

. The actual amount

to be paid shall be equal to the amoqnt: et forth in a written_
demand provided to the franchisee at the time of or after
.adoption by the Cable Television Commission of its Resolution
offering the franchise. .

Folia of Proposals - Registration

Please Note: All proposals must be on the official
forms attached hereto.
Each prospective applicant for the franchise shall register
in writing with the County and shall obtain a copy of this
RFP and attachments from the County. The purpose of registration.
is to provide a means of identifying all prospective applicants
so that information and documentation may be uniformly submitted
to all interestedparties•during the proposal solicitation
period. The registration shall be filed with the office of
Mr. William Freeman, Office of the County Executive, 700 H
Street, Room 7650, Sacramento, California 95314, from which
office prospective applicants may obtain single copies of
the Ordinance, RFP, RFP forms and uniform data. The
registration shall consist of a written notice signed by an
authorized representative of the prospectiVe . appIiCant,- which
states that the prospective applicant is considering the•possibility
of presenting a proposal and contains the name, mailing address . and telephone number of the ProSpective applicant, and the

name of an authorized representative who may be contacted in
connection with this proceeding. All documents distributed ,
-.during the solicitation period will be mailed to the address
indicated in the notice.
The application forms have been designed • to elicit pertinent
data that will be used in evaluating the propoSals. Instructions
for each form are included in the form. Spate has been provided
for specific and succinct answers to all questions and requests
for data. Applicants should use only the pages on the official
application forms (or ccpies of these pages - if, for example,
more room is needed to list equipment or prOVide manufacturer's
specifications). Note, however, that limited form space will
not excuse omission of required information.. Attach additional
pages if necessary in good faith to provide complete answers.
Alternative proposal forms will not be considered Any attempt
to merely use the official forms as an "index" to voluminous
narrative may result in assessment of a negative favor to the
application. The officialforms have been designed to facilitate an objective - comparison of proposals. Evasive, imprecise
or •incomplete responses can only serve to the disadvantage
of the applicant.
Applicants shall prepare a complete set of forms for
the Imposed Service Area only. If an applicant makes a proposal.
.regarding the Proposed Service Area, a . second set Of forms
shall be completed for the Proposed Service Area only.
Alternative proposals-for service within a single ..application
which, in effect, constitute a separate.application Will not
be considered. If an applicant desires to submit more than
one .application, each application must be on a separate set
of forms and aceompanied bY• a separate $.

filing - fee..
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The awarding authorities reserve the right to waive
informalities, irregularities and/or technicalities in their
consideration and award of the franchise.

Contract Documents
The contract documents constituting a part of the franchise
-

shall consist of the following:
This RFP;
The Ordinance, as it may be amended from timeto time;
The proposal submitted by the applicant to whom the
franchise is awarded, together with any amendments thereof
which are authorized pursuant to this RFP or the Ordinance;
The Resolution offering the franchise;
The written certificate of acceptance thereof by the
applicant to whom the franchise is awarded.
Clarification of Contract Documents
Conflicts in terms, conditions or provisions of the
ftanchise Documents shall be resolved in accordance with
§

Of the Ordinance.
In the event that an applicant has questions as to any

terms, conditions or provisions of the contract documents
or the meaning or interpretation thereof, the applicant may
request information or clarification by submitting such
request in writing to:
Mr. William R. Freeman
Office of the County Executive .
700 H Street, Room 7650
Sacramento, CA 95814
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Requests for information must be submitted in writing
no later than 21 days prior to the deadline for filing applications.
Responses to such requests will be made in writing as promptly
as possible. Copies of all requests and the responses thereto
shall be sent to all prospective applicants who have registered.
No interpretation shall be deemed binding or effective unless
it is reduced to writing and signed by Mr. Freeman. No other
interpretation issued by any other person, whether oral or in written
form, shall be binding.
An applicant, by submitting its application, shall have
evidenced the fact that it agrees that it has no unanswered
questions with respect to these specifications, and shall
have no basis for withdrawal or modification of its proposal
on the basis of misunderstanding.

Mandatory versus Optional Disclosures and Bid Items
Applicants are referred to the text of the Ordinance
for information as to which disclosures and bid items are
mandatory, and which are not It is expressly stated in
the Ordinance and reconfirmed by this RFP that acceptable
.applications need contain only the mandatory .disclosures
and bid items. Applications meeting these minimum requirements
will receive full consideration during the review process.
Forms calling for additional voluntary disclosures_
or voluntary bid items are provided only for the purpose
of facilitating comparative review of proposals and .for the

convenience of applicants. The existence of a form in the
package should not be viewed by applicants, and will not
be viewed by the Governing Bodies, as an indication that
the information or bid items which might be included on the
form is required by the Governing Bodies. The following
listing of the Forms is intended to identify those forms which
call for mandatory disclosures and bid items, and those which
are made available for voluntary bid items. However, attention
is called once again to the fact that the Ordinance is the
document which controls with regard to what is mandatory
and what is voluntary.

Introductory Overview and Summary of Proposal - Mandatory.
Identification of Applicant - Mandatory.
Applicant's Affidavit - Mandatory.
Form A: Ownership and Control Information Pages 1 - 6 are mandatory. Page 7 is optional.
If page 7 is not completed, the Ownership Disclosure
on Page 6 can omit reference to minority and female
owners.

-

Form B: Ownership Qualifications - Pages 1 and 2
are mandatory.
Form C: Character Qualifications - Pages land 2
are mandatory.
Form D: Experience - Current Cable Holdings - Pages 1
and 2 are mandatory.
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Form E: Former Franchises or Ownership Interests Mandatory.
Form F: Financial Resources, Existing Capital Commitments
and Potential Commitments - Pages 1 - 7 are mandatory.
Form G: * Financial Pro Forma - All mandatory, except page

•

16, question 2.
Form H: construction Practices - Page 1 is mandatory.
Questions 4 and 5 on page 2 are mandatory. Question
6 on page 2 is Optional.
Form I: Channel Capacity and System Design - Detailed
plans and Specifications for the Cable Television
System which is proposed are mandatory. The minimum
specifications required are detailed in the Ordinance.
The existence or non-existence of any page or individual
question in Form I does not, and is not intended to,
increase or decrease those minimum specifications.
The inclusion of bid items which exceed minimum specifications
is optional and voluntaryeven if a form c7Jxists which
can be used for that purpose.
All services applicant desires to have

a right to

provide during the franchise term must be described in
detail on Form I. Therefore, while completion of page 8
• is optional, failure to list any particular interactive
•service somewhere

in Form I may result in no right to provide

that service during the franchise term.

•

As stated above, the information requested on pages
28 - 34 of Form I is required to facilitate environmental analysis.
Form J: Proposed Signal Carriage and Channel Allocations The minimum requirements are detailed in the Ordinance.
The existence or non-existence of any page or ,individual
question in Form J does not, and is not intended to,
increase or decrease those minimum specifications.
Form K: All optional, except p. 13, question 3, which is
mandatory.
Form L: Proposed Rates and Marketing/Promotional Plans - Page 1
is optional. Page 2 is mandatory.
• Form M: Employment Practices - Optional.
Form N: Miscellaneous - Optional.

-

PresUbmiSSion Conference

. To allow interested applicants the opportunity to ask
questions with. respect to franchise requirements, a presubmission
,conference will be held on Wednesday, January 27, 1982, at
10:00 A.M., at the Office of the County Executive, 700 H Street,
Room 7650, Sacramento, California. .
Only potential applicants who have registered with the
Office of the County Executive may attend the conference.
Attendance at the presubmission conference is not required
in order-to submit an application.

410
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Amendments to Proposals •

Except as.provided in the next Paragraph substantive
.amendments to proposals will not be considered except to
acknowledge involuntary changes such as •a change in ownership
due to death. Corrections of inadvertent errors, if corrections
are submitted prior to the filing deadline, will be considered.
Corrections submitted after the filing deadline may be considered
at the discretion of the County or City of Sacramento or
its Consultant,. only if the applicant submits with any correction
sufficient information to prove that the error was inadvertent.
Clarifying information or data may be requested by the County !
City of Sacramento, or the Consultant if, in their judgment,
such...clarification will .aid in preparing a fair and accurate
analysis of a proposal.
Provided, however, that applicants shall have 30.days
after a resolution adopting any final Environmental Determination,
pursuant to the environmental, review process required by the
Ordinance and this-RFP, within which to submit amendments
to proposals which - directly respond to any adverse environmental
impacts or mitigation measures identified in the Environmental
Determination. Only amendments directly and solely related
to mitigating the adverse environmental impacts identified
in the Environmental Determination will be considered,

Use of Uniform Data Supplied
In order to permit logical comparison of applications,
all app3icants will be required to utilize certain uniform
data supplied in these forms. This information is appended to these instructions, and is a part of this Request for
Proposals.
All pro forma statements must be based on the uniform
data supplied. These data include street miles, dwelling
units, population growth, inflation factors, and a list of
all public facilities which the institutional cable must
pass.
•

PROCEDURE FOR PROPOSAL EVALUATION AND FRANCHISE AWARD
The following procedure shall govern the evaluation

of proposals and award of franchise or rejection of all proposals,
Environmental Analysis
An environmental analysis is an integral part of the
process for awarding or declining to award the franchise.
In order to reduce the time required to complete the
evironmental analysis, all applicants are requested to provide
the information in Form. I, especially questions 26 - 35.
The Cities and County reserve the right to request additional
and/or clarifying infotmation which is not specified in this
PFP but which may be needed to complete the environmental
- - analysis.
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. An environmental analysis will be conducted by the Environmental Section of County, and the County shall be the lead
agency. The environmental analysis will include this •FP,
the Ordinance, and the proposals submitted by applicants.
If it is deteLfflined that an Environmental Impact Report is
required, the County will prepare one, and the Board of Supervisors
of County may conduct a hearing upon the draft Environmental
Impact Report,

Consultant's. Evaluation - Environmental Review Public Hearing
After the deadline for filing proposals, the proposals.
received will be analyzed by the Consultant. Consultant
will present a report to the County which evaluates the proposals.
The report. will be distributed to the Cities and the applicants.
Applicants will be given the oppOrtunity to react to the
contents of the report' by Consultant and respond to any questions
raised therein. Consultant will thereafter file any supplementary
comments. with County and the Cities.
A meeting of the Board of Supervisors of County will
be held. This meeting may be.a joint meeting with the City
Council of one or more of the Cities. At that time the Board
of Supervisors will conduct a public hearing upon any environmental
sdocument which has been prepared and for the purpose of receiving
any presentations desired to be made by applicants and any
comments from the public upon the applications. The hearings
may he continued from time to time by the Board.

After the close of the public heatings, the Board of
Supervisors will decide whether the environmental document
is adequate and complete. If it decides that the document
is not adequate and complete, further proceedings will be
.

conducted with respect to the environmental issues before
any action is taken concerning award of the franchise.

. Award Process
The award process shall be as provided in sections
to

of the Ordinance.

Rejection- of Proposals. •
The Board of Supervisors and the Sacramento City Council
each reserves the right to reject all proposals at any time
between the date the proposals are received and the date
on which the Cable Television Commission shall have enacted a resolution offering the franchise. If either the County
or City of Sacramento rejects all proposals, or if all proposals
are deemed rejected under the terms of the Ordinance,
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then no franchise shall be issued under this Request for Proposals.
It is understood that a•franchise should not be issued

until completion of the environmental analysis and approval
of the environmental documents. For that reason, because
issuance of a franchise is a legislative act which involVes
broad Policy consideration, and for other reasons, neither
the County, City of Sacramento, nor any of the other Cities
has decided that a franchise will be issued. Such a decision
will not be made in favor of issuance of a franchise until
the date on which each agency takes final action with respect
- to the matter. Neither the County, 'City of Sacramento, the
joint powersauthority 'created as a result of the Ordinance,
any of the other Cities, nor any of their officers, agents
or employees shall be deemed to be liable for costs or expenses
incurred or other damages suffered by any prospective applicant
as a result of a failure to either enact franchise - resolutions,
the exclusion of one or more Cities from the franchise area,
or the rejection of all proposals and failure to issue any
franchise whatsoever, whether such rejection is expressed or
results f/om any act or-omission by County, any one of the
Cities, or the joint powers authority. In other words, the
funds expended by applicants in preparation of their applications.
or expended in any way related to the ,proposed franchise, shall
be at the applicants' own risk and cost

DESIRED SERVICES AND PROPOSAL 'REQUIREMENTS

Innovation Desired
The Cities and COunty encourage innovative proposals.

All items being offered by applicants are considered to
he freely and voluntarily offered and will be included in the
franchise and become subject to the enforcement provisions
stated therein. The successful applicant agrees to support
any waiver required by the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) for any voluntary offer of services or technical standards
that may exceed FCC requirements.
The Sacramento Community looks to the cable industry not
merely for the variety of entertainment it can provide, but
for the contributions it can make to a total communications
network that opens to . Sacramento's citizens and .institutions
a. maximum of opportunities for access to information, the sharing
of messages, increased security, the saving of energy and
other such economic • and social benefits made possible by advancing
communications technology.
The Governing 13odies seek a franchisee who believes that
the economic future of cable is in the wider field of communications
rather than in merely providing entertainment. Thus,applicants •
are asked not - only to provide bare communication paths for
the range of non-entertainment communication services now technically
• feasible for institutions and residences, • but also to take
the promotional and marketing initiative that will make those
services practical realities •here.

Franchise Fee
• The franchise fee will be as stated in the Ordinance.
Initial'Service . Area and Line Extension -Policy
The franchisee will be required to make cable service
available within the time periods, within, the areas, and in
the Manner required by the Ordinance.

System Design and Institutional Services
The Cities and County seek a modern, efficient and cost-.
effective system which will provide high-quality, state-of--theart technology, deliver a variety of communications services,
and provide the flexibility, needed to adjust to new developments,
The Cities and County are particularly interested-in proposals
which will provide an institutional communications capability
and two-way capability within the Cities' and County. The minimum
number of cables and channel requirements are stated in the
.Ordinance. Applicants are also encouraged to propose high
standards of technical performance which may exceed current
FCC•requirements,
Minimum service Elnd system design requirements are Stated
in the Ordinance. Applicants'are encouraged to propose additional
service and system design elements that are. economically and
technologically feasible. The type of service and design elements
which may be proposed are understood by the Cities and County
to include hi-directional use and capability; interactive services
and Capability; home security capability; and special programming
. and infOrmation categories' such as national and international •
news services, advanced news and information via teletext or
similar services, -financial and stock market information, sports ;
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channels, weather service, FM/stereo programming, children's
programming, programming for the elderly, and programming

for the handicapped.
The Cities. and County are interested in proposals which
can accommodate the following types of areawide utilization:
- Upstream transmission for public service programs,
°

coverage of public meetings and events and training seminars;
- • Closed-circuit, bi-directional capability for
areawide shared training for police, fire and other public
service agencies;
Availability at reasonable rates of leased
data and video channels for users other than the franchisee;
- Designation and equipping of community viewing
centers at public libraries er'community centers at franchisee's
sole cost and expense.
In formulating system design. and services, applicants
are encouraged to plan for cooperation with governmental,
commercial, social service, and educational interests, in
order to maximize the system's benefit to the Sacramento
Community.
Any institutional netw6rk or services to be provided
shall meet the minimum standards required by the Ordinance
and be !iosismed based on information applicants obtain from
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governmental and community entities. The Cities and County
are interested in a flexible, efficient and.cost-effective
system design which can best accommodate the present and
future needs of institutional users without economically
burdening the average subscriber. It is.suggested•that potential
users who can supply useful information for designing the
.

institutional network and services to be provided include
medical users (e.g., public and private hospitals, ambulance

-services, physicians and medical societies, nursing homes);
religious institutions; educational users (e.g., public and
private schools, school district adminitrative •offices);
state city and county libraries; federal, state, city, county'
and district government offices and facilities; and nonprofit
groups which provide services to the community.
All services, whether offered to meet minimum requirements
or offered in excess of any minimum requirements, must be
.

guaranteed and within the financial capability of the system
as demonstrated in the .financial pro forma statements. •

. Community Access
Community use programming represents a high priority
of the governing boards, and the proposal of a vital community
use eleMent will be favored in the review process.
The GoVerning Bodies believe that commitment of channels
or program time to community use in general, or to particular
' local organizations, is a false measure. of. community commitment,
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because there is no effective means to ensure that community
use programming is in fact produced for airing. Furthermore,
channel capacity is finite, and any commitment of time or
channel to any one or more organizations potentially restricts
use or communication by others and does not foster maximal
community access. • Nor is reliance upon the Franchise Fee
to 'finance couh_unity use, in whole or in part, a satisfactory
method of assuring community use programming. '
The important questions are how much community use programming
will be made available and at what times. If an applicant
chooses to propose a community use element, it shall include
• adequate access to: channels, studio facilities and equipment,
and production support, as required by 5 .

of the

Ordinance. Applications may also commit the applicant to
sponsor and guarantee specified hours of community use programming
• throughout the franchise term.. Any such proposal shall be
consistent with §

of the Ordinance.

' Resource' C76.1caultlitents. To Local Entities'
The governing bodies encourage the applicants to propose
-:;ommitment of resources to local entities.. These resources
Include studios, equipment, staff assistance and financial
support.
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It is the view of the Governing Bodies that the allocation
of channels to local entities, in and Of itself, will not enable
local entities to make effective use of the cable system. While
the franchisee will be required to allocate certain channels
to KVIE and the Educational Consortium, it is expected that any
voluntary proposals relating to resource commitments will include
adequate staff asSistance and/or financial support, where needed,
to assure that any studio or equipment resources •(and allocated
channels) can be effectively used.
Recognizing that local entities might be able to use more
resources than it is economically feasible for the applicant
to offer, the Governing Bodies have adopted guidelines so that
.applicants can incorporate the priorities of. the Governing Bodies
into their resource commitment proposal.
The order of priorities for resource commitments to local'
entities is:
1.

Educational Consortium

2.

County and Cities

3.

KVIE

4.

Other local governmental entities

5.

Other non-governmental entities

• 6.

-

Other governmental entitieT..

Each of these categories should be included in a resource

commitment proposal, if any proposal is made.
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Within-these •guidelines, flexibility, innovation and creativity
are encouraged. Isolation of these categories of resource recipients
is not intended, for example, to preclude, proposal of joint
use facilities to be shared by all local entities. Applicants
are encouraged to contact and survey local entities to assess
their needs and capabilities, and to design a resource commitment
proposal which conforms with these needs and capabilities.
Commitment of channels, access, or resources to local
• entities which is designed to obtain support for the applicant's
'application rather than to best implement the priority guidelines
-set by the Governing Bodies will not be favored in the review
process.
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Financial Capability
An important feature of the proposal is an adequate
•demoristration of financial capability to perform in accordance
with the Ordinance and the proposal. Failure to provide the
detailed proforma data requested may be interpreted as .evidence
that an applicant is not properly qualified to become a franchisee.
Adequate documentation of the applicant's assumptions
and processes must be provided so that a fair analysis of
the prolections is possible. Projections should be realistic
and notoverly optimistic.
. Applicants should present evidence of financial resources
that assure ability to implement the proposed system throughout
the entire initial service area according to the completion
schedule specified in the Ordinance.
For purposes of the financial pro forma statements,'
Year One. begins on the date the franchise is awarded.
Rate Schedules
If initial rates are proposed, they must be substantiated
in the pro formas by use of realistic levels. of •penetration.
Applicants must.. assure the Cities• and County that the initial
rates proposed are realistically calculated to meet their
financial goals..
Demonstrated Experience In Cable Television Operations
Information will be solicited from communities in which.
applicants operate cable television :systems, to determine
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the quality of applicants' performance in those communities.
The Cities and County. will evaluate and consider evidence
of timely construction and satisfactory delivery, of services
as promised, as well as management background that evidences
excellent construction practices, customer satisfaction and
good community relations. Also to be considered are stability
of past franchises, rate history in other systems, willingness
to upgrade, and relationships with franchise authorities
in existing systems..
By submitting a proposal, applicants consent to both
the solicitation of such information by the Cities and County
and the disclosure of such information by the communities
where applicants operate.
• Local Ownership.
Although the ownership structure of the applicant is
a matter to he determined by each applicant, the County dnd
Cities strongly discourage offers of equity interest to,
or affiliations with, local citizens, organizations or institutions
for the purpose of influencing the issuance of a.franchise.•
.
,
It is the intent of the County and Cities to issue a franchise
solely on the basis of the merits of proposals and not on
the basis of local ownership or affiliation of the applicant
with local individuals, institutions and community agencies
where not substantively related to the operation of a cable
communication system. The County and Cities will evaluate
an applicant's 'overall commitment to the Sacramento community
within the context of the total proposal.
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If local participation .1s .a component of the ownership

structure of an applicant,then the County and Cities expect
that such local interests have a bona fide financial investment
in the applicant. In reviewing oWnership interest, the County
and Cities will look with disfavor on proposals containing
the following and similar elements:
*

proposals in which any "investor's" percentage
of stock is greater than the percentage of
total dollars or services actually invested
or contributed. .Services contributed in
lieu of dollars invested may include personal
services, materials, equipment or facilities,
but such must be quantifiable and clearly
delineated in the proposal.

*

proposals where "investors" have received
loans from the applicant. with which to purchase
stock.

*

proposals where an applicant guarantees little
or no financial risk to "investors."

CommunicatiOns with Elected and Appointed Officials

The .elected,offi ,TialS and staff reserve the right to refuse
to talk to applicants concerning the cable television franchise
and to limit or restrict communications with applicants as
said officials or staff, in their discretion, determine.

Evaluation Criteria

The Cities and County will award a franchise, if any,
to the applicant who demonstrates the best overall capability
and willingness to provide a high-quality cable communication
service to the greater Sacramento area. All information
requested by the RFP Will be evaluated during the selection
process. The factors upon which selection will be based are
so numerous and subjective as to make it impossible to know_
in advance the relative importance of various factors upon
which award of a franchise will be based.
However, the following will be included among the factors
considered, not necessarily in the order listed:
1.

Financial capability and obligations of applicant;

2.

Realism of subscriber 'penetration projections.,

financial goals, financial assumptions, and financial projections;
3.

Character of applicant's owners;

4- Applicant's past experience in cable television
system operations;
5.

Applicant's commitment to the Sacramento community,

as revealed in applicant's Cpmmunity Access proposal, if
ally;
6.

Applicant's commitment to the Sacramento community,

revealed in applicant's proposal re Resource Commitments
to Local Entities, if any;
7.

Applicant's commitment to the Sacramento community,

as revealed in ,applicant's design of institutional network
and institutional services;
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8.

Minority/female ownership and active minority/female

participation in ongoing operations;
9.

Availability of Basic Service to subscribers at

the lowest realistic rates, and the willingness of applicant
to insure low rates for Basic Service throughout the term
of the franchise;
10.

Applicant's plans, if any, for complying with -

nondiscrimination and affirmative action provisions contained
in §

of the Ordinance;
11.

Applicant's ability to complete the system in the

Service Areas according to the completion schedule contained
in the Ordinance;
12.

The technological quality and innovation of the

'proposed system design;
13. The variety and quality of programming and services
offered;
Applicant's procedures for handling subscriber
service and billing problems;
.15. The quality and quantity of programming and services
available at the lowest-cost tiers,

•
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'INTRODUCTORY OVERVIEW AND SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL

Each. applicant should present a clear and concise narrative
description of the cable television system and services it
. proposes to provide. Please limit responses to approximately
25 pages.
Please cover the following subject areas:
*

Overview of Proposal

' . Ownership and Management of System

1

*

Financial Commitments

*

System Design and Construction (including
bi-directional capability)

*

Signal Carriage and Channel Allocations

*

Local Origination and Access

*

Rates and Rate Guarantees

*

Institutional Services .
Other

The purpose of this section is simply to provide the redder
with an understandable overview of the proposal, not to discuss
details which will be covered elsewhere in the application forms.•
The applicant must clearly differentiate between .those
elements of the proposal, which it j.s firmly committed to providing
(which will be contractually binding) and those which may be provided.

APPLICATION FOR CAI/LE CONICATION SYSTEM FRANCHISE
.
FOR SACRAHENTO COUNTY, CALI17OR1IA

IDENTIFICATION OF APPLICANT
Name of Applicant'

Address of Applicant(Street)

(City, State, Zip Code)
Telepholle
(Aran Code and Numbe'r)
Date

Please give name and telephone auMper of principal to whom inquiries
should be made:
-

.

Name.

•

Telephone
(Area Code and Number) .—
Authorized S13nature
(Name and Title)
Date

APPLICATION FOR CABLE COMMUNICATION FRANCHISE
Apolicant's Affidavit

This aoplication is submitted in response to the Request for Proposals of
Sacramento County and the City of Sacramento, California, by the undersigned
who has been duly authorized to make the representations herein on behalf of
the il:pplicant.
Apolicant understands that this application will be part of the Franchise
17:ocuments, enforceable against applicant, in the event a franchise is
granted in consequence of this application.
Applicant recognizes that all representations made in this applicati:rn are
binding upon it and that inaccuracy of or failure to adhere to any such
representations may result in revocation of any franchise that may he
granted in consequence of this application.
Consent is hereby given to the County and the City of Sacramento to make
louirv into the legal, character, technical, financial and other
c;lialifications of applicant by contacting any persons or organizations clamed
herein as references, or by any other a -opropriate•means.

penalty of perjury, the signator hereto declares that the entire
•,4.er
contents of this application is true and correct.
rrr

arae.

a.nt. 's Signature

Off^ii-1:1 Position

Date

'Attest

FORM A: ORGANIZATION

Form A

• Page 1 of 7
ORGANIZATION

01.

Organization Structure

Sole Proprietorship.

Joint Venture

Partnershin.

Uninrornorated Assoc.

• Corporation

Other . (exnlain)

. Officers - (if Corporation).:
President'

Secretary

Vice President

Treasurer-

Owner (if Sole Proprietorship)
General Partners (if Partnershin
If applicant, is a corporation, please list all.members of the Board of
Directors, their principal affiliations and their addresses:

Page 2 of 7

FORM A
ORGANIZATION (continued)
2. Ownership and.Control Information

(Reproduce additional forms if needed.)
To be completed for all principals, officers, directors, participants
and consultants of applicant, and by beneficial owners of any stock or
•other ownership interest in applicant. Beneficial owners include, but
are not limited to, •individuals, corporations, partnerships, joint ventures
and unincorporated . assocations. Beneficial owners. also include all
• prospective owners, including those to whom offers to become owners have
been made and the offer has not been rejected.
Name (if 'individual)
oraanization)
Address
(Number)
(City)
Nature of Interest:

(Street)
(Zip)

(State)

[ 3 Partner

[ j Stockholder/Owner

1I Officer

I ] Corporate Director

Profession or Occupation
Name of Employer
Address of Employer
Number of shares of each class of stock or ownership interest In applicant
(including stock options, .stock subscribtions and nartnership
options):
Method of Payment for interest (cash, notes, services, etc.)

*

If shares are used for security to obtain funds to pay for them, disclose
Jun details of the transaction: .

Percentage of ownership of partnership, voting stock or equity
interest:
* For purposes of this form, "participant" means any person employed .
retained by the applicant either directly or indirectly who has had any
c ommunication regarding the award of a cable television franchise with, or
11() has made any campaign contribution to any of the County Supervisors or
the City Council members or their administrative assistants.
.** If notes, fully disclose terms thereof, including interest rate and
ment schedule. If services, disclose the method of valuation.
.

1.1

Page 3 of 7

Form A
ORGANIZATION .(continued)

To be completed by each oraanization or corporation which filled out Paae 2
of Form A (not'individuais).
List. allprincipals, officers, corborate directors. and beneficial owners of
one percent or more of your own stock or ownership interest.
(For each name below that is the name of an organization or corporation,
complete a new page 3 of Form A for the entity until all ownership interests
are identified at the level of individual owner's of one percent or more.)
Name of Organization
Address
(Street

(Number)
(City)

(Zip)

(State)

-

Name

•

Address_

Capacity

Ownership
(Percent)

Form A

Page 4 of 7
ORGANIZATION (continued)

3.

Stock Information
Please answer the following concerning the cornoration:
a.

Is the applicant a publicly held corporation as defined by the
rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission?
]

b.

Yes [ J No

Stock of corooration:-

Class of
Stock

Par
Val ue

Vote Per
Share

No. Shares
Authorized

No.' Shares
Issued

No.__ Shares
Subscribed

Total No.
Stockholders

F

c.

.0

Does apnlicant.have any other obligations or securities . authorized411
or outstanding which bear voting rights either absolutely or upon
any continaency?
[ )-Yes
[
No
If "yes," submit a statement of (1) the nature of such securities,
(2) the face or par value, (3) the_ number of units authorized, (4)
the number of units issued and outstandina, (5) the number of
units, if any, proposed to be issued, and (6) the conditions of
contingency upon which securities may be voted.

. d.

Is applicant corporation directly cr indirectly controlled by
another corporation or legal entity?
I ] Yes
[ j No
If "yes,". please exolain. Detail agreements or procedures, if any,
which assure that policy and operational control over the proposed
cable television system shall remain vested in applicant.

e.
-

Is apolicant or any orincinal, assisting any equity owner in
obtainina funds with which to pay for shares? If so disclose
details of the transaction.

fun
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Form A
ORGANIZATION (continued)
f.

Are any dividend payments auaranteed or any class of shareholders
to be treated differently from any nther class, please explain.

Is any owner of any equity interest obliaated or exnected to be
obligated to repay, auarantee or otherwise be responsible for any
outstanding debt of applicant? If recourse exists with respect to
the assets of some but not all eauity owners, disclose details of
different treatment.

•

What amounts and forms of compensation have been paid or promised
to any officers, directors, shareholders, participant S • or
consultants of applicant? Provide :complete details.

5. Partnershin Information
If applicant is a limited Partnership, please describe structure. and
interests of general and limited partners.

Page 6 of 7

Form A

ORGANIZATION (continued),

6 . . Ownership Disclosure
Apnlicants, including all shareholders and parties with any financial
interest in the applicant, must fully disclose all agreements and
understandings with any person, firm, group, association or corporation
with respect to the franchise and the proposed system. This includes
agreements between local investors and national companies. Failure to
reveal such agreements will be considered withholding of pertinent
information and will be considered cause to withhold or revoke award of
the franchise.
Please append copies of any written agreements.made regarding the
ownership or control of the proposed system. Use the space provided
to outline any oral agreements or understandings regarding the ownership
or control of the proposed system. Indicate the existence and description.
(including price and time of exercise provisions) of stock Options,
buy-out agreements, buy-back or exchange ofstock (or other interests)
agreements, rights of first refusal, whether written or oral, obligatory
• or optional, that could affect the ownership structure of applidant.
Treat specificallY the nossible effects on the interests of minority
owners, female owners and local investors. (A "local investor" shall
mean any individual who resides within Sacramento, Placer, El Dorado,
an jdaquin, Amador, Sutter, Solano or Yolo Counties or any corporation,
partnership or business • association owned or controlled by any
individual(s) who reside in these counties.)
It is assumed by the Governing Bodies that all owners or prospective
owners of any equity interest in applicant will share equally in
the costs associated with making this application if a franchise is
not awarded to applicant. If there is any agreement, understanding
or arrangementto the contrary, explain • in detail.

Page 7 of 7

7.

•

Minority and Female Ownership and Involvement
If desired, nrovide information relating to minority and female
ownership of aPplicant and anticipated minority and female involvement
in the operation of the Sacramento franchise if the franchise is
awarded in 'consequence of this apnlication. The submission of such
information is not mandatory: however, minority and female ownership
and the extent of active minority and female involvement in operations
• will be considered a plus factor in the selection process, as one of
numerous factors indicating the probable community responsiveness of.
the applicant.

B: OWNERSHIP QUALIFICATIONS

Page 1 of 2

Form B OWNERSHIP QUALIFICATIONS

0

1. Does the applicant, any subsidiary of applicant, or any person or
business entity having any interest 1/ in applicant, directly or
'.indirectly own, operate, control or Have an interest in any of
the 'following:2/
a. A national broadcast television network
]Yes.
]No
.(such as ABC, CBS, or NBC); or
b. A -television •broadcast station whose
• predicted Grade B contour, computed in
accordance with Section 73.684 of the
FCC's rules, overlaps in whole or in part
the service area of such system, or an
applicant for a license to operate such a
station; or
C. -

A television translator station licensed
to Sacramento County; or

[

]Yes

[

}No

[ ]Yes [ IN°

d. A :telephone company whose service. area
includes Sacramento County.

[ ]Yes

[ ]No

e, A newspaper having local circulation within
Sacramento County.

[ ]Yes

[ }No

A radio station whose potential listening
area includes Sacramento County

[ ]Yes

[ ]No

A theater, or any newspapers, • radios or television stations outside Sacramento County

[ ]Yes

[ }No

f.
g.

h. 'A cable television system

[ ]Yes [ ]No

2. If "yes" to any of the above, indicate below, with full identifying
particulars, the nature and extent of such ownership operation,
control or interest.
Name of Applicant, Person or Entity:

Nature of Interest:

Company in which Interest Held:
Name of Applicant, Person or Entity:
(continued).
I/ For purposes of this form, "interest" includes, in the case of
corporations, officers, directors, and shareholders owning .1 percent or
more of the company's outstanding voting stock.
2/ An affirmative response to Questions 1(a) through 1(d) may.constitute7disqualification of an applicant if Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) cross-ownership •rules prohibit suchtan applicant :from investing in
cab•lo sv'stems (sc6 47 CPR §63,4,5 and ,,i76.'A01).

Form B

- Page 2 of 2

OWNERSHIP QUALIFICATIONS (continued)
Nature of Interest:

Company in which Interest Held:
3.

Is the applicant a U.S. citizen?

4. Is the applicant a U.S. corporation?
If "no," please describe in detail.

[ ) Yes [ I No
[ ) Yes [

No

5. If "no," above state any ownership retained by perSons or entities
which are not U.S. citizens or corporations.

6. Do any appointed or elected officials of County or Cities serving
within the last two years or members of their families have any beneficial interest or ownership in the applicant?
[
Yes [ I No
If "yes" to the above, indicate the name of the official, the percentage .
of ownership and the entity owned.
a.

Name of the applicant:

b.

Percentage of ownership:

c.

Name of applicant or principal:

Describe, in detail, any contractual or financial interest--direct or
indirect--existing between an officer or employee of the applicant
and the County or Cities which may have existed at any time during the
application process. Such interest or re].ationship shall include, but
is not limited to, any contract or any financial interest in the sale
of land, materials, supplies or services to the County _or Cities.

FORM C: CHARACTER QUALIFICATIONS

Pane 1 of 2

Form C

CHARACTER QUALIFICATIONS
1.- Has the applicant (including parent corporation if applicable) orany
principal' ever been convicted or pleaded no contest in a criminal proceeding
(felonies: or misdemeanors)' in which any of the following offenses was Charged?
[ ]

yes [ ]

no

b. Embezzlement.
• •
*c. 'Tax evasion-

[ ]

yes [ ]

no

[ ]

yes [. -1- no -

d. Bribery

[ ]

yes [ ]

e. Extortion

[1 yes [ ] no

f. Jury tampering

[ ] yes [ ] no

a.

Fraud

no

Obstruction of justice (or other misconduct
affecting public or judicial officers'
performance of their official duties)

[ I yes [ ]

no

h.

False/misleading advertising

[ ]

yes [ ]

no

i.

Perjury

[ ]

yes [ ]

no

j.

Anti-trust violations (state and federal)

[ ]

yes [ ]

no

k.

Violations of FCC regulations

[ ] yes [ ] no

1.

Conspiracy to commit any of the foreaoing
offenses

[ ] • yes [

g.

m. Any other felony

no

] yes [ ] no

2. If "yes", attaCh separate sta:tement providing specifics such as date,
court, sentence or fine, etc.

1
For purposes of, this forM, "principal" means any officer or director
of applicant, and any person, firm, corporation, partnership, joint venture,
Asi or other entity, who or which owns or contrOLs one (1) per cent or more of
Wthe-votingstock (or any equivalent voting interest of a partnership or
joint venture) of an applicant..
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Form C
CHARACTER QUALIFICATIONS (continued)

3. Has the applicant or any principal ever been or is the applicant
or any principal now a party to a civil proceeding involving any of the
following:
a. Unfair or anticompetitive business practices
.b. Violations of securities laws (state and
federal)
c. False/misleading advertising

. Violations

of FCC regulations_

[ ] yes [

no

) yes [ J no
[.). yes [ ]•no
[ ) yes [ ) no

e.

Unfair labor practices

[ ] yes [ I no

f.

Antitrust violations (state and federal)

[1 yes [ ] no

Any action in which a municipality served by
applicant or any principal is a party

[ ] yes [ ) no

h.• Bankruptcy

[ ) yes [ ] no

4. If "yes", attach statement providing specifics.
5. Kas applicant or any principal ever had a business
license . (defined to include FCC . licenses; aleoholic
beverage and restaurant licenses, etc.) revoked,.susPended'or the renewal thereof denied or is applicant or
any principal now a . arty to 'a proceeding that may
'result in. same?
[ ) yes I ] no
6.

If 'yes", attach statement providing specifics.

7. Has applicant or any principal 'ever, aS a result''
of an adjudicated proceeding, been found 'in violation-other than routine service complaints-of any franchise.
agreement, contract, or regulation governing their
cable communications systems owneti or operated by them? [ ) yes
8.

I no

If "yes", attach statement providing specifics.

9. Has applicant or any principal ever initiated litigation against' a franchising authority or had a franchising authority initiate litigation against it?
10. If "yes", attach statement providing specifics

[ ] yes I ] no

FORivi D: EXPERIENCE--CURRENT CABLE HOLDINGS

Form D

Page 1 of 2
CABLE HOLDINGS OWNED BY APPLICANT
AND PRESENT SU3SCRIBER RATES

Please. list all holdings (franchises/licenses and systems) in which applicant
or any principal* owns one (1) percent or more of stock other equity interest.
(If -additional pages are needed, please reproduce this form.)
Location•of System

•

Dare of Franchise/License Award or Acquisition (indicate
whether . award or purchase). •

-

Plant Miles of System

Data First Subscribers
Served

•

Date Construction
Completed

Percentage of System
Ownership Held
iHolder of Controlling
Ownership Interest

Current Subscriber Rate

-

Date Rate Approved
Name and Address of
Local Government
Officials Responsible
for Cable Operations
For purposes of this form, "principal" means any officer or director of
applicant, and any person, firm, corporation, subs,idiary, joint venture or
oti; 2e entity, who or which owns or controls one (1) percent or more of the
voting stock (or. any equivalent Voting interest of a partnership or joint
ventur e ) of an applicant.

Page 2 of 2

Form D

Complete this form for all, but not more than four, cable systems
operated by applicant. Each system so,described must be available
for inspection as evidence of applicant's special qualification and
experience in cable television.' If possible, include systems' that(a)
are under . construction; (p) include community involvement; (c) are
pre-1972; and (d) have more than 25,000 subscribers.
Community:
.Name of Local Company:
Address:
Date of award of franchise:
Date construction commenced:
If turn-key -- name company:
Percentage construction completed:
Strand or route miles of plant
presently in place for residential
services:

A.
B.

Aerial
Underground

Number of Residential Subscribers:
A. At present
B. In 3 yrs.(Drojected)
Homes passed by cable:
•A. At present
In 5 '172.s. (projected)
B.

Number community access channels:
A. Education
B. Government
C. Public
D. Other
Average number of hours channels
used daily:
A. Education Channels
B. Government Channels
C. Public Channels
D. Other access channels

All

Interactive services to homes (list
services with number of suscribers):
A. At present
B. In 5 yrs. (projected):

Number of local origination
channe/s:
Programming hours per typical
week on local origination
. channels:
A. Automated
B. Non-automated

Miles of cable providing institutional
services:
A. At present
' B. In 5 yrs. (projected)

Number of Channels used for
entertainment services:
A. Class I
B. Class II

Number of institutional subscribers:
A. At present
B. In 5 yrs. (projected)

List entertainment services:

Institutional Services (List services
with number of subscribers):
A. At present
•B. In 5 yrs. (projected)

•.This -system (check all applicable)
(aY Under .construction
rAttach a complete Rate Schedule for
(b) Includes community involvement __all services provided (showing rate
.(c) Is pre-1972
change history from inception to
(d) . Has 25,000+ subscribers
present time)
Include narrative explanations of any special or unique features that demnstrate
•

FORM E: FORMER FRANCHISES OR OWNERSHIP INTERESTS

FORMER FRANCHISES
Applicant and any principal* shall lit every .community where it has received a cable television
franchise Or constructed. or operated a cable system without a franchise and subsequently disposed •
of all or a majority of its interest.. (If additional pages are needed, please reproduce this form.)

Name of System

Community

Date of I Date of
'Franchise Franchise
,Award or 'Disposition
A.. isition

Reason and Manner of Disposition

*For purposes of this form, 'principal" means any officer or director of applicant, and any person, - firm,
Corporation, subsidiary, joint venture or other entity, who or which owns or controls 3 percent or more
r,71
of the voting stock (or any equivalent voting interest of a partnership or joint venture) of an applicantts4

FORE F: TIN.ANC I.k.L RE S 0 CR S, ::CSTING CAPITAL C0TTY --"NTS ,
yr 3
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Form F

Page 1 of - 7
FINANCIAL RESOURCES

•1ease describe in detail the financing plan for the construction and
operation of the proposed Sacramento County cable communications system.
Proof of financial capability, shall include the following:
1.

Source of financing:
-

a.

Equity -- What are the source and amount of equity capital? List
all •committed sources and the amount committed. Provide back-up
documentation evidencing commitment.

b.

Long-term 'Debt -- What are the seurce and amount of long-term
debt? :List all committed sources and the amount committed.
.Provide back-up documentation evidencing commitment

e._ Short-term Debt -- What are the source and amount of short-term
debt? List all committed source's and the amount committed.
Provide back-up documentation evidencing 'commitment.

d.

2.

Provide name, title, address and telephone of appropriate contact
person of each lending institution providing financing or other
financial services to applicant.

Terms of financing: (Provide information for each source of debt
financing.)
a.

b_

Amount -- Long-term

Term length

Amount -- Short-term

Term length

Under what conditions is the financing to be made available.? Are
'there restrictions on availability or use of funds?

Form F
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FINANCIAL RESOURCES . (continued)

c.

What interest rates, payback and other terms?

d.

What collateral is involved?

e.

Who are guarantors?

It.. Attach copies of any related agreements made in' connection with
financing of this project.
g•

Describe any interrelationships between any source of debt
financing and applicant or any principal.

h.

• Are there any limitations on the sale of stock by individual
holders in this project? Describe.

1.

Are there any buy-out or buy-back stock provisions? Describe.

Are there any assignments or intended assignments of stock voting
rights? If so, describe.

-

3.

If applicant is (or includes) a multiple :system oPeratOr, will it agree
to countersign the franchise agreement it asked to do so.

Form

F
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FINANCIAL RESOURCES (continued)

41- 4.

•

5.

Is applicant organized as an :IRS Subchapter S corporation? If,yes,
what depreciation rate will be used for tax purposes?

Documentation: Supply documentation and eVidence that assures
.applicant's financial viability, such as letters of commitment or
credit from financial institutions and equity sources which will
demonstrate the availability of sufficient funds to complete the
construction of the Sacramento County cable communications system.

If applicant is a multiple system operator, give evidence of the
portion of the company's line of credit that is presently uncommitted
and will be applied and committed to the construction of the
Sacramento County system.
If local investors are involved; list the amouht Of equity contribution
of each plus the method by which the contribution is paid (e-g., cash,
cash plus credit, services, etc.). Include financial commitment
documentation for each investor.
If applicant is a division or subsidiary of an MSO, provide the
proposed debt instrummt, -describing terms of payment.
If capital is to be raised by a parent company, provide an annual
report for the parent company.
If future refinancing - is anticipated, -describe proposed terms and
arrangements.

Form F
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FINANCIAL RESOURCES (continued)

6.

Previous systems:financed: Describe in detail the financing
. arrangements dEirized by applicant and/or parent and/or principals to •
acquire or construct cable systems within the past .ten years:

7.

For applicant, the parent company -, if any, and the principals, provide
the name, title, address and telephone number of an appropriate
contact person in any outside audit firm utilized within the past ten
years.

•

•

0

VAT1ONA1. :sUILDIOU CUMMTHEriTS--NEW PLANT*

Ii

To be completed for each applicant,. Parent,organizationand principal franchised in anyother;community or communities.. If additionapace is needed, please reproduce this form.
ililec & Cost of Committed Plant
(2,ive nJ:ut! of community) '

I

1

Y.ear_l

_I Year 2

I

. Year..4

Year. 3. .

1

Completion

Year 5

_

Hiles

Sacramento County

.

Committed Total Cnaltal Coats

.

•
Coat

•

Mlles

Community 1:

COLIt'

.
ommunity

:

.

Miles.

CorLmunicy 2:

Cost

.

Hilea

,

Cost
Community 4:

_

Miles
Coot '

_
Community 5:

Hiles

Cost

.

I

•____

nd conL;truction cost: c for all recently awarded franchises
of committed plan
!tilew plant includes the
;which.may not have started constrletion and also older •frnelli ,., es where building proL;ram is not yet complete.
)4 Completion date 40 prOmilled In the apiiiieation for each franchise.

(J1

0
1-h

•

• COHHITMENTS TO REBUILD—EXISTING SYSTEME

for each applicant, parent organization and principal franchised in any other
To bo completed
community or Communities. If additional space is needed, please reproduce this aim. Hilec of Comulitti, d Rebuilding
(give name of community)
'2omuunity 1:

I
I

Year 1

Committed Total Capital Ceuta
1
1
Year 4
Year 2
Year 3

1

......,

Year 5

Hileu
Coat

':o...00lry 2:

Hilea
Coat

nun icy 3:

•

Hileu
,

Cost
Co=lunity. 4:

Mica

.

Cost
.:or.;-nit•

5:

.
,

Niles

Coot
Community 6:

,

an
Coat

Summary
Neu P .ant (including Sacram:2nto County), •

.

• z Plant

tmitted Capital Coate
-

.

r.1

POTENTIAL BUILDING COMMITMENTS7-CURRENT FRANCHISE APPLICATIONS

c) be completed for each applicant,_ parent organization and Principal..Enoplving for franchises
_n other . communities, _ If additional space is needed, please reproduce this form.
Community in tAlich
francl!ine sowejit
......._
Community 1:

Date of
I .Application

Hiles
Coat

:ommunIty 2:•

Miles
Coot

:2ommu:1 I ty. 2:

Mileo
Cos t

oma:unity 4:

M i les
Coat.

Total Estimated
Mileage and 'Cost

I Exbeeted Date
Iof Award

Estimated
Plant Mileage

I

Estimated
Coat

•
FOPm G: FINANCILL PRO FORHA

ANTrCIPATED SYSTEH CgiOWTH An 1.EV1TUE STATEMENT roaTI11
r-

SACRAHENTO COUNTY CA1LE SYSTE•

. Prci.mta .gc at Penetration
1 Average
1
iHouse"" Horresi Average 1 Average
—
11:101s
Basic*
1
2nd
Set*
I
Ptiy
Ceblexl
Basic
SObscribers/
1Pay
Cable
Sub&cribersi
2p. Irar
Icnise
1Subscribera1Subscribers1Subscribersillomes Passed by Cable 'Homes Paused by Cable

Year

Year

I

Your

2

Year

3

cf.:a r
Year
Year

6

Year

7

Year

8

Year

9

Year 10
Ycar.11
Year 12
?car 13
Year 14

7- •

.Year 15
(continued)
tier ,..)fs cervica afforec'„ provide infovillation for each tier. Show
*If Lbere is more than
'separately, nnLiberat subscriLers, average rate, annual revenue for each tier of baoic and pay cable
and—oLber service.. Then show totals * for all tirc,
I;()TE: Year 1 11t1:1 on Oul dace the franchise Is awarde.

■ —•

rt.
kr,

AnTrcipATED SYS'ITI1 GROWTH .4.110 i,tEVF,11i.TE STI.:1-1ENT
AT

_

.

Rut/untie Per Suhscribur

2nd Se tx1
Pay*(Yearly) (Yearly) (Yet:4 rly) la t ion
Baulc;=

Ye.a r

THE SAC:RANI:N . 10 C01.1NTY CAh:A:
yTrE1-1---cotitinue.d
Revanne ['Annual
7•
loth
Ins cal I 1F1.1
Fay*
'M tOttht I1asic*I2nd Set*
-

'vice ffe.111,

lation

jpe ,

Year 7
Z.±

r

Year

9

Y,[1 a r 10
Year 11
Year 12
Year 13

Year •14
■••■■•••

(....ontinued)
fered
,
prcivide
ini'cowation
for
each
tier. Sbow
chore is more than one tier of serv
tier
of
basic
and
pay
i,i'elyare Lel y, ne:nber of snbscriberu i •• avera2,e rate, annual revenue for ez.1211
Then show totals for all tiers.
"1 le •ind other sc.:I-VIC:CS.
NtY;-c7.:
the
dare the franchise is awarded.
mu
on
Year 1 he
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REVENUE DOCUMENTATION

- Using the figures of households given in the "Uniform Data,"
,explain how your subscriber and penetration•figures are obtained'.
In brief narrative, describe.the.data utilized, the source of
the data, and the method for projection. Describe the method. for
projection of penetration levels. Were market surveys conducted?
If so, describe them. Please furnish copies of market studies.

•
N.COHL: STA T atENT

n 000e )
--,

'Less Op-1 Equals
1
I Less
!RevenueIc rat lug lope rat Log! Less
I Depree
lExpenses1 Income
I Interest:I at Ion

Year

1Equals I Leua
IPre-tax Income
1Income I Taxes

Equals I Plus .
He t
I Depr,ee t.Income
Lit ion

Equa 1 8
Cash
Flow

Year 1
_Year 2
Year
Year
Year
Year 6
ear 7
Year 8
Year 9
Year 10
Year 11
tar 12
Year . 1.3
Year 14
Year 15 •

ooTE:

_1

1.-••••

Yuar .1 1) ,..q:,int, oti the dace the ft anchi sc 1a auarLiec .
h.)

Form G
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Present, in brief narrative form, applicant's financial goals.
Specifically, include in your discussion financial targets for
operating income, pre-tax income, and rate of return. What is
basis for rate of return? Describe the factors you will use to
calculate the rate of return on investment, rate base, and
assets.
If the discounted cash flow method is used, what is
the investment base upon which the return is calculated? What
are the items considered as cash out-flows, in-flows? What residual
value is assumed for the system at the end of the franchise period?
1.

-

2. Please describe how income taxes are computed. Will federal
income taxes be consolidated with a'parent company? . If not,
.show treatment of loss carry-forwards'and.investment tax credits,

l

tt

SOURCES .AND USES OF FOW:JS
Ut1C3 of Funds
SoorCeu of Funds
1
Loan
[Interest!
I Capital 1 Oper—
I
1I
Repay
I Pay— 1 Income I
1 Equity j Loans I Revenue 1 Total 1 Expen— I ating
1 Cash
Taxes
1
,
ment
1
1Sources1
dn.:ores
IExpenses!
manta
1 Balance 1 Foods
1

1

r

1
11)ividendol Total
1 Uses
I

a: • 1
ar 2
ar 3
.ar
ar
Er 6

ar 11

•

Er 12
ari3
ar 14
ar 15

go
as
0

■.0

; ■ ial
r..

pd

Year 1 bolos on the date the franchise :la auardud.

SUMMARY OF SOURCES AND USES OF FUNDS
I
I
I
1
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
Year 7
Year 8
Year 9
Year 10
Year 11
Year 12
Year 13
Year 14
Year 15

Total
Sources

Total
.Uses
.

Ending Cash
Balance

Ending
Total Loans
, Outstanding

Debt/Equity
Ratio at end
of year

•

Form C
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An.;-CrAL, LO
rear

T

Z,f: a...4 n't:r

1 Average Loa= 3alarace. for Yoar I Avera;,. , Iacerost :lates for -L. _•ar *

z

Year 2
Year 3
Y r 4
Year'
Year 5
Year 7
Year 3
**Year 9

•

'?ear IO .

Year 11
Year
Yp.ar 13

ar
-ea_ :5
! Total
NGTE: Year 1 begLas on the dare che fr.auchise. i a -warcied.

Describe in detail how average interest rates are
calculated and projected.
-• •

•

,VT!f.11.1,TPD C::11 ITAL EXIDIMES (1n61 1.)0a)
-,
.11nuti.Lul .
..
DIstribotien
. •
I
I
I'
Drops*
LI.onnl
INIcrowavejUendendl Earth 1 Aerial
role
Under— 1
1StutionI
ground lArrangmt. UoruoVk

•
Antenna(a)1
Your

&

Tower:1
Year

.

Pli
40
I-1

:

k

I

Conver
' tere*

—

'Lea , chold
InnroveBuild
.iIotat
Furtlistiinq-;
in..., s .
— ' K.ri -,Thrra.S
—

1

Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Yeor 6
Year 7

Yoat 8
•••••••••-••• ••••••

•••

Yeilr 9
,

Year 10
YeLr J1

Year 12
Year 13
Year 14
Year 15

(continued) .
$Equipmt2nt on customor'd prealleev

F:

Include projecred CLp In L nt. C.

ftvIwd n capitali7ed lahnr).
4ipita11z4.stion wheve app1 .1cdhle..

'/ear 1 begins on the date the franchice Io awarded,

n

•
,%?-:TiCIPATED Ci,PITAL EXII:ADITURES (in $0000--cont. nuud
l•
I Land

Year

St

..—Asaarti-ged
•
Or12,Innt: I on
1I)ay..Cable .Capitalized P1133: —
Teat •
I
los
U1)Ue Equ p — Equipment , 'Vehicles] Pre—Op— (Engineer—I Related Dye rhead 6 It-"E;-11; 71thek- Total
rELT2sti **I
went •
E u.i pawn t
•
. Parts!
ra tug
int;
rOfy
-

Year

I

Year

2

Year

3

year

4

Year

5

Year

6

Year

7

Year

8

Year

0

Year 10
Year 11
Year 1 7
Year 11
Year 14
Year IS

end

acribe th!: wethod(a) used In determining capitalize(
•

;CITE:

overhead and capitalized interest c74. 27plicab1e . to
he system.

her • capi t al expenditures.
In. HJe pro.Sc- c ed rep I a cuent capi tal iza t ion where eppilcable.. Year I beg ins on •the da te the franch ice is it.ra rde.

•

Fcr.a
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:)

CONS=UCTION COSTS .
(Capitalized Expenditure Justification)
Aerial

•

Underground

Distribution Cost
Per
.

Y..ake Read7
Engineering
Labor
Pardl.Tare and St -rand
Taps
Cable
Electzonics
Directional
Other • .
Tutal Cos: Per !.441„
Total Miles
Total Cost (wiles x cost)
Droo

•

Op

miles
=s

-••■

ai

Labor [Capitalized?]
U .nverzer
.a)tal Cost Per Drop

iieadend Cost
Number of headends
Premium Channel Converter
Drop ',Jaterial
Labor
Converter

$

-

-

•Total Cost Per Drop

4
t

i
I

$
$
$—
-$

$
$
$
'

$

Niles of Cable
. • Provide total number of miles of trunk and feeder cable to be constructed,
both:aerial and underground, both active and shadow, also indicating miles of
multiple cable construction, if any.
Underq. round Construction
Miles of conduit required Milos of direct burial cable =

it
t
t
'
:
i
,,
iP

Ir
i

A
I

i
,;

fll
!ATRECIATION
Distribution .
, -I
AuThri (6)1
I Clonal
Aerial
I Under— I Pole
I
c.
- INIcruwavelfleadendI Earth
lArrangmt.Illetwork
I ground
•
• 'Station!
Towers

Year

ciar

I

car

2

ear.

3

1

I Dvops.
I

COOVef

tera

1.==

CJ

11

—I B u ild—
ingsruicni,911 :17

4
ear

5
6

O, r

7

L:ar

6

.car

9

ear 10
ear 11
12 .

'z2zr 13
.uar 14
IS.
(LCIltinUed)

.".'E;

Year

e "r" ; on the date the franchlbe is awardt.td.

0
ill

OEPRZCTATION- -continued
Year

.I
IPay CableICapitalized
I_
_
Originntion
_..._
I
Test
I
.
.I
.1
Pre70p-IEngineer-I
ltelated
lOverhead6
I.
Other
I
Total
I Scadioa I- Habtled Equip- IEquipment,IVehie,les
IEquipment Equipment
ings
eratingI
I
: Vans
PAsyd
ment lApT-e
I
.
_
:.1140.1_s
_______

Luty-

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
Year
Year 8
Year 9
Year 10
Year
Year 12
Year 13
Year 14
Year- 15
dc2urcciab1e.
WJTE: Year 1 beins en the dace tite franchise is nwarded.
Aor

ct
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Form C
•

D RECIATION jUSTIFICATION SHEET
Depreciation Lia
(yeas)

Item

1. Antenna(s)
2. M4crowa1fe

3. Headend
A. Earth Statioa

5- Distribution:
a.

Aer 4 a1

b.

Underground

c.

?ole arrangement

6.

Drops

7.

Converters
.

Bu11d 4 ngs:
a. Headends
o. Studio
c. Ofc 4 cas

e. Leasehol:1 Imrrovements,

Furniture, Fixtures

.w. Orig:1aation Equipment - Studio
11. Origination Equipment - Remote
. Test - Equipment, Tools, Spare Parts & Inveatory
13., Vehicles
?reccerating
13. Engineering

16. Phy Cable Con7erters(aad
related equipment)
17. ran'talired Payroll
18, Headend & Hub Computers

1 9 . 0ther (detail)
deptecl.able.

Form G
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PAYROLL EXPENSE
1. Under each category belo , , specify actual titles of anticipated personnel (e.g.,
system manager under General & Administrative; acCess coordinator under Origination; etc.). In the parentheses ( ), Indicate' the equivalent number of fulltime employees for each category for Years 3, 5 and 10 (e.g., an entry might appear as $97,500 (7)--indicating seven employees receiving a total of $97,500 in
that particular year).
ANNUAL SALARIES AND WAGES
(in $000s)
Category ,1 Year 11 Year . 3 1 Year 5 I Year 10
A. Plant

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
C)

a_

( )

9.
10.

( )
( )
C)
( )
( )
( )
( )

( )
( )
C)
( )
' ( )
( )
. ( )

( )

( )

(
C

( )
( )
C)
( )
( )
( )
( ) -

C)

)
)

(
(

)
)

. (
(
(

)
)
)

(
(
• (

)
)
1

)

(

)

(

)

)
)
)
)
)
)

C. )
C)
( )
( )
( )
( )

(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)

(

(

)

(
(

)
)

(
(

)
)

2.
3.

(
(
(

)
)
)

(
(
(

) '
)
)

/
4.

(

)

(

C. )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )

(
(
(
(
(
(

(

)

'

B. Origination

1.

.

5,
6.
7.
8.

10.
C. General and

Z4rninistrative
1..

2.
34.
5.

)
)
)
( )
C)
(

(

(

(
(

•

)

)

(j

)
).

(

)

(

)

C)

(

)

(

)

(

)

•

•

(

D. Other •

2.
Total
NOTE: Year 1 begins on the date the franchise is awarded

(

)

(

)

)

Form C
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2. Describe proposed use of special ..employee training programs,
if arty, and relate the proposed programs. to the foregoing payroll.
information.
3. Provide staffing schedule plans, salary increases and methodology
used in determining head count,for example: 1 controller per 2,000 new
customers; 1 maintenance technicial per X miles of plant

FOIL-711

OPERATING EXPENSES 15 YEARS DETAILED PROJECTIONS*

•

411
A.

Page 17 of 29

C;

Category

Year 1 • Year 2 •

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Plant:

- 1. Salaries
a. Overtime ‘
2. T14J1ovee Benefits
3. Maintenance (Distribution)
4. Drop Materials Expense
5. Converter Maintenance
6. Pole and Site Rentals'
7. • Maintenance (Microwave
Service & Head end)
. 8. S-ystem Power
Shop & Warehouse Utilities
. 10..• Vehicle Expense
11. Computer Maintenance
2.:--nt
13.- Professional Services
14. Payroll and Expenses
Capitalized
15. Other **
TOTAL PLANT
Wontinued),
*d7iZteen-yp3r totals to be reflected in Summary - on Form - G, page 18. •
**For all "other" categories of a particular total.oparai - ing cost, specify the
individual components that make up the "other" category and document these e xpenses_.
. NOTE: On a separate sheet, please describe all assumptions made to develop operating
expenses_ such as power cost per mile, number of subscribers per general and administrative
, clerk or technician, leasing cost per vehicle, etc.

Page .18 of 29

Form G
- OPERATING EXPENSES 15 YEARS DETAILED PROJECTIONS*
•

Category

Year 6 •

Year 7

Year 8 • Year 9

Year 10 -

A. Plant:

Salaries

.

a. Overtime
2. Employee Benefits
3.

aintenahce•(Distribution)

4. Drop Naterials EXrense
5. Converter Maintenance
6, Pole and Site Rentals
7.

NaintFnance (Microwave
Service & Head end)

8, Svstem Power
:13bop & Warehouse Utilities
10. Vahicde Expense
Cc,7puter Maintenance

i2. Rent.
3.

15.

P1-:. 7;f:fessicnal Services
Pa.yro7.1 and Expens es
CF,oif- ali zed
•
* *
7.7.7A1., PLANT

(Continued)
*Fifteen-year totals to be reflected in Summary on Form. G, page 18.
**For all "other" categories of.a particular total operating cost, specify the
asn cival components that make up the "other" cateclary and document these expenses.
-

2ZifE: On a separate sheet, please describe all assuMptions made to develop operating
.e.yenses such as power -cost per mile, number of subscribers per genera]: and administrative
clerk or technician,. leasing.cost per vehicle, etc.

•
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Form C
OPI!;RATING EXPENSES 15 YEARS DETAILED PROJECTIONS k
Year 11

- Category

Year 12

Year 13

Year 14 Year 15.

A.
1.

Salaries
a. Overtime .

2. Employee Benefits 3.

Lbintenance (Distribution)

4

Drop Materials Expense

5. Converter Maintenance
6. Pole and Site Rentals
7.

Liaintenance (Microwave
Service & He end)

8. System Power
9. Shop & Warehouse
10.

Vehicle Expense
Cevputer Maintenance

12. Rent

. _13. Professicnal Services
14.

Payroll and Expenses
CapitnUzed

15.

Other * *

- TOTAL PLANT
•

(continued)
*Fifteen-year tot--ils to be reflected in Summary on Form G, page :18.
or all "other" categories of a particular total. operating - cost, specify .the
and. docurnent these Expenses_
individual compcnents that wake. uo the "other'. cat
Cn a• separate sheet p13 ,--,- P describe all a..s3u4itions wade to develop operating
ey.censes such as poercoSt per mile, nuxhar of subscribers per general and administrative
Clark oz technician,. leasing cost per vehicle, etc.
,

FORM G
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EXPENSES 15 YEARS DETAILED PROJECTIONS* -- continued
Category

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

11! Origination Expenses:
1.

Salaries

2.

Overtime

3.

Benefits

4.

Rent

5

Maintenance,

6.

Vehicle Expenses

7.

Common. Carrier
(Terrestial)

8.

Local Program Materials

•

a.

Tape Stock

b.

Film

c.

Misc. Supplies

Satellite Signals+
a, Independents
b. Other
Pay Cable.

1 L Stand-alone Program
Material
a, Film Service
b.

Other Nonautomated

c.

Automated Programing

11. Promotion (LO & Access)
. 12

Other Miscellaneous++
. TOTAL ORIGINATION E=NSE

(continued)
totals to be reflected in Suimary on Form G, p. 19
40 -xFifteen-year
+List all signals. imparted and their corresponding . annual cost (i.e., VaBS--$
,
++List separately.

),

Foam G
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EXPENSES 15 YEARS DETAILED PROJECTIONSk -- continued

•

Category

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9 • Year 10-

Origination Expenses:

1.

Salaries.

2.

Overtime

3.

Benefits

4.

Rent .

5.

Maintenance

6.

Vehicle Expenses

7.

Common. Carrier
(Terrestial)

8.

Local Program Materials
a. -Tape Stock
b.

Film

c.• Misc. Supplies
Sat ellite Signals+
a.

Independents

b.

Other

C. Pay Cable
10. Stand-alone Program
Material
a.

Film Service

b.

Other Nonautomated

C. Automated Prograrmling
'11: Promotion (LO & Access)
12. . Other Miscellaneous++
TOTAL ORIGINATION EXTEI\SE
(continued)
• *Fifteen-vepr totals to be reflected in Sumrary on Form G, p, 19
+List all signals imPorted and their corresponding annual cost (i.e., 1YIBS--$ '
UPI--$
).
++List separately.
.

FORM G
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EXPENSES 15 YEARS DETAILED PROJECTIONS* -- continued
Category

iv

Year 11

Year 12

Year 13

Year 14 Year 15 •

Origination Expenses:

1.

'Salaries

2.

Overtime

•3. Benefits ..
4. Rent
• 5. Maintenance
• 6. Vehicle Expenses
7.

Common Carrier
(Terrestial)

8.

Local Program Materials

S.

a.

Tape Stock

b.

Film

c.

Misc. Supplies

Satellite Signal s+
a.

Independents

b.

Other

c.
Stand-alone Program
Material
a.

Vilm Service

b.

Other Nonautomated •

c.

•

16

Automat. ed Programing

Promotion (LO & Access)

12. Other Misdellaneous++
•

TOTAL ORIGINATION EXPEINSE
*Fifteen-year totals to be reflected in Stu-area -2/ on Form G, p. .L9 •
(continued)
all sicrnals irted and their carre.sconding annual cost (i.e.., 1‘7113S—$
,
).
se:-.,arately.

Page

Form G

23

29

EXPENSES 15 YEARS AND DETAILED PROJECTIONS--continued
_ Category
IV
c. General, Selling & Admin-

Year 1

Year 4

Year 2• Year 3

Year 5

istrative Expenses
1. Salaries
a. Overtime.
2.

Benefits

3.

Light, Heat & Power

4.

Vehicle Expense

5. Rent - Office & Other

•

6.

Travel & Entertainment

7.

Contributions/Dues &
Publications

8. Professional .Services •

•

9. Stationery & Supplies

•

10.

Billing & Mailing

11.

Postage .& Freight

• 12. Advertising & Promotion
3. Telephone & Telegraph

•

14. Sundry Office Expenses
.

15. Insurance/Bonding
16. Bad Debt Account

.

17. Start-up Expenses
18. State & Local Taxes (including real
& Per.propertv taxes)
19. Franchise Fees
20. License & Permit Fees (Local)
21. FCC Fees
22. Copyright 'Payments
23. Services Purchased from
Parent Company*
24. Payroll & Excenses (capitalized)
25. Management Fee
26. Sales Commissions
27. Training

Other **
O S.TOTAL
GSA
TOM', PLANT + ORIGINATION + GSA
•
*If applicable, fill in Form G. , p. 19 in complete detail.
**For all other cateciOries of a particular total crating cost,. specify the individual
ccraponents that rrake up the "other". category and docurcent these expenses. •
.NOTE: Year . 1 becTins •on the. • date the franchise is awarded..., •

Cateory

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Yc_-!ar 9

Year 10

General, Selling & •Administrative Expenses

C.

411:

Salaries
a. Overtime

2.

Benefits

3.

Light, Heat & Power.
Vehicle Expense

5. Rent - Office & Other
0. Travel & Entertainment
L Contributions/Dues &
Publications

-

8. Professional Services
9.
10.

Stationery & Supplies
Billing &

11. Postage & Freight
12. Advertising & Promotion
13. Telephone &.Telegraph
14. Sundry Officc-,, Expenses
Insurmice/Bonding

6. Bad Debt AccolInt .
17. Start-un Expanses
18. State & L1 Taxes (inclvriing real
&
taxel-s)
• 19. Franchise 2ees
20. Ti.c,2n.se & Permit .;7e-as (Loci) "

21.FCC Fees
• 22. Copyright Payments

23.Services Purchased from
Parent Company*

24. Payroll & Expenses (capitalized)
• 25. Management Fee •
26. Sales Camissians
27. Training
28. Other **
-

TOTAL GSA

40 TOTAL

PLANT ÷ ORI=TION 1- GSA'
*If applicable, fill in Form G, p:-ITIETcomplete detail.
**For all other catfz,cpries of a particular total operating cost, specify the individual
caTonehts that make up the "other" catecjory and document these expenses,
NOTE:
Year 1 begins on the date the franchise is awarded.

EXPNSr7 S 15 YEARS AND DETAILED PROjECTLONS--continueu
Catec.pry

C.

Geaeral, Selling & Administrative Expenses

41P.

Salaries

Year 11

Year 12

Year 13

Year 14

Ycui r 15

a. Overtime
2.

Benefits

3.

Light, Heat & Power

4.

Vehicle Expense

5.

Rent -"Office & Other

C. Yr=vvel & Entertainment

7. Contributior.s/Dues &
Publications
8. nr-l'essional Services
Stationery & Supplies
10. Billing & Nailing
Po-Itage & Freight
12. Advertising & Promotion
33. Telephone & Telegraph
14,

Ilk

S:111 -lry Office Expenses

, Insurance/Bonding

16.

Bad Debt Account

17.

Start-I.:v..) Expenses

-

8. State & Local laxes (including real
... _
Pizir.r-rrorrtv taxes)
.

19. Franchise Fees
20. -f,ic,?ns4.-1 & Pannit Fees (Lorn1)
21. FCC F.-es

22. Copyright Payments .
43.

Services Purchased from
Parent Company*

24, Payroll & Ey.panses (caoi1 -711ized)
25. Eanagement. Fee

7 6. Sales Cormissions
27. Training

78. Othe -r.**
- TOTAL GSA

• Tanu

PLANT -F ORIGD1ATION + GSA •
*11 applicable, fill :Lri Foialt G, p. 19 in ccpletc..,
**For all other categories of a particular total operating cost, soecify the individual
c.--imponents that make up the "c.)ther" category and .docunent these expenses.
NOTE: Year 1 begins on the date the franchise: is awarded.

OPERATING l',Xt'Ei'IS!!:S--SUXHARY (la - 000s)

. .
OUICIWITIO N
1
1,
'
Program
ProtInc.'
' Salaries'
!Technical I
1
1 •'
I
&
Salaries &
I Other 'Subtotal'
1Salaries &I Other ISubtots11
'Benefits'
Benet'
ita
I Benef Its I 1
1
1 ,
1

1
Year

- PLANT

PreoperaLin c, ;
Year

1

Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
Year 7
Year 8
Year 9
Year 10

Year 11
Year 12
Year 13
Year
Year

•

15

NOTE: Year 1 begi'nJ on dove the franchise is awarded.

GS .A.

1

1
-j

Other 'Subtotal'.

1

1

Total

SERVICES PURCHASED FROM PARENT ORGANIZATION
(if applicable)
.

[NOTE: • If the applicant owns more than one cable system, deScribe the basis to be used for allocating
overhead or organization joint costs among various systems. For example, perhaps all overhead poo1 . costs
are allocated to systems on the basis Of a ratio of system subscribers to total company subscribers. From
current experience, show total amount of corporate overhead to be shared by all systems.] (Use additional
sheets if necessary.)
.
N-1- 117RVPFir 1 h(?dins on the date the franchise is awarded.
_
Engineering
1 Other (Please]
1 HauLgt2wcut
.
Cuatomer
Year
I Legal I Accounting I
1Programmiugl &- Technical
Tot al
detail)
Srvice
e
J
Billing
11

,2ar

1

ur

2
3

r
..ar

5

iar

7

:Cr

8

ar

9
•

r /0
ar 11
12
ar 13
14
ar

•

SERVICES PURCHASED FROM PARENT ORGANIZATION
(if applicable)
[NOTE: If the - applicant Uti53 more- than o cable system, describe the basis to be used :ifor allocating
overhead or organization joint costs .:uitttig various systens. For example, perhaps all 0 verhca6 pool costs
arc allocated to .sysUltls on the bas ;Ls of a ratio of system F:ubscribers to total company subscribers. • From
-ciirrarit experience, show total amount of corporate overhead to be shared by all systeni.1 (Use additional
sheets if necessani.)
1 h:7,.Cii_riS on the date the franchise , is E-1..Tarded.
1 Other (Please '
Engineering
XJnageunt
Cu9Loulor
I 1 .e.al
Year
6
.
Technical.
Acco.unt
ing
ftrograiling
i
Toca1
detail)
' Se,rvicus

racing

.

ar

car 2
Lay 3
J.,.LiT

4

uar

5

2ar 6
r
41

7

r

!ar 9
:ar 10
ar 11

••■•■•••■•

ar 12
tn,
0

NJ

14

0
NJ

Form G
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Will any of the costs of submitting this proposal or building the
system be charged to or collOcted . from any existing system affiliated
with or contr011ed by the applicant or any of its principals?

FORM H CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES

Page 1 of 2

Form H

•
1.

CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES

System Construction
a.. Will construction be undertaken by - a turnkey
. contractor?
b.

I]

Yes [ ] No .

If "yes":

. 11Y . Has - turnkey contractor been selected?

.[ ].Yes•

(2) Who is turnkey contractor?'
Discuss-ayailability of work crews and equipment to ensure compliance
with the construction schedule required by the Ordinance. Detail
outstanding agreements with construction companies or equipment
suppliers. Supply copies of any commitments regarding this particular
project.

•
3.

Discuss Proposed construction standards. dealing with safety and
reliability. List construction codes which will be followed.

.41/ draft

It is expected that the franchisee wilI submit a copy of the turnkey
contraet•to the Cable' TelevisionCommision prior to execution.

Form H

Page 2 of 2

•CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES (continued)

4

List or discuss standards to be followed regarding tower eonstruction,
marking and lighting.

5.

Do you have a manual of construction practices to
be followed by construction crews?

[ I Yes [ I No

If "yes," attach a copy of the manual as an appendix to this
anblication.

6.

Discuss any nronosals you wish to make which will ensure tnat service
is extendedto each geographi.cal area of the system and to various
socioeconomic neighborhoods within the system on a substantially equal
basis during each, phase of construction..

PORN I: CHANNEL CAPACITY AND SYSTEM DESIGN

Form I

Page 1 of 34
CHANNEL • CAPACITY AND SYSTEM DESIGN

Proposed System Design
Plant Miles
a.• Mileage

0.

(1)

Subscriber Network—basic subscriber
system (dual cable)

(2)

Institutional Network—segarate
institutional cable

(3)

Other (explain)

Design Type

Briefly describe the type of layout that will be used to Provide
coverage to the franchise area, Examples: Hub System linked* by AML . , or
'radial trunk layout using a remote headend interconnected by super
trunk.

c.

,

Undergrounding Policy

Describe the policV proposed for undergrounding cable, including
cost sharina with other utilities and proposed arrangements with
residential developers. .Indicate whether any undergrounding will occur
in areas where utilities are not undergrounded. Indicate criteria for
determining whether underground cable will require conduit, or can be
buried directly.

0

••

Page 2 of 34

FormI

CHANNEL CA2ACITY AND SYSTEN DESIGZI (continued)

Z,
Describe 44 stribution system, cabl ,,, and equipment.
- type and model number for the following.*

Give manufacturer,

Please:Note: If any equipment proposed for use (La this or other sec_ tions of Eorm 1) is not presently available for purchase, this fact must be
indicated (e.g., converters in development but act yet.available)..
•

• Cable:
Aerial
Buried
Drop
• Act i ve Electronics:
Trunk AmDlifiers

•

Bridg -rug Stations
Line Extander2

/ICY

111
Powe -r-

Sup DlIes

Standby Power SuDsliers
Convaters •

•
•

Addressa b le Taps
Other:

• . Passivc. Electronic
•

SPlttars
.Power Inserts
SubJcriber Tapz
Connectors
Other

'*Ic will be p:esumed that ecuioment described or its equivalent will be
used in actual construction. As an alternative, applicant may provide de- tailed Slaecificacions for such equipm;!nt.

Page 3 .of 34

Farm I

•

CHANNEL CAPACITY AND SYSTEM DESIGN (continued)

3.

In 'regard to closed captioning or other services for the hearing
impaired, what, if any, services will he made available? If any such
provisions are made, please indicate type and availability of - eauipment
to be utilized.
•
. •.

Fa3e.

FO7M

CATACETZ AND SYSTEM DEST_GN (concinued)

4. Describe plc.ts o operar.c or contract for transzalssion services using .
the fol1ow 4 ag bands.

a. Co==on Carrier

•b. Cable Television Relay Service(CARS)

Multipoint Distribution Service (YDS)

• ..

d. Otber

.1",

YQ7:1

CA.P.A.CIT.1' AND

5 or TA

DH:37. 1..TN (coo.t .l.nu-(1)

5. •DE:!3c,ribe plau3 to operato or contract . for . any. satellite earth . sr:ation(s)
•inClding aporcoriat..2.cechnical specif'f ,- a:ions (e.g., size of antenna; i7..anumak.o; model naaber and notsa Eiure;
• facturer of aatenna; low-nolao
..4er; . e t c .) .*.
.
.tr
make
and
modal
nutaber;
standby
vo
receiv.,

a. Eas freci ,;;2n.:;y coordination been performed?

13. Ras a lictsr. bodg!..#: analysis been oerfor --.e.4 ? -

] Yes

Ii

I no

Ye.:3

1 no

.[ I Y•23

[ I no

"yes," t..; (a) and/or (b), attach ccpy(s) as an afione_ 4 7:
to this applIcat .. ion.

c. Will eaz- th statIon(s) be protected by FCC licanse?

ciscr- :!b ,-):1 or Is
71 3 1 'no pr,2sid that
alc:.1rImiv:.:!, acplican.;: arc/ provl.de
az:zeal con:3:1 .71.1cr:ica.
L1d 3pecifIcationJ : fdr such equiprzent.

u..ad i

Forz

Pzqe 6 of.34
CHANNI-.1

AND

DES. I.C:( (continued)

6. Describe design speciFica 4 0 ,-, s for t1..e d11ver7 oE pay cable celev 4 sion,
including- mechods of security (0.3., ne3ative—optiou or positive—option
traps, sync suppression, addressable converters, etc.).

•

•

f:
•

Fo ,.-7-a t

Pic t /

of: 34

CAPACITT AND SYSTEM DES:CN (cine.f.d)

7. Describ haath2an dElaign and receptIo2 Eacilit:ies (Iac1udL
ake aad
rzsdel n=berna antzenr_as, sf;;nal oroc ,, ssor, aoduiaLocs, clEy_nocit ,1a'co:3 ad ET
.
Irldlcozo wner.laez. signaist..- udias. or a.itasurament: pro3raas hate
been undartakian in sel-accimg the proposd

•

ca z
dosor 4 bed
tt -; ouivaln:
cscot.-a:c7.ioa.
As an :11:71:77.-7.ativ, applIcanc.clsy
37::fica.:!ons for s=1.1
.1(.:17 ,..t11

tLLed

a

Li L be

Form I

CHANNEL CAPACITY AND SYSTEM DESIGN (continued)
8. Describe all interactive capabilities to be included in the system.:*.
What services are proposed? When will they be available, and to whom
will they be available? Will' services be offered: by franchisee, or
by others, or by both? If by others, what will be the criteria for
deciding to whom access is provided, and what are the proposed terms
of any : agreements relating thereto (e.g. leaSed access contracts)?
Specify for each, capability or service the extent to which the
technology proposed has been tested and/or operated in other cable
'
systems.

* ' It
presumed that equipent system desctibed or its .
equivalent will be used in actual construction. As an alternative -,
applicants may provide detailed specifications for such equipment.

Fag?. 9 of 34
CE.ANNEL.

S'.:"...S1-EM

( con t inti:±(1)

9. Describa any other headend electronic equi7.7.ent to be installed for I. ,-t--art 4 ve (r- c—.::ay) coabi1ItIes
nc1udln-4 computer hardware and soEtwar-. (1 4 s
make aad.'=odel 2. ,lzber).*
,

-..•

• -

-•

-

•

:;i1) be psv.=!.'d :hat equi=acc: decribed oz its e.T..lival2nt
in actual Cozstruzcion. A5 an altcrnative, apollzaa: E:ay• provic2e
tiiUd sp..,_ciftcat .lon'n for such ,:i1).7:e_nt.

be

Page 10 0:". 34

CAPACI1.7. A:11) 'L-C7.'SIT:2.-{. DESIGN

(contint(1)

10, 13 3tatu3 monitoring of system to be employed?.

[

1

ye3 [

1-no

If yes, .describe, in detail, the status—monitoring system you plan to

7.-111 be pt-csu=ed that equijLleat
itL ecuiv312n:
may providcl de—
applicanz:
altar.-zativi?.,
us-2d in actuni COnSCrlICCIOn. A3 an
tiled specificacions .for such equipmant.

Foz-ra

Pas.- 11

C\ PACT.TA2i

D. SY STEM . D ES IGN (corICIricly-21)

11. Describe proposed EmArsency Alert System 4 nc1uding make And model numbers of esuipclent. Indicate whether systcm will'overrida all audio and video
channels or only Audio of channels.*

it will be presumed that ec,ulzent described or its equillentt111 ba
in Actual com3t:ruction.. As in alte:nativF2, anplicant tuay provide de- t'Ued specifications for such equipnt..

Yorm I

Page 12 O. 34

caAtiNEL c.A2AcITY. AND SYST.F..M•DESTGN (continud)

12. 1>scribe. plaas for standby power .at the headend. Give make and model .
cf equipment as well as time and ampere hour per power capacity. .Indicate whether environmental systems (i.e., air conditioning and :lighting)
are to be powered during standby conditions.*
- .- •

*It trill be prPsumed that equipment described or its equival, ,mt wL11bused in actual construction. As an altnr:lative, applicant may provith , detailed specifications for such equicment.

oa E

?age L3 oE 34

CtANL CA2AC.:I.T.Y AND SYSTEM DESEGN (con: -.Inuacl)

13. Bscrih f._! the equigmenc to be used for pro3raam1ng the automated equip— •
izeat includift3•make and •model numbers.*

It uill *o orsu— ,=, d

eQuipment described or its eouivaler:t --; -;11 be
us:2d IP, actual co:-tc:..- uction. As an nicQrp.ac1v2, aopticatac. may providu decalLed spe.cifIcations for such e'quipme;1.t.

r:Orra

Pa3 ,- 14 of 34

*

CFANNEI, capActrz AND SY3
777. N. DESIGN (continued)

14. Channel capacity to and from subscribers (Subscriber Nework)
a. Do;4-0.atream:
(1)

Freq U enC7 SpeCtrU=

(2)

Channel - Capacity'
Channel Capacity Initially
Activated

h.

Upstream:
(1) Frequency Spectrum
(2)

Ch4anel Capacity (per

(3) 'Will upstreem be initilly acivatdfrom all
[.

yes [ j no

C.

if "no," indicate ,.;hen.
capacity will be provided.

--Tat circumstances and how future

(1) W-hea and under wbat cit,!umstances?

. .
(2) How?

d. Will upstream be intiaily activated alon3 an portion oF Subscribr
N-twork?
I 1.

•1
1 ;; (.1

If "ys," please e%plain.
fs•

Fa.;;e 15 of .34
• Ci12,2:4NEL CA:2ACIT?

conzinui2d)

•
15. .Additional channel capaety to and from institutionu (Insticutioaal Net--dork--i.f proposed; zee Instructions Co Applicants).
a. - Downstream:_.

(1)

Frequency Spectrum

—MHz

(2) - Chan—el Capacity '

(3) Number of Channels to be
initially actiyated?

b.

If full dow'nstram r'ana ,-ity %Jill not be in 4 tially activated, inrli-

when, under what cirtumStancea End how .future capacity will be
pr.ovided.

caze

(1) ihan ar.- d under whac circumstances?

(2) How?

Pavt 16 cj

Form I

GYEL CA.DICIT.Y

Dzsic:.;

34

(continu.:!d).

15. Additional channel capacity to anc' from institutiona (Institutional Net—
or) (coatinued).

c. Upstream:

(i) Frequency Spectzum (per cable)

—111.az

(2) Channel Capacity
(1) Channel canacity
activated?

under what circumstances,. and how unstam
d. Describe, In derail,
capacity ,:ri.1.1•be provided to instit.ucions.

, (1) When and Under '.;hat circumsLances?

■

,..,-...

' .
•

(2) How?
•

•

'Fri::: I

Pa;•;::.- 17 of 3 4

CHANNa. CAPACITY AND SYSTEX Ot.:SIGN (coar...inued)

15. Additional •channel capacity to and from institutions (institutional
(coa.tinued).

List institutions nronosed to he included iq-institutional.network.
, • Note that a list of all public facilities which th ,a institutional •
cable must pass is included in the Uniform Data provided in the Request for Proposal.

?age 13 of .34

• .Form I

Ca:VA-NEL CA2.ACITY

DESIC:;

c ont
-

f

15. • Additional chaanel capacity to and from institutions (institutional Network).(contiaued).

•

f. Clearly indicate whether the institutioas listed on the previous page
(1-15(e)] will-be initially connected or simply passed by cable. Also,
discuss the provision of terminal equipment to instituzions and centralized switching equi:=ent Co support use of the proposed network.

FORM I

Page . 19 of 34

.CHANNEL CAPACITY AND SYSTEM DESIGN (continued)

15. Additional Channel capacity to and from institutions
(Institutional Network) (continued).
g. Describe anticipated - uses of the institutional network.
Also give details of any agreements with or commitments to
any ,potential institutional network user(s). (Attach any
such letters or agreements as appendix to this application'.)

h.

List specifically resources, including studios, equipment,
staff assistance and funds which you propose to commit and make
available to institutional network users. If there is any
overlap between resources described here and in Form K r please
explain.

Pae ZO oL 34

Form

CP-AN-NEL CAPACITY AND SYSTEM DESIGN continued)

16. Describe, in narrative form, the concept of the cable system being proposed. Along with all other relevant. information, this narrative should in-r
elude the following: number of cables; whether a dedicated (i.e., separate
subscriber and institutional cables) or Integrated (cable serves both subscribers and institutions) system will be used

17. Discuss chdaael capacity, with regard both to the short-term and the
long-teral, including specific references to the degree of flexibility for •
adaptin2, the proposed system to increasIng or changing capacity requirements-

•• •

i8. Discus's t'ae extent to which H.-ditEctional canability T..75.11 be available
Initially, and 'hat steps are proposed to provide addif:lonal capability :Is
the sat-*of-che-art and public need d:2velop.

Fom I

.

Pa3e 21 oE 34

CHANNEL CAPACITY AND SYSTEM DESIGN (cor:clnued)

19. Syatem Interzonnection
a. .Interconnection between headend and hubs:

) Hicrowave
(a) Describe the cype of L.. - crowave:*

(b) Number of channels:
(i) Downstream:

(ii) Upstream:

(c) Frequency spc, ctr=:
.

(d) Estied PoWer:

. (2) 'Cable
(a) Dencribe thct, sie an.4 tip 52 of trunk cable (list make and
. model number):

*T;- Wial ;11 pn2s- med Lhar. ecuipmnP.: descrtbd or 1.t5 equivaLen: w7111-be
4 n accul cozacr:Lon... As an alctarnaciv ,2, applicant:
••
1;per 4 f 4 c.acic:lo
::.ech

Page 22 of.34

Tozm I .
CILANN.EL CAPAC .LTY AND SYSTEM DEsic,':•; cortc:inu ,a(1)

.

•'19. System Interconmection (continued)

(2) Cable (continued)

•

(b). List interconnction equipment (amplifiers, etc.), giving
make and model number.

(c) Frequency Spectrum:

(a)

(l) Downstream

--1.111z

(ii) Upstream

—MHz

In 4 ti21 Acrivaticc:
(i) Downstream
(ii) Uplltram

( 1 yes

no

yes i

1

II 0

7

*ItL1l be presumed that equipment described or its equivalk:nz
used in actual construction. As an alternative, applicant •nay pcoide de-7.
tailed-specifications for such equipment.

Forrn T

c-iiNnEL

Pav 23 of 34
CAPACITY AND SYST7 X DESIGN (continued)

.19; System Interconnection (continued)

. b. Describe proposals for intercoanection with other broadband telecommuniCations systems'. Include technical plans for interzoanectioh, detailing how the company will ensure compacibilit.y with other- syste=s.

*Itwill he r.3rsumed . tha' ecraioL'ent dscribe, or 'itn equivalot
usd in ac:ual ,cozsz:ruccion. AJ an al:ccrLatIv, applicant may proviC ,' cte—:
taLLd ..spci.Eizaz!_ons. for suc'71 .Nulp7,ent.

ro -r

Paga 24 of 34

t

CUANNEL CAPACITY AND SYSTEH'DESIGN (coninuad)

• 20. Technical Standards
Describe the proposed technical sjs tern performance standards.

The applicant certifies and guarantees that these freely offered technical standards that exceed the minimum requirements. of FCC are within the financial capability of the proposed.systen as . demonstrated on the . pro forma
statements, and will be delivered to the Sacramento County, California .system.
Signed:
Title:
,n,aplifier:Cascfade •
•

What will be the longest ampli:fier cascade of
Number of amnlifiers:
Number of miles:

the proposed

stem?

EOM I

Page 25 of 34
CHANNEL CAPACITY AND SYSTEM DESIGN (continued

22.

Please provide system performance specifications for headend to most
remote subscriber as well as for most remote institutional
organization point to most remote subscriber. Indicate the number of
trunk, bridger and line e x tender amplifiers used in these calculations.

23.

Performance Tests
Describe procedures for initial proof of performance tests and
ongoing performance tests including number and , ceneral location of test
points. Describe the test equipment to be used method and frequency
of test equipment calibration; and forms . and method of recording field
data and permanent recordkeeping. A clear summary cf the test
procedures is desired, rather than lengthy test manuals.
•

Page 26 of

Form

CHANNEL CAPACITY AND SYSTEM DESIGN (continued)

24. System Maintenance
Describe procedures for routine preventive maintenance, including type
and frequency of system insnection and testing, number and aualifications of technical staff and service facilities. A clear
Summary of the maintenance procedures is desired, rather than lengthy
maintenance manuals.

•

rform T

Page 27 of 3 4

CRANNEL CAPACITY AND SYSTEM DESIGN (coatinued)

25. Customer Comolainr.: PolicIPs
Discl,t.ss procedures for responding to and resolving customer complain!:s.
Give maximum response .tine for responding to and resolving customer cOmplain::s
received during normal busir.ess hours, • after hours, weekends and holidays.

202:1.1 I
-

Page 28 of 24

i.. T.7.YANNEL . CAPACITY AND SYSTEM DESIGN (continued)
2. 6. System Map

•

Attach, as appendix to this application, a map indicating
proposed locations of headend, tower and antenna, hubs, 'studio,
microwave facilities and earth station(s).

27. Attach, as appendix to this application, a headend block
diagram showing all major components.

•
28. Describe anticipated noise (including huMming, buzzing, etc.)
if any, from all system sources, including studios and headend (hub)
stations,measured in decibels at (a) the noise source, (b) a 100-foot.
radius from the noise source, and (c) a 200-foot radius from the noise
source.

•

FORM I

0

Page 29 of 34

CHANNEL CAPACITY AND SYSTEil DESIGN .(continued)
29. Estimate . planned daily energy usage ofthe system,
including:information concerning peaks and fluctuations in
energy consumption. Measure energy usage in watts.

'ZGRiq I

Page 30 of

34

CHANNEL CAPACITY AND SYSTEil DESIGN (continued)
30. Describe anticipated microwave emissions, including sources,
.magnitude at the source, and magnitude at various distances from
. source. Explain in as great detail as possible the expected
consequences of microwave emissions (e.g., .interference with other
.broadcasting/communication systems, personal health hazards, etc.).

•

•

FORM T
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CHANNEL CAPACITY AND SYSTEM DESIGN (continued)
31. With. regard to the main office/ studio complex and any other
buildings (studios, etc.) to be constructed, provide:
(a)

Proposed location.

(b) Schematics in three dimensions for typical site
:designs including structures, parking requirements
and landscaping, and description of external
appearance of structures.
). .Pla:rined number of employees, visitors and'b erating
'hours.

FORM I

Page 32 of 34

CHANNEL 'CAPACITY AND SYSTEM DESIGN (continued)
32. With regard to the headend (hub) stations, provide:
(a)

The number of Stations proposed and their proposed
locations.

(b)
(c)

Detailed schematics in three dimensions of typical
design, including any antenna(s) and towerCs).
.
.
Description of external appearance of any structures.

(d)

Planned number of employees, if any.

Pa g e 34 oC 34 .
CHANNEL CAPACITY AND SYSTEM DESIGN (continued)
• Describe planned safety/security provisions for the cable
system.

Please designate an individual by name, title, address, , and
35.
telephone number who can provide additional or clarifying information
.regarding system design on behalf of applicant.

Page 33 of 34

I
CLANNEL CAPACITY AND SYSTEM DESIGN (continued)

Ja• With regard to the cable distribution lines, provide:
a.

Detailed construction drawing(s)/specification(s) of
typical poles.

b.

Graphically illustrated sections of the cable
distribution system which would be installed
overhead and which would be installed underground,
and indication of the lengths ofthese sections to.
the.approXimate.nearest•tenth of: a mile.

(c) Identification of areas , in which existing utility poles°
would be used, and area's in which new poles would have
to be installed; estimated nuMber of new poles which
would be required, and the approximate distances between
poles
-(d) For any underground cable sections which woUld be installed.
outside public street rights-of-way, indicate the locations
and lengths to the approximate nearest tenth of a mile.
(e)

The width and depth of any underground trenching.

(f)

Identification of any freeways, railroads or waterways
(including creeks) to be crossed by the cable distribution
system, and locations of crossing,

J:

PROPOSED sTcnv, CARLAGE ND CHANIT7 L ALTOCi.TIONS

Tier
Channel

(complete for Basic Service and each other tier
as it is identiFied in the proposal) (See Ordinance
Section 5.50.504)
: (complete for each channel in this tier)

A. Description of all programming from satellite and..
other sources to be offered (include • minimum

number of hours per day and week types of
programming described will be shown).
Within 23 months:

Within 37 months:

Within 51 months:

Minimum number of hours per day and week this channel
will contain home educational and entertainment
programming which has not previously been broadcast
within the Sacramento Community.

Channel
A.

: (complete for each channel in this tier)

Description of all programming from satellite and
other sources to be offered (include minimum number
of hours per day and week types of programming
described will be shown).
Within 2 months

Within 37 months:

Within 51 months: .

B.

Minimum number of houts per day and week this channel
will contain home educational and entertainment
programming which has not previously been broadcast
within the Sacramento Community.

U

Page 2 of 20
Tier

: (complee for basic Service and each other tier as it is identifid in the proposal)
-

Channel
A.

: (complete for each channel in this tier)

Description of all programming from satellite and

other sources to be offered (include minimum
number of hours per day and week types of
programming described will be shown).
Within 23 months:

Within 37 months:

Within 51 months:

B.

Minimum number of hours per day and week this channel
will contain home educational and entertain=t
programming which has not previously been broadcast
within the Sacramento Community.

Channel

: (complete for each channel in this tier)

A. Description of all programming from satellite . and
other sourcesto be offered (include minimum number
of .hours per day and week types Of programming
described will be shown).
Within 23 months:

• Within 37 months:

Within 51 months:

B. Minimum number of hours per day and week this channel
• will contain home educational and entertainment
programming which has not .previously been broadcast
within the Sacramento Community.

i[OrM
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Tier

(complete for Basic Service and each other tier
as it is identified in the proposal)
Channel
A.

: (complete for each channel in this tier)

Description of all programming from satellite and
other .sources to be offered (include minimum
number of hours per day and week types of
programming described will be shown).
Within 23 months:

Within 37 months:

Within 51 months:

B.

Minimum number of hours per day and 'week this channel
will contain home educational and. entertainment
programming which has not previously been broadcast
within the Sacramento Community. .

Channel
A.

: (complete for each channel in this tier)

Description of all programming.from satellite and
other sources to be offered (include minimum number
of hours per day and week types Of programming
described will be shown).
Within 23 months:

Within 37 months:

Within 51. months:

B.

Minimum number of hours per day and week this channel
ill contain home educational and entertainment
programming which has not previously been broadcast
within the Sacramento Community.

(completc for BQIC Service nnd each other tier
as it is jdonLified irr the proposal)

Tier
Channel

: (complete for each channel in this tier)

A. Description of all programming from satellite and
other sources to be offered (include minimum
number of hours per day and week types of
programming described will be shown).
Within 23 months:

Within 37 months:

Within 51 months:

• B. •Minimum number of hours per day and week this channel
will contain home educational and entertainment
. programming which has not previously been-broadcast
within the Sacramento Community.

Channel
A.

: (complete for each channel in this tier)

Description of all programming from satellite and •
other sources to be offered (include minimum number
of hours per . day and week types of programming
described will be shown).
Within 23 months:

Within 37 months:

Within 51 months:

B.

Minimum number of hours por day and week this channel
will contain home educational and entertainment
programming whin has not previously been broadcast
within.Lhe Sacramento Com=ity.

11M 0

Page 5 of 20
: (complete for Basic 'Service and each other tier
as it is identified in 'the proposal)

Tier
Channel

: (complete. for each channel in this tier)

A.. Description . of all programming from satellite and
other. sourcesto be offered (include minimUm
number of hours per day and week types of
programming described will be shown).
Within 23 months:

Within 37 months:

Within 51 months:

B. Minimum number Of hours per day and week this 'channel
Will contain home educational and entertainment
programming which has not previously been broadcast
within the Sacramento Community.

Channel

'(complete for each channel in this tier) —

.A. Description of all programming from satellite and
other sources to be offered (include minimum number
of hours per day and week types of programming
described, will he shown).
Within 23 nonths:.

Within .37 months:

Within 51 months:

B. Minimum number of hours per day and weekIthis channel .
will contain home educational and entertainment •
programming which has not previously been broadcast
within tho Sacramento Community.

Page 6 of 20

Tier

(comol.etr: for i3asic Scrvicc and each other tier
as it- is
in the )roposal)
Channel

(complete for each channel in this tier)

•,A. Description of all progr'amming from satellite and
other sources to be offered (include minimum
number of hours per day and week types of
programming described will be shown).

•

Within 23 months:

Within 37 months:

Within 5 .1 months: ,

B. Minimum number of hours per day and week this channel
will contain home educational and entertainment. ••
•. programming which has not previously been broadcast
within the Sacramento Community.

Channel-

: ( complete for each channel in this tier)

A. Description of all programming from satellite and
other sources to be offered (include minimum number
of hours per day and week types of programming.
described will be shown).
Within 23 months:

Within •37 fron+- hs:

Within 51 months:

. B. flinimum number of hours per day and week this channel
Will contain home educational and entertainment
programming which has not previously been broadcast

• within the Sacramento Community.

•

Form j

Page 7 off 20

For each Tier of Service proposed, state all premium services to
be offered with such Tier of Service; together with program
descriptions of each such service, and the minimum number of
hours per day • and week each such service will be available within•
23 months, within 37 months, and Within 51 months.
Attach copies. of the contracts •under which applicant, shall obtain
the rights to programming services other than local broadcast
television signals stated in its proposal.

Paw., 8 or. 2_0

Form J
SERVICE TIER NO.

(If applicable)

NOTE: If proposing multiple tiers of service, complete separate Form J (pages
3' through . 17) for each tier.
1.• Broadcast Television Channels
a. Local Broadcast Signals (carried full-time):

•
Nac727!rki
City
ation* I

Call 'Broadcast! Cable I Frcr , osed
I
I Letters I Channel 1 Channel 111,at -17arl
I rat-4
I

-AFcr enannle, k3C, CS, 3C,
*t'r-Speci.fy oroposed activation ciat ,, if oth-r thi ," ir 4 tia3. data.

Page 9 oC 20

Form j

.

PROPOSED SIGNAL CARRIAGE AND CHANNEL ALLOCATIONS—continued
SERVICE TIER NO.

•

(if • applicable)

NOTE: If proposing multiple tiers of service, complete separate Form J for each
. tier.
1. Broadcast Television Channels
b. Imported television broadcast signals (carried full-time).

Yetworki
A.f.;.-114 i
ntiorJ,

Cable I Proposed
C.all Iliroadcast!
Channel
!A.ct 4 vation
Letters I Cbannel I
Data*
1

C -1 tr

....10••■•■■••■••••■•••••••••

■••••■•••■•••••••■•••••••••■••••••••••..........

•••••■■■■•■■••••■■•••■••••••7.......

.■••■••■••••••••••. 1.

dap.en,oche-.
a?L, A3C, CBS, .1,13C, PBS,
T0
Specif7 proposed aa:i7atfou da'.:.e if othr than i21t .. LL1 dat2.

10 of 20

0

E-a:r.r.c --07-7 : If

1.

•

osi

7 ,0CTIONS

C7-2 2D CFv-TZTEM

C.Y"?..2 -

—

con tiTilled

(if ap211ca31e.)

uitiola tiers of serv -ica, co-2..p1et2

S20;71rZIE:2

Form3 for

each

Broacast Telavisior. Cliaarlals
c. Television broadcast sismals ?reposed for part-time cz11.-ziage..

ILattsrs

City

Cable I Pr000sed
oadc.aSti
c tiva
I C-iannel I a aanal.
Data::vi
I
•

■•■••■•■•■■■■•■••••••••••••................

S

.

only, symdicariad pro3ram black-cur. ti=e, network fill-

•

2;e. 11

-Formj

PRO2CSED STCNAL C? =ASE ANb CEANN'77 ALLC=IONS--conti=uad

s:acE

TIER

no..

(ii applicable)

. Nonbroadr19t channals (doas riot i=clude pay cable sarv!_zas)
a. Autcmatad Pro3rn= 4, 3 (e.s., ti=e, -daather, neva; slo'-scaa
ports, stocl=arkat, etc.) Source.

Cable
Chamal

E0U=3 Per
i Day

Proposed
!Activaziom Date*1

•

•
ii:cpcs-?d ac:ivaciom date

.ca.La

1tLi. -at,.

30

:771

12 of 20

J

.OOD sic-,272d, c o:c.:',:DT!, (7,z !. 1 ;D C7-7 A.NN-77

0

SER-TICE TIER O.

(if applicable),

ocbrl-ladca3z Caaar.e/3 ("lc- --)s =at izclude pay cable service3)

.2.

:ell Pro 3 1-

b.

-7,

• (1) 3.eca17ed. 7 4 a Satalli rn
3e

e

Source

Cable
C:11a=e_l

I aours• Per
I Day (a3t.)

Proposed
(Activation

O

*S?ecify propozp.d aczivatiola daze

4 .f othr t:rIzIO. 1 71 4 :-4P1

Page L3of 20

., ALLOCATIONS--ccntinued
PR020SED SIGNAL CA=ACE AND CE2SZEI

411

(if 1;p 7.3 li cable)

szavic: TIER NO.
2.

Noabroadcazt Chaanels (does not Laclude pay cable servic2s)
b. Nonautc=ted
(2) Syste= brizLnated•prc3ra==lag (nct via satellite) includes progra=—
mins locally produced, puzch.ased, leased or obta 4 med fro= other
sours (emCludinG arcess)..
Source

1

7.-:7:370.3ed aotqvation

Cable •
Channel

r

ii .~

Proposed
Hours Par . I
Day (2st.). !Activation Date .;.6

1OI

4n4t411

TD

P:13.a 14 ot:

J

nOr'OSED SICNAL CARRIAGE
•s7R7Tr7

AT:r.CCATIONS (contimud)

(if app11cab1.:1)

2. Nombroadcast Cha -, -‘0 3
c. Des±gmatad Acce33 a:annals (cha=als set 23±d for -olcoperator-origilocal orogrP —I 4 '1 3)
ria

Type':4
I

:Lt

Cabla i liourn Per Day,
Proposed
Char_nel
Availablc I Activation Dal- e**

public, lco_al
cc•=1:;o3iz--. ( 14 t
-,Ises), or any oL- h -ar 57-ecific allo.zatioa cas-n=u1a.
ir 4 ti .1 1
pronosad activa:±on Eate if one.:

20

Pa 3 2 15 of 20

J

411 PRO:OS= SICNAL CARP 7 kC2 .L2T-D, LT-LOCATIONS (conti-ued)
s--- avr.c:

TIER NO.

(•

aPplicabla)

3 , :Pay Cable Service
a. Pr channel service

TTP

Sonrca

1 Cabin

Proposed
l Eours Per Day i
'Activation Data .
Av ,,41, b 1,,

;For a:Tamnia, first-rr=r. =ovies, ragiocni sports, classic =ovies, etc.
az if or t_han taiti:1 1 dat.a.
7ropo3ed aivato

O2,32.1AOT. .vTD ALLOCATIONS (co=dnued)

7.7710:05 72

s .EavIcE TEE?. NO.

(if applicable)_

Pay Cable Service
1.1

Par Prc3ra= aar7 ice (if applicable)

Type*

Source

Proposed
Cable Eours Par Cay 1
Ac±vat±on
Data
Available
1 Chacce1

for em. a=la, first-r= =vies, regional oports, classic movies, etc.
• **Specify proposed activat 4 on date if other than init 4 a1 (late.

-Page

1 7 of 20

SUMYARY OE CEANNEL ALLOCATIONS

40 SERVICE TIER NO.

appl±cabl a )

On the chart belo-a, bly d ,.scr 4he the des13nated allocation of 2-irsh
channel on the proposed systa= (2.3., KITZ-TV, Ch. 7, ABC; 24-hr. s -oorts,
auto=ated; educational access; Pay TV; ntc.). Indicate with an asteziok (
an7_channel(s) chat -alli• ,-ot be ,icrivatad or z7a 4l abl,„
Chaz_nall
No. .1
1
.2
3

6
7
.8
• .10
11
12
13
• 14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

23
24
25
26
28
S.
'zr1

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
• 38
39
:40
41
42

Daszriptiom of C•ammal

Pa ge 18 of 20

7cr= J

/II -

pao:osED SIGNAL CARR.L..10"E AND AILCCATIONS (continued)
4. . Audio Service
a. Broadc_ast Radio Stat 4 c=i (AM, 177.-1, Short-way= arid other_frequencies)

•

(1). FM broadband ( ); or
(2), 4 n-14 7 4 dual17 processed signals ( 3.

• Foi---.-L7c*

1 Hours Per 'Proposed Activa-I Call • 1 .
Letters
Da 7 (est.)] ticu Data **

CIL-7

( C O'cti n u e d
For 2=p1a, ccuntry, rcC, tc.
**Specif7 proosed activation date if other thaa

).•

Page i9 of 20

Form J

PROPOSED SIGNAL CARRIAGE AND ALLOCATIONS (continued)

•4

Audio S,trvice (continued)
a. Broadcast Radio Stations (AH, FH, Shortwave and othar frequancies)
(continued)

1
1

•17or

Call
Hours Per 1Proposed Activa-1
1 Letters
tion Date ,', *
Day (est.)(

2PiC,

cpuntr7,
**Secify proposed activa=zion data

other thaa

1

C it y

Pa ge 20 of 20

FO7M

*

pao.:osED SIGNAL CARRIAGE AND ALLOCATIONS (continued)
Aud 4 o

b. No-, broa.icmat Audio
For=at*

1

Rou_rs Per Day (s t.)

Proposed Azt 4 vation

*For example, country, rock, e.cc.
cify proposed actival:ion date if other than initial dat.

N.

COMMUNITY ACCESS AND RESOURCE
COMMITMENTS TO LOCAL ENTITIES

Form K

Page 1 of 14

In light of Sections
through of the Ordinance and pp. A9-22 of the RFP above, describe on this
form in detail, if desired, any proposals regarding community
access and resource commitments to local entities.
.I. Community Access
1. If you propose community use programming as envisioned by
Section of the Ordinance (Access Community Use)
complete the following;
(a) State the number -(One or more) of channels on the
"s.‘ubscrii= network which will be made available exclusively
for the . type of access use and programting prescribed by
Section

(b) Specify the tier or tiers of service in which each
channel will be included.

Form K

Page 2 of 14

(c) Describe the location, nature and extent of separate and
independent studio facilities, production equipment, personnel
resources, and other resources to be provided in connection with
such access use and programming,designed in such a manner as to
permit operation by users with minimal training and supervision.
(Note that no applicant is required to propose community use
programming. Note also that by voluntarily proposing community
use programming of the type envisioned by Section"
, you
make a commitment to keep the studio facilities, production
equipment, personnel resources, other resources and channel Cs)
available for use,, program production and broadcasts twenty-four
(24) hours per day, seven (7) days per week, during the term of
the - franchise, at the sole cost of the franchiSee without any
charge whatever. You also make a commitment to allow use of the
studio facilities, production equipment, Personnel resources,
other resources, and . Ohannel(s) for the production and broadcast
of community use programming by members of the general public,
'including individuals and nonprofit community organizations on a
first-come, - first-serve basis.)

Page 3 of 14

Form

-

(d), State the nature and extent of all training to . be offered
by the Franchisee _respecting equipment operation .and training
required aS a condition of facility and equipment use and
operation by users.

(e) Describe the public or quasi-public body proposed by the
applicant to adMinister community use programminq envisioned
of the Ordinance. Such a body shall
by Section'
not include any officer or employee of the County, Cities or
Commission. Nor shall . the body include appointees of officers,
-employees, .governing bodies or boards or committees of the
County, Cities or Commission. • Any such proposal shall spc,-.cifically identify the following respecting such a body:
(1)

Legal form of existence;

(2) How established and who will be responsible for
establishment.;

(3) The size, composition and method of selection an:7
appointment of members; .•

(4) The terms of members, and grounds and procedures fo -1:removal of members, if any;

Form K

Page 4 of 1 4

(5) The specific powers of the body in relation to
administration of community use. and the means by which such
powers may be exercised and enforced: and

(6) Sources and amounts of funding for support of operation
of the body.

Describe . any•standards or criteria which you intend to
utilize in connection with the following issues:

.(f)

. (1) The time made available for and community use
Programming covering candidates - for public elective Office
during election campaigns;

(2) Program quality control;

( .3) - The legality of program content and
. the legal rights of others;

of

FORM K

Page -5 of 14

(4) Any and all pre-.co ditions of whatever kind. r
nature relating to use by third parties of studio
facilities or production equipment and broadcaatof
programming presented thereby.

(5) Determinations re16iting to the her of service in
which community use prOgramminn by local governmental
and local non-profit community organiz,,,Itions will bi= ,

2. If you propose community use programming as contemplated by
Section
of the Ordinance (Franchisee Sponsored
Community Use PrOgrammin
complete the -following:
(a) Specify in the Schedule of Franchisee Sponsored Community
Use. Programming provided herewith the minimum number of hours
per week per tier of service new (not previously broadcast
within the Sacramento Community) community use proqramming will
be shown on the Cable Television System. Make additional copies
Of the. form, if necessary, to include each tier. (Note that
all hours Of programming prc;posed must be provided. Note also
that with respect to hours of programming proposed to be •
provided by localgovernmental agencies and local community non-profit organizations, the applicant agrees to Make available
at its sole cost, and without any charge whatsoever, studio
facilities, production equipment, staffing resources, materials
resources, and all other resources to train and permit such
entities' to plan, direct and produce such programming for
broadcast - 7 subjedt to the criteria, relating to hours of
programming -- i.e., programs need not be perMitbed .to be
produced which would be in excess of the broadcast time proposed.)

r'aCje

OA:

la

Form K
SCHEDULE OF FRANCHISEE SPONSORED COMMUNITY USE PROGRAMMING
(The hours shown on this schedule will be provided during Year(s)
of the franchise term. Year 1 begins on the date the franchise is awarded.11,
(Describe for Basic Service Tier and for each
other tier as it is identified in the proposal.)
Number of hours of community use programming between the, hours of •
6 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Audio and•
Visual,
Audio Only
Nonautomated programming provided by:

a.

hours

Franchisee

hours

Local . governmental agencies .
Local nonprofit community agencies

hours

hours

hours

hours

Franchisee'

hours •

hours

Local governmental gencies

hours

Local nonprofit community agencies

hours

-----

Automated programming . provided by:

-

hours

hours
--—-—•

Number of hours of community use programming between the hours of
5 p.m. and 11- p.m.
Audio and
• Audio Only110
Visual
Nonautomated programming provided by:

b.

Franchisee

hours

Local governmental agencies

hours

•

hours

---

hours

hours

hours

Franchisee

hours

hours

Local governmental agencies

hours

hours

Local nonprofit community agencies

hours

hours

Local nonprofit community agencies
Automated programming provided by:

c.

-----

Number of hours of community use programming between the hours of
11 p.m. and 6 a.m. •
Audio and
Audio Only
Visual
Nonautomated programming provided by:
hours
hours
•
,Franchisee
hours
hours
Local governmental agencies •
•
hours

hours

•Franchisee

hours

hour.

• Local Governmental agencies

hours

hours

hours

hours

Local nonprofit community agencies
Automated programming provided by:

•

Local nonprofit community agencies

•

Form I<

Page •53 of 14
SCHEDOLE OV FRANCETSEE •SPOSO; -:ED CWINIUNIW USE PROGRAMING

•(The hours shown on this schedule will be provided during Year (s)
of the :franchise term. Year 1 begihF.-,, ou the date the franchise.is awarded.)

ill

(Descri b e, for Basic Service Tier and for each
other tier as it is identified in the proposal.)
a.
-

.

Number , of hours of community use programming between the hours of 6-a.m.. and:5- p.m.
Audio and
Visual
:AUdio Only
Nonautomated programming provided by:
Franchisee
. Local governmental agencies .
„Local nonprofit community agencies

_

hours

hours

.hours
hours .

hours
hours

hours

hours

hours

hours

hours

hours

Automated programming provided by.:
Franchisee
- -Local governmental genc.is
Local nonprofit community agencies •
b.

•

. Number of hours: of community use programming between the hours of
.• 5 p.m. and
Audio and
Visual
Audio Only
Nonautomated programming provided byl
hours
hours.
Franchisee
Local governmental agencies
Local . nOnprofit community agencies
Automated•programming provided by
Franchisee
Local.qovernmental agencies.
• Local nonprofit comunity agencies •

-c.

hours •

hours

hours'

hours'

• hours
hours
hours

hourg .
hour's
hours .

Number of hours of community use L.rogramming between the hours of
•
11 p.m. and 6.a.m.
Audio and
Audio Only .
Visual
.Nonautomated programming Provided •by:
.. hours
hours .
Franchisee
• Local .governmental agencies
.1:Jabal nonprofit communit y agencies

hours

hours

hours

hours

Automated Px- ogrhming provided by:

•

Franchisee
Local Governmental agencies
Local nonprofit community agencies.

hours
• 'hours
.honr.s

, hours •
•_ _ •
hours
hours

Corm K
SCHEDULE OP FRANCHISEE SPONSORED CO,NMUNITY USE PROGRAMNINC
(The hours shown on this schedule will be provided during Year (s)
of the franchise term. Year 1 begins on the date the franchise is awarli

i

10

(Describe for Basic Service Tier and for each
other tier as it is identified in the proposal.)

Tier:

a.•

Number of hours of community use programming betw e en the hours of
6 a.m. and - 5 P.M.
Audio and
Visual
Audio Only
Nonautomated programming provided by:
hours
hours
Franchisee
hours

hours

hours

hours

Franchisee
Local governmental genoies

hours
hours

hours
hours

Local nonprofit community agencies

hours

hours

Local governmental agencies
Local nonprofit community agencies
Automated programming provided by:

h.

Number of hours of community use programming bet:;een the hours of
5 p.m. and 11 p.m.
_
Audio. and
Au fi o Our*
•Visual
Nonautomated programming provided by:'
hours
hours
Franchisee
Local •governmental agencies
Local nonprofit community agencies
Automated programming provided by:
Franchisee
Local governmental agencies
Local nonprofit community agencies

•c.

hours.

hours
hours

hours

hours

hours

hours
hours

hours
hours

Number of hours of community use. programming between the hours of
11 p.m. and 6 a.m.
Audio and
Audio Only
Visual
Nonautomated programming .provided by:
hours:
hours
Franchisee
Local governmental agencies
Local nonprofit community.. agencies
Automated programming provided by
Franchisee
Local. Governmental agencies
Local nonprofit community agencies

hours
hours

hours

hours.

hour411

hours
hours.

hours

_ __ •hours •
hours
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•SCHEDULE 07 FRANCHISEE SPONSOF:ED Ca':%1UNITY USE PROC:PAINC
An The hours shown on thiS•schodule will be provided during Year
0( LJ-17e - fV;111ChiS . (2. t (,-2M. Y( 1 1 begins on the date the franchise it luf
c'

Ei&I-.7i• :

(Des c ribe for Basic Service Tier and for each
Other tier as it is identified in the proposal.,)
a.

Number of hours of community use programming between the hours Of
6 a.m.- and . 5- p.m.
Audio and
Visual
Audio Only
Nonautomated programming provided by:
Franchisee

hours

hours

Local governmental agencies .

hours

hours

Local nonprofitcommunity agencies
Automated programming .provided by:

hours

hours

IlOurs
hours

hours
hours

hours

hours'

Franchisee
'Local governmental gencies
Local nonprofit community agencies

b.. Number of hours of community use programming between the hours of
5 p.n. and 11 p.m.
Audio, and
Visual
Audio Only
,Nonautomated programming provided by:
Franchisee

hours

hours -

Local governmental agencies

hours
hours

hours- •

hours •
hours
hours

hours ,
hours.
- hours

Local .nonprofit community agencies
Automated programming p -.covided by:
-

Franchisee
Local covt!rnizter,tal agencies
Local 7-inprofit community agencies

hours.

c.- Number of hours of community use programming between the hours of
11 p.m. and 6 a.m.
Audio and
Visual
Audio Only
Nonautomated programming provided by:
. hours
hours
Franchitee
Local governmental agencies .
Local nonprofit community agencies

.

hours •
hours

hours

hours
hours

hours

hours

hours

hours

Automated- programming providpd•by: -

Franchisee •
•Loci 'Governmental agencies .
Local nonprofit community agencies'.

_

h

1.7

Form K

Page. 5E , of 1.4
SCHEDULE OF Fi.ANCHISEE SPONSORED CO.MmUNITY USE PROGRAM.MINC

(The hours shown on this schedule will be provided. during Year (s)
of the franchise term. Year 1 begins on the date the franchise is—ECI—JAIO
(Describe for Basic Service Tier and for each
other tier as it is identified in the proposal.)

Tier:
a.

Number.,of hours of community use programming between the hours of
6 a.m. and '5 p.m.
- Audio and
Visual
Audio Only
Nonautomated programming provided by: .
..
Franchisee
hours
- - — - — - - - hours
hours
. Local governmental agencies
hours
Local nonprofit community agencies
hours
hours
Automated programming provided by:.
hours
Franchisee
. hours
- .Local governmental gencies
Local nonprofit community agencies

b.

hours
hours

Number of hours of community use pro g ramming between the hours of
5 p.n. and it
Audio and
Visual
Audio On111-0
Nonautomated programming provided by
•hours
Franchisee
hours
Local governmental agencies
Local nonprofit community agencies
Automated programming provided by:
Franchisee
Local governmental agencies
Local nonprofit columunity agencies-

c.,

hours
hours

------ hours
hourshours
hours
• hours

hours. hours
hours
hours
hours .

Number of hours of community use 'programming between the hours - of
11.p.m. and 6 a.m.
.
.
Audio and
Visual
Audio Only
• Nonautomated programming 'provided by
hours
hours
Franchisee
Local governmental agencies .
Local nonprofit community agencies •

hours
hours

hours
hours

Automated .).rogrammulg provided by:.
. Franchisee
Local . Governmental agencies
Local nonprofit community agencies

hours hours
hours

hour",
hours •
. hours_

Page E 7 of i 4

Fo rm

SCHEDULE OF FRANCHISEE SPONSOkED CM ,NUNITY USE PRO(.,;RAMMir.X

hours „shown on this .schodule will be provided during Year (s)
41, rhethe•franchisc
term. Year]. begins on the date- the •franchise is awarded.)
•(Describe for Basic . Service Tier and for.each . .
other tier as it is identified in the proposal.).

Tier:
a.

'Number of hours of community use programming•.betWeen the hours of
•6 . -a.m. and
Audio and •Visual .Audio Only
• Nonautomated programming provided by:
• hours
hours
Franchisee
Leoal 'governmental agencies
Local nonprofit community agencies '

hours.
hours

. hours
hours

An.temated programming provided by:
Franchisee.
Local governmental gencies.

hours
'hours

hours
hours

Local nonprofit community agencies --

hours

hours

b. • Number of hours of community use programming between - the hours of
5 . p.m and 11 p.m.
Audio and
Audio Only
'Visual
Nonautomated programming provided by
hours
hours
Franchisee
Local governmental agencies
Local nonprofit community agencies

—. hours hours_

hours
hours

Automated programming provided by:
•717anchisee
Local governmental agencies
Loc.-,.1 nonprofit community agencies
c.

_hours
hours
hours

hour
hou,:::.
hours

Number of hours of community use programming between the hours oT.
11 p.m. J, r ,-.1 6 a.m.
Audio and
Audio Ohl\:
Visual
. Nonautomated programming provided by: '•
hours
hours
Franchisee
Local governmental agencies
Local nOnprofit . community agencies

hours

hours

-.1-ibu'rs '

— hours

hours
hours

..
_ ..hours
hours

, hours -

_ hours

AutomaLed programming provided by: . ,
.
. • -Franchisee Local . Governmental agencies
• Local nbnprofit community agen.Oies

Form K

Page 6 of 14

(b) If you propose different quantities of franchisee sponsored
community Use programming during different years of the franchise
. term, prepare a set of Schedule of Franchisee Sponsored
Community use Programming for each such different quantity
proposed, and indicate at the top of the schedule in the space
provided the year or years during which that quantity of
programming is proposed.'

(c) Describe the specific and detailed affirmative strategies to
be utilized • to solicit and encourage interest by local . .nonprofit
community organizations in producing community use programming to
fulfill the broadcast time commitment' proposed. • Such affirmative
action might include, for example, continual contact with community
organizations for the purpose of offering programming suggestions
and assistance i.i planning, implementation and development, and
assistance without charge in the direction and production of
programs.

Form K

411

Page 7 of 14

(d) .

Propose all criteria intencled to be utilized to select
between and apportion time among , local non-profit community
organizations if the demand to produce community use
programming exceeds the broadcast time proposed in the
application.

O

i

•

Form K .

•
Page 8 of 14

(0) Describe specifically the location, nature and extent
of studio facilities, production equipment . and personnel and
other resources, proposed to be made available at the sole •
cost of the Franchisee and without any charge whatsoever to
produce and assist local governmental agencies and local nonprofit community organizations in the presentation of community
use programming.
Indicate whether the studio facilities, production equipment,
staffing resources and other .resources will be exclusively
available for community use programming to local governmental
agencies and local non-profit community organizations, or
. whether such resources will be shared with the Franchisee's
• operation or others. If shared, specific criteria shall be
stated showing how time priorities will beevallocated among
competing interests to insure, for example, that studio
space and production resources will not be made available
to local organizations only at the least desirable times.

Page 9 of 14

FOPIA K

(f) Describe any standards or criteria which you intend to
utilize in connection withthe following . issues. .(Refer to
and incorporate:your 'answer to Question 1.(f) above, as
appropriate.) .
(1) 'The time made available for and community use .
programming covering Candidates for public elective office
during election campaigns;

(2)

Program quality control;

.(3) The legality of program content and violation of
the legal rights Of others;

(4) • Any and all pre-condition S of whatever kind or
.nature relating to use by third parties of studio
facilities or production equipment and broadcast of
:RrogratMing•pIesented thereby.

'Form K

Pa9c lo .o14

(5) . Determinations relating to the tierof service in
which community use programming by local governmental agencies
and local non-profit community organizations will be placed.

-

(g) Describe the public or auasi-public body proposed by you to
administer community use programming. Such a body shall not
include any officer. or employee of the County, Cities or
Commission. Nor shall the body include appointees of officers,
employees, governing bodies or boards or committees of the
County, Cities or Commission. (Refer to and incorporate your
answer to Question 1.(e) above, as appropriate.) Any such proposal
shall specifically identify the following respecting such a body:
(1) Legal form of existence;

(2) How established and who will be responsible for
establishment;

Form K

410

Page 11 of

14

(3). The size, composition and method of selection and
appointment. of members;

(4) The terms of members, and cfrounds and procedures for
removal of members, if any; and

(5) The specific powers of the body in relation to
.administration of community use and the means by which such
powers may be exercised and enforced; and

(6') Sources and amounts of funding for support of opertion
of the body.

Form K

3.

Page 12 of 14

IT you proposed community use programming as contemplated by
(a) of the Ordinance (Franchisee Sponsored
Section
Community Use Programming), you may also propose here a
. specific number of channels to be set aside for the exclusive
provision of community use programming on a Leased Basis by
individuals and local nonprofit community organizations.
Provide:
(a) The number of channels committed exclusively for such
purposes.

(b) An itemization of the amounts of fees, and charges, if
any, to be levied at various times during the franchise
term for leased use -- the fees and charges, if any, to
include all rights and privileges associated with the lease,
use of studio, facilities, production equipment and staffing
and other resources, and broadcast time; and copies of all
contract documents to be utilized in connection with such
leases.

(c) A statement as to whether identification of parties to
whom channels will be leased and apportionment of leased
time thereon will be vested within the sole discretion of the
Franchisee, or determined in accordance with standards or
criteria and, if so, all criteria, standards and requirements
intended to be utilized by the Franchisee in apportioning
leased time should the demand therefor exceed the channel
supply.

Form K

• Page 13 of 14

TT. 'Resource Commitments

to Local Entities

1. Describe the resources (studios, ecluipment, staff assistance
and financial support), if any,, you propose to commit to
local entities. Detail the process by which you have
ascertained the needs of entities in the community.
Demonstrate that the allocation of resources proposed
is consistent with the priorities set. forth in'Pago
19 - 22
of the RFP, above.
Inc:I.uda mechanisms to assure that the institutions to whom
studio and equipment resources are committed will also
receive adequate staff assistance and financial support
from the Franchisee to make effective use of the studio
and equipment resources throughout the Franchise term.

III. Summary Plan
1. If you propose resources for I. Community Access or II. Local
Entities as permitted by this form, please submit an overview
plan which': Summarizes and distinguishes between initial and
ongoing resources; and indicates if and how resources committed
will be reallocated to meet community use needs over the full
term of the franchise

Form K

Page 1 4 of 14

petail other resources, benefits or specialized services,
2
if any, to be provided to the County, City or Educational
of the Ordinance.
Consortium pursuant to Section

3. Ey a separate attachment, fully disclose in detail, all
commitments of services, resources, or other benefits (by
'lease, contract, or otherwise), if any, to specifically
identified pFIrties for non-commercial prograffiminq other than
the County, Cities, or Educational Consortium, as reciuired
by Section
of the Ordinance. Attach all written'
agreements relating thereto.

FORM L: PROPOSED RATES AND
MARKETING/PROMOTIONAL PLANS

Page 1 of

Form L
PROPOSED RATES
1. Basic Service Rates Proposed
(a)

If proposed, describe Basic Service and the rates and
charges to be imposed therefor when service is first
made available under the Franchise. (See §
of the Ordinance: Rate Proposals)

(b)

Does applicant propose that the rates and charges
described in (a) above shall be maintained during the
term of the franchise at levels determined in accordance
of the Ordinance: Basic Service
with Section
of the
Rates and Charges - Increases? (See §
Ordinance:. Application Contents)
[

[

I

No

(c)

If so, provide all additional information
relating to rates, charges, • and deposits required by '
of the Ordinance: Application Contents, •
.§

(d)

Does applicant propose to be bound by the Provisions of
of the Ordinance: Discriminatory Practices?
§
[

2_

}Yes

Yes

[

No

Other Service Rates Proposed
If proposed, describe various other services on the Subscriber
Network :and the rates and charges to be imposed therefor when
service is first made available under the franchise. (See
of the Ordinance:. Application Contents)

3. - Whether ot not you make proposals under 1, or 2 above, you may if desired - provide additional information regarding rates,
charges,depoSits, studio and equipment usage rate's, advertising
policy and fees, leased channel policy and fees, etc.
4.

If desired, describe proposed marketing/promotional plans for
entertainment and other services.

Form L.

Page 2 of 2

PROPOSED RATES - continued

5. Describe in detail billing practices, payment policies, collection
policies and charges, and procedures to be followed in billing
disputes. -

FORM M: EMPLOYflENT PRACTICES

Form M

0

Page 1 of 1

EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES

1. If desired, describe the policies, •practices
and procedures you will implement to insure
full compliance with the non-discrimination
and affirmativeaction provisions contained
of the Ordinance.
in Section
The submission of such procedures is not
mandatory; however, submission of a welldesigned, voluntary, non-discrimination and
affirmative action employment program will
be considered a plus factor in the selection
process. •

FORM. N: 11T S CEILLNE,OUS

Page I of 1

Form N

MIS CFILAYr:OUS

Please briefly summarize any elements of the proposal which have not
been adequately covered in other parts of the application forms.
• Anticipated future developments-may be discussed, but should clearly be
identified as such. Please limit responses to approximately -- 5 pages.

CABLE TV WORKBOOK

,

/

January 27, 1981
To:

SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

From:

CITY MANAGER
COUNTY EXECUTIVE

Subject: CABLE TELEVISION FRANCHISE AWARD SCHEDULE
At the close of the City Council workshop on December 4, 1980, it
was agreed that the next step in the process would be joint meetings
with •the Board of Supervisors. As a focal point for these meetings,
staff agreed that a proposed ordinance should be prepared. To make
the joint meetings as productive as possible, following is planned
process for developing an ordinance, and completing the process:
1.
DRAFTING. Since the County is the lead agency, the initial
draft was prepared by Lee Elam, the County Counsel. He used material
from CTIC, other ordinances, and various reference documents and the
results of initial staff/consultant discussions. The initial draft
was completed on December 5, 1980.
2.
INTERNAL REVIEW. Review of the initial draft is in process
through periodic meetings involving city and county staff and the
attorney who represents both Folsom and Isleton. A copy was also
sent to the consultant for review and comment. The draft is being
reviewed in light of the past discussions with the Council and the
Board. The resulting revised draft will reflect our jointly developed
staff recommendations.
The estimated completion date for the revised draft is March 2, 1981.
3.
EXTERNAL - REVIEW. The revised draft will be circulated to potential
applicants and to Andividuals in the community who have submitted
previous written .comments on cable' television. We will request •rittten
comments. on the draft, and tentatively, plan to hold
single meeting
with all interested operators. Any request for modifications will 'be
handled In one of two .ways: First, if there is staff agreement on the
:requested
change, the draft ordinance will be modified; and second,
'if staff disagrees thft matter will be presonted at the joint hearings.
The revised draft will also be sent to members of the Board ar.d the
,council along with a summary. Our purpose is to give Council and
Board Members an opportunity to comment on desired modifications to be
Included in the draft used for the public hearings.
The estimated time required for the review and preparation oi the :f i nal
documents is four to six weeks.
PRESENTATION. A final draft of a proposed ordinance and an REP
4.
7414. be developed for the joint hearings. A separate cover report will
be prepared which will present alternative approaches on major policy
issues contained in the ordinance and the REP and will summarize
community/operator input on requested modifications to the final drafts.
,
,,

Sacramento City Council
Board of Supervisors
January 27, 1981

Page 2

Allowing time for prior distribution of the material, the joint hearings
could start around the week of April 20, 1981. Several hearings may be
required and could involve two to three weeks of elapsed time.
5.
ADOPTION. After the joint public hearings, a final ordinance
and a final RFP will be prepared based on the policy decision Made
during the joint hearings. Ideally, both of these documents should
be approved by all five jurisdictions prior to release of the RFP.
At a minimum, the Board and the Sacramento City Council should formally
approve both before the RFP is released.
The final documents could be presented to the Board and Council for
final adoption on May 19, 1981. Approval by the other jurisdictions
could take as long as another month. A tentative date for the release
of the RFP would be June 15, 1981. Allowing seven months for the
operators to develop proposals (three months) and the consultant to
complete the evaluation process (four months), we would then be in
position to begin the award process in January 1982.
To meet a mid-November 1981 date for award, we would have to compress
this timetable by eight to ten weeks. If the Board and the Council
directs that this be done, we will revise the schedule--but it will be
a schedule that does not permit any delays at any point in the process.

LTON "MAC"1KILES
Assistant City Manager
WRF:smm

WILLIAM R. FREEMAN
Assistant County Executive

ISSUE SUMMARY FORM

v23B-A21

ISSUE: THE "RENT A CITIZEN/ORGANIZATION" APPROACH
_SOURCE: CONSULTANT
PROBLEM DEFINITION:

Based on experience in other localities, it is anticipated that potential franchisees may attempt to
develop support for their proposals by: a) selling small amounts of equity; b) giving away equity--or
selling at less than full value; c) exchanging equity for services provided; d) giving away a
percentage of income; or e) giving groups equipment, facilities, or dedicated channels. They may
not want to do these things, but may feel that this approach has worked other places and therefore
they must use it in self defense.

- ALTERNATIVES: RECOMMEND #2
ADVANTAGES/
ARGUMENTS FOR

DESCRIPTION
1.

Prohibit any such activity.

1. Possibly attract more operators;
reduce lobbying efforts; possibly
reduce subscriber rates.

Same as number

1.

2. Discourage such activity by:
requesting it not be done; indicating
negative weight in evaluation; and
requiring complete disclosure under
penalty of disqualification.

2.

3. Take no specific action
and consider in the evaluation
process.

3. Lets applicants make their
own decision on the best way
to handle.

DISADVANTAGES/
ARGUMENTS AGAINST
1. May raise legal questions concerning our right to
prohibit; hard to enforce;
may not be able to anticipate
all such actions.

2. May not be able to
anticipate all such actions;
penalties may be difficult
to invoke.

3. Without disclosure
requirement, we will not be
aware of such actions; may
intensify lobbying; may
increase subscriber costs.

PROPOSED PROVISIONS:

1.

IN RFP
a.

Require disclosure of all equity ownership and price paid.

b.

Indicate that local ownbership will not be considered in award of a franchise.

C.

Indicate that any channels, equiment, or facilities dedicated to any specific group will not be considered
in the evaluation and will not be counted towards such allocations for community access purposes.

2. IN ORDINANCE

a.

Provide that failure to provide any information required in the RFP will be grounds for rejection of a
proposal or revocation of a franchise.

.23B-A18

ISSUE SUMMARY FORM

ISSUE: LOBBYING

SOURCE: CONSULTANT

PROBLEM DEFINITION:
It is anticipated that all the proposals will be good, and the final solution will be accompanied by intense
lobbying. This problem is closely associated with the "rent-a-citizen" issue. However, with or without the
involvement of local community leaders who may be associated with competing firms, the elected decision-makers
can expect to be contacted by all the competitors.
In addressing this issue, several aspects need to be considered:

I.
2.
3.
4.

The amount of time that can be spent in meeting/talking to representatives of all the firms.,
The prospect of divisive relationships developing among community leaders aligned with competing firms.
The potential of lawsuits being filed by unsuccessful competitors challenging the process if they do
not receive equal time and consideration.
The contention that contact between the operators and elected officials will result in the
preparation of better proposals or a more equal evaluation of those proposals--just as it does in
other areas of public policy development.

ALTERNATIVES:

RECOMMEND #1
DESCRIPTION

ADVANTAGES/
ARGUMENTS FOR

DISADVANTAGES/
ARGUMENTS AGAINST

I. Prohibit any ex-parte communication
with applicants or their representatives
either now or after proposals are
submitted.

1. Provides a more open process;
offers protection to elected officials.

1. Difficult to enforce; is
a departure from the normal
process; limits the potential
for interchange of information.

2. Develolp ground rules for contact
between individual decision-makers,
such as: number or length of meetings;
limits of how many representatives of the
applicant may attend; requirement for two
elected officials at each meeting and/or
possibly a staff person; subjects for
discussion; and disclosure of such
meetings.

2. Provides a blance between no
contact and the problems of
unlimited contact.

2. Difficult to develop and
enforce.

3. Let each elected official decide
how to handle the problem. (If this
approach is selected, the consultant
strongly recommends a consistent
handling of all applicants with notes
taken of items discussed in the event
of a lawsuit.)

3. Permits our representative form
of government to function in a
normal manner.

3. Opens the process to legal
challenge by unsuccessful
applicants and to public
speculation concerning the
final selection.

PROPOSED PROVISIONS:

I.

IN ORDINANCE
a.
b.

C.
d.
2.

IN
a.
b.

Prohibit ex-parte communication upon adoption of the ordinance.
Provide that any such contact is grounds for disqualification of proposal or revocation of franchise.
Provide that all questions by operators be submitted in writing to staff and all answers be in writing
with copies of both questions and answers sent to all applicants.
Provide for public presentation by each application of their proposal.
RFP
Repeat the provisions in the ordinance.
Require submission of signed document acknowledging the prohibition and agreeing to it.

ISSUE SUMMARY FORM

23B-22
ISSUE: PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES BY CABLE OPERATOR
SOURCE: VARIOUS--See atached correspondence
PROBLEM DEFINITION:

The major concern, as expressed by the alarm industry, is that by virtue of table.ownership, the operator can
engage in separate businesses that utilize the cable and thereby have an unfair advantage over competing firms.
Community input requesting specific prohibitions include: selling goods; contracting to sell labor or materials;
selling, servicing or leasing radios, television .sets, or hi-fi's; and providing alarm services. Although not
requested yet, prohibition of the foregoing could lead to similar requests from computer service bureaus, special
program producers, or installers of master antenna systems.
. The alarm industry is concerned with this issue on a national level, and most of the attached correspondence deals
with this specific business. However, any action taken in relation to alarm systems must be viewed in a larger
context.

ALTERNATIVES:

RECOMMEND #4
ADVANTAGES/
ARGUMENTS FOR

DESCRIPTION
1. Prohibit the cable operator from
-engaging in any other business except the
installation, maintenance, and operation
of the cable system.

2. Remove the competitive edge by requiring the cable operator to form a separate
company for any separate business which
must pay for use of the cable at estab•
lished rates, and prohibit advertising
over the cable or in monthly billings, and
establishing other types of regulations.

1. Protects existing local business
operations.

2. Is a middle ground between
prohibition and no action.

DISADVANTAGES/
ARGUMENTS AGAINST
1. May be challenged by
operators as restraint of
trade.

2. Adds one more area of
regulation; inflates the cost
of services to subscribers.

3. Include in the RFP a request for a
statement from the operator on how they
propose to handle leased lines for data
transmission.

3. Provides-for innovative
approaches to the problem.

3. May still require
regulation.

4. Instruct the franchisee that under no
circumstances are they to engage in any
anti-competitive activities.

4. Reduces our potential liability
in lawsuits involving anti-trust
issues,

4. Local business interest
may oppose as inadequate.

5. Take no action and let the marketplace forces prevail with any necessary
regulation being established at the
state or federal level.

5. Removes us from the position
of attempting to regulate corn-.
petitive forces.

5. Potential leasors of
cable claim that lack of
regulation results in
operator having unfair
competitive position.

PROPOSED PROVISIONS:
1: ORDINANCE:
a. Franchisee prohibited from engaging in anti-competitive activities.
b.

Specific language indicating that franchisee would not be prohibited from engaging in any business associated
with use of the cable, would not be subject to rate regulation in such businesses, and would not be subject to
any other restriction, except for anti-competitive prohibitions enforceable by private parties.

c.

Franchise document to contain provision that operator will hold harmless the franchising authority in any
anti-trust litigation.

2. RFP
a. Restate above in the introductory portion of REP.

MEN1O-SIERRA'S BUILDING AND CONSTP,UCTI0,1 TRADES COUNCIL
_Ai (Sacra
. mento, Yolo, Amador, Placer, El Dorado, Nevada and Sicrra Counties)
Sec, .0yy-Busine!,1Manager

•

(916) 422-2623

•

labor Center, 2245 Horin Road, Suite 6

•

00834o 2 .

October 17, 1979

Mr. Ted Sheedy
Supervisor, First District
700 H Street
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Ted:
Enclosed are some suggestions for the draft of the proposed Cable TV contract which you, I and Brother Frith,
Electrical Workers #340, discussed on September 26th.
These suggestions will go a long way towards alleviating
our concerns with Cable TV and will strengthen the protection to the consumer and public alike.
Yours truly,

R. A. Caples
Business Manager
RAC bb
Opeu #29
afl-cio
enclosure

Sacramento, CA 95822

The Cable TV Company shall be prohibited from -directly or indirectly
doing any one of the following:
a.

Engaging in t 1.1.e busies of leasing, renting, repairing or
servicing m-iy product which is not an integral.part of the
Cab1,1! 'IV System itself such as: television sets, radios,
appliances, etc.

b.

Engaging in the business of selling any product, whether or not
said product is an integral part of the Cable TV System itself.

c.

Engaging in the business of furnishing contract services for
labor and materials. Exception: Engaging in the business of
furnishing contract services for the specific purpose of
delivering service to a subscriber is permitted. Example:
Distant. residence outside of the area being served whereowner
is willing to pay construction costs to extend service to said
.residence.

The Cable TV Company shall be prohibited from directly or indirectly
shifting its construction costs to a builder/developer,
The Cable TV Company shall be required to construct its cable system
in a manner which will not discriminate against the economically
disadvantaged neighborhoods. The Cable TV Company therefore, within
five (5) years from date of award of franchise, shall provide service
to all areas in the community with a dwelling density (averaged) of
45 or more dwelling units per running mile of cable. The Cable TV
Company shall hire employees from the community it services and shall
pay area's established wages and fringes for comparable work.

International Bra;

lectrical Workers
,October 10, 1979

tv":"%r•-.7.. /7', r---% ."
i • f. l,; 1 .1" `: I :1'" i . •

Mr. Ted Sheedy
County Board of Supervisors
700 "H" St.
.
Sacramento, CA 95814
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OCT 1 1 1979

BOARD C;F:

jfç

Dear Sir;

I am forwarding to you a request from Local Union 340,
IBEW, suggested language to be included in the proposed Cable TV
franchise being considered by the Sacramento County Board of
Supervisors. Your assistance in this matter would be greatly
appreciated. Thank you in advance.
s

Respectfully,
.ELECTRICAL WORKERS UNION
Local No. 340

4
Lee Frith
Business Manager
LFjc
opeu 29
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5841 Newman Court, Sacramento, Ca. 95S19 • Chartered Decenzber 9, 1902 • Phone (916) 455-2613
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The Cable TV Company shall be prohibited from directly or indirectly
doing any one of the following:
a.

Engaging in the business of leasing, renting, repairing or
servicing any product which is not an integral part of the
Cable TV System itself such as: television sets, radios,
hi—fl, appliances, etc.

b.

Engaging in the business of selling any product, whether or not
said product is an integral part of the Cable TV System itself.

C.

Engaging in the business of furnishing contract services for
labor and materials. Exception: Engaging in the business of
furnishing contract services for the specific purpose of
delivering service to a subscriber is permitted. Example:
Distant residence outside of the area being seryed where owner
is willing to pay construction costs to extend service to said
residence.

The Cable TV Company shall be prohibited from directly or indirectly
shifting its construction costs to a builder/developer,
The Cable TV Company shall be required to construct its cable system
in a manner which will not discriminate against the economically
disadvantaged neighborhoods. The Cable TV Company therefore, within
five (5) years from date of award of franchise, shall provide service
to all areas in the community with a dwelling density (averaged) of
45 or more dwelling units per running mile of cable. The Cable TV
. Company shall hire employees from the community it services and shall
pay area's established wages and fringes for comparable work.

•

• THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION WAS DEVELOPED DURING MEETINGS OF SACRAMENTO BUSINESS
MEN AND WOMEN CONCERNED ABOUT THE LONG RANGE IMPACT OF CABLE . TV ON THE COMMUNITY.

• 1. One major area of concern was how Cable TV might affect local business.
.The following concerns were voiced:
a) Would Cable TV be permitted to sell goods .? If so, what type?
The proposed ordnance only prohibits the sale of television sets
*.and radios.
:b) Would Cable TV be permitted to sell repair services? If so, what type?
The proposed ordnance, only prohibits the "imposing of a fee or charge
for any service or repair to subscriber owned receiving devices". How
about other devices?
Would Cable 'TV be permitted to enter into contracts to furnish labor and
materials not required or involved in its delivery of service to the
subscriber?
The majority of persons attending the meetings did not take a . position
against CATV. Most were more concerned about the regulations governing the
activities of CATV.
• ..Everyone agreed that the community had the most to gain if there was a
- legitimate competition for the franchise. Two of the names mentioned were
Warner Cable Corporation and Cox Broadcasting.
Another major concern was whether or not Cable TV would have a free reign
to establish bulk rate schedules whiChwould intentionally or unintentionally
creat an economic hardship for various sectors of the community. Such
economic hardship is. caused . when the Cable Company either refuses to
'_.'deliver its basic service at a bulk rate or at a bulk rate in excess of
20% of itssingle subscriber rate. Some of the examples given Were:
a) Most condominium. Home Owners Associations already own and maintain
their own Master Antenna TV (MATV) systems. Some of these systems
.include either local program origination or security, or both. A
very few have their own entertainment channel. If bulk rate CATV
service is made available to these associations at an affordable bulk
rate, they can opt for the bulk rate'service. The alternatives to
bulk rate service are to either sell their system to the Cable Company
or to allow the Cable Company to traverse 'their premises to serve those
tenants who wish to become subscribers. It should be noted that in the
absence of an affordable bulk rate service the only alternative is to
grant the Cable Company easement rights on its premises. The end
result is the ultimate abandonment of the private MATV system. The
Cable TV Company wins; the private sector loses.
••••

It should also be noted that the bulk rate requirement must be for'
basic Service only. Pay TV entertainment channels such as "Home Box
Office", "Showtime", etc., cannot be included in the basic service
...bulk rate •

b) Condominium Home Owner Associations are not the only ones who are concerned
as to the availability of. bulk rate service
Apartment House Owners
Mobile HomoTark Owners
Hotel and Motel Owners

Others are:

.
.
It should be noted that the transient needs of hotels and motels are
not . ab important as the resident needs of the other groups. Since
hotels and motels are economically less vulnerable to the impact of
Cable TV, most Cable TV companies make their service available to them
at very low bulk rates.

.

.c) How about bulk rate service for hospitals? As a maximum it should'be
made available at no more than the bulk rate charged for hotels and
motels.
d) How about bulk rate service for the Sacramento Redevelopment Agency?
The Sacramento Redevelopment Agency has spent hundreds of thousands of
dollars installing Master Antenna TV Systems in most of its housing
.developments. It should have the option of contracting for the basic
Cable TV service at reasonable bulk rates.
.

- As to whether or not the bulk rate service should be contracted for
locally
:owned multi-dwelling projects, the Cable TV companies have many valid
arguments as to why their basic subscriber service should be preferred to bulk rate service. On the other hand, there are the arguments that
can be brought to bear by the private sector as to the advantages of bulk
Tate service. The entire thrust of the bulk rate argument is to create
:within the community a freedom of choice. For those of us in the
Master Antenna TV (MATV) System business, it gives usa chance to survive.

- . An any given instance, who can say? With respect to the many
-

'Another point to ponder is the FHA requirement on FHA 1/235 projects
-which requires the owner/builder to provide free TV. In those
,. communities with Cable. TV, the owner/builder installs an MATV system
and the Cable TV Company installs its system. The outlets are
,,tide-by-side. This is a waste of somebody's money. An "affordable"
:lbulk rate service might be more advantageous to the community.
-

Where new residential construction is involved, there have been instances
where the cable companies have passed on a part of their construction costs
to the builder/developer by requiring the builder/developer to furnish
trenching, conduit, etc. Is this legal and right? Although the Cable
• Company, in the absence of rate regulations, can charge its subscribers
whatever it wishes, does it have the right to recover any portion of its
construction costs from other than its subscribers?
:

AS REGARDS THE PROPOSED CITY/COUNTY CABLE TV ORDNANCE, THE FOLLOWING PROTECTIVE
LANGUAGE SHOULD BE INCLUDED:
1.

BULK RATE SERVICE. Definition: The delivery by the Cable TV Company of its
"basic" programming to the property line of a multi-dwelling residential
project or a multi-occupancy facility, at which point it will be fed into

'a privately owned multiple-outlet TV signal system. The signal so delivered
shall be of the same strength and quality as that delivered to a single
family residence, no more or no less. The"current bulk rate must be paid
monthly with A single check for all dwelling units, whether occupied or not.:
The minimum bulk rate service shall not be less than five (5) times the
single family subscription rate for a single outlet.

_a) Bulk rate service for condominium homeowners associations, owners of
mobile home parks, and owners of apartment houses shall not exceed
(for each dwelling unit) 207„ of the single family subscription rate
for a single outlet:

b) Bulk rate service shall be made available to both publicly owned and
privately owned licensed (State of California) general hospitals. The
service charge shall not exceed that charged for hotels/motels, orJor
privately owned multi-dwelling facilities,. whichever is less.
c) Bulk rate service shall be made available to publicly owned retirement
facilities or similar multi-dwelling units. The service charge shall not
exceed that charged for hotels/motels, or for privately owned multidwelling facilities, whichever is less. .

.d) Bulk rate service shall be made available to privately owned nursing
care facilities, retirement facilities, convalescent hospitals, etc.
The service charge shall not exceed that charged for other privately
owned multi-dwelling projects. .
.2. The Cable TV Company shall be prohibited fromdirectly or indirectly doing
any one of the following:
Engaging in the business of leasing, renting, repairing or servicing
any product which is not an. integral part of the Cable TV System itself
. such as; television sets, radios, hi-fl, appliances, etc.
b) Engaging in the business of selling any product, whether or not said
product is an integral part . of the Cable TV System itself.
,

c) Engaging in the business of furnishing contract services for labor and
-- materials. Exception: Engaging in the business of furnishing contract
services for the specific purpose of delivering service to a subscriber
Is permitted. Example: Distant residence outside of area being served
where owner is willing to pay construction costs to extend service to
said residence.

The Cable TV Company shall be prohibited from directly or indirectly
Shifting its construction costs to a builder/developer.
,
4e The Cable TV Company shall be required to construct its cable System
in a manner which will not discriminate against the economically
disadvantaged neighborhoods. The Cable TV Company therefore, within five
(5) years from date of award of franchise, shall provide service to all
areas in the community with a dwelling density (averaged) of 45 or more
dwelling units per running mile of cable.
• .•

AS REGARDS THE CITY/COUNTY CABLE TV DRAFT ORDNANCE PRESENTED TO THE BOARD OF
SUPERVISORS AT THEIR AUGUST 7, 1979 MEETING, THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS WERE

RAISED:
Reference Section 3, paragraph (j); Should there be limitations as to
how many channels can be used for advertising?

2. Reference Section 4, paragraph (a); How much will the City/County receive
. .annually from the Cable TV Company?
3. ,Reference Section 4, paragraph (c); Since the Cable Company rates will be
,unregulated (A8699) why should the County limit its annual increase to
2%? . Why not increase in direct proportion to the amount of increase levied
by the Cable TV Company against its subscribers; no more, no less..
•

i,SACRAMENTO AREA ALARM ASSOCIATION
5933 Folsom 11lvd. _
Sacramento, CA 95819
(916) 452-4004
.:

July 1, 1980

Mr. Bill Freeman
Assistant County Administrator
700 H Street
Room 7650
Sacramento, California 95814
Re: Cable TV Franchise

Dear Mr. Freeman:
This letter is to make you aware of the serious conflicts
and detrimental impact that the proposed Ordinance and
Request for Proposal for the cable franchise will have on
the existing alarm industry.
The alarm industry in Sacramento must lease telephone lines
in order to transmit alarm signals from the customer's
protected premises to the alarm company's central station.
All alarm companies compete on an equal footing, as the
telephone leased lines are regulated by the Public Utilities
Commission.
The proposed cable franchise mandates that the cable franchisee provide alarm service, installation, and monitoring.
This process, in fact, franchises a "county wide alarm
company" which can use its own cable for signal transmission
to the cable head station,. There are no provisions for alarm
companies or other inete4sted parties to be able to lease
channels or terminations from the cable franchisee.
This "cable alarm company" has a distinct marketing advantage over all of the existing alarm companies, due to the
fact that their sales people have available the list of
cable subscribers to effectively direct their sales energy.
The cable company also has unlimited advertising capability
over the cable programing. From a competitive position,
the existing alarm industry is at a distinct disadvantage.

SACRAMENTO AREA ALARM ASSOCIATION
•
•

5933 Folsom Blvd.
Sacramento, CA 95819
•(916) . 452 4004
-

July 1,. 1980
Page 2

It is our position that the cable franchisee should not be
allowed to enter into the alarm business. In so doing, they
would
enjoy a monopoly on the cable use and have unlimited
•
ability to subsidize the alarm operation from the entertainment revenues.
Please see the attached information which directly points
out the possible antitrust violations for the franchisee.
It is our belief that neither the City nor the County of
Sacramento desires that this franchise be delayed indefinitely while the merits of the case are decided in the
courts.
The wording in the enclosed letter dated June 14, 1980, to
Supervisor Illa Collin clearly states the alarm industry's
position and was used in the franchise for Nashville, Tennesee and Jefferson County (louisville), Kentucky.
It is our desire to Work with the City and County of Sacramento to arrive at a solution to this problem in order
to allow the cable franchisee to proceed in an expeditious
manner.
Very Truly Yours,
SACRAMENTO A - A ALARM ASS.

William H. Swinne
PRESIDENT

WHS:ms
Please mail responses to:
William H. Swinney
% Capitol Alarm Company
P.O. Box 1888
Sacramento, California 95809
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June 14, 1930

:

Illa Collin, Supervisor
Sacramento County Board of Supervisors
700 H Street
Sacramento, California 95314
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Re: Cable Tv Fronehise
Pear Supervisor . Collin:
1^ , 1
(3 , ,enr,..•• ■

To assist in our response to the various inquiries posed by you,
Johnson and
r. Gan during our meeting on hay 30, 1930, we enr.•
anti-trust law firm of Moeller, Collins & itoecker whose preliminary 0 1:),!iion
letter is enclosed.
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As indicated during the course of the meeting, the suggested langje • for
inclusion in the franchise agreement is as follcy.vs:
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"Neither the FIlANCHISEE nor any of its affiliates shalt engage in
the!. private s.scurity business, directly or indirectly e::cept to the
extent that communication 'tines are lea:;ed or made :iv:61:11)1e to.
third parties for that purpose."
Although the enclosed opinion letter fairly %yell
nmarizes our no::ition,
would like to request that you further consider the problems rai:sed with the
sep7rate subsidiary concept. - . As you characterized during the course of our
meeting, the conc e pt raises many problems, particularly with reference to
enforcement and the opportunity for unfair advertisia=;- . The Franchisee, iyen
a monopoly under the terms of the franchise, has the advantage or the ;:Plling
tool that the cabbr! is already installed at the lecation.
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Quoting from an 'interview which appeared in the
(copy enclosed):
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(.;!uo:ing further from

8

Vice President of Viacom, Inc.:

"Cable is the sizzle that helps us get appointments. Our salesmen
gets his foot in the door because the cable is already there."
This type of advertising has already permeated through cable TV opera ors
filthough many writers _have already reeonized that the preforred rr,Qthnd
. operation would be one in which the ciOlc operators provide ,, .access to thf:
in
plant by security COIT1p;-.1.ieS and refrained from betoming
alarm monitoring, processing and emergency response (see art(!le. of David L.
Leninger and Donald J. Schiller, las Colinas Association, IrvH•r,, Texas).
We encourage the county of Sacramento to consider our position and to make
certain that the county does not inadvertently franchise a cib1e TV alarm
company who ends up with a monopoly.
Very- truly yours,
WESTERN BURGLAR AND FIRE
ALARM ASSOCIATION

By

\
(
■
Lessing E. Gold, . .- Counsel

LEGisg
cc: Supervisor Toby Johnson
cc: Bill Freeman, Executive County Officer
cc: Lee Elam, County Counsel
CC: Bill Swinney, Capitol Alarm
. cc: Bruce Westphal, President
Western Burglar and Fire Alarm Assn.
.re: Howard clan

Jr-. ea, Ord.

SYSTEMS FOR SECURITY
DIVISION OF VANGAS, INC.

2340 "C" GOLD RIVER

RANCHO CORDOVA, CALIFORNIA 95670

William Freeman
Assistant County Administrator
700 H Street, Room 7650
Sacramento, Ca 95814

916/635-1430
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July 11th, 1980
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Dear Sir,
A provision in the franchise of a CATU system, with available multiple
security channels, to engage in the business of private alarm security
would be extremely detrimental to the burglar alarm industry in the
Sacramento area. We ask to have equal access to an equal number of
channels and have guarantees of service for those channels. Access
and service for those channels should be at an equal standard that
the CATU Company provide themselves. A provision excluding alarm
transmission would be acceptable.
CATU systems have historically been able to provide transmission lines
cheaper than are normally'available. They also have historically not
provided equal access to available excess channels. The burglar alarm
industry depends upon transmission lines or channels to remain in
.business.
We invite competative competition, however, we can not compete with a
company that has virtually been granted a ‘ monopoly. The City is going
to receive a percentage of the gross. . This puts the City in direct
competition with private alarm security companies, unless some regulation
of this area is adopted into the granting of a franchise. A provision
for security services is outside the basic intent of the Ordinance
. granting the franchise and is certainly not a common function of a CATU
System.
Your attention to this matter would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you,

Herbert George
Manager

CONTRACTOR'S LICENSE 120143
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ISSUE SUMMARY FORM

23B-A23

ISSUE: MEDIA CROSS-OWNERSHIP
SOURCE: CONSULTANT
PROBLEM DEFINITION:

FCC prohibits a TV station owner from owning a cable system in the same area; they do not have
the same prohibition for a newspaper owner. It is anticipated that newspaper ownership will be
a point of contention later. The initial RFP requests a statement on this issue from each
applicant. The intent is to resolve the issue before it 'impacts the award of a franchise. The
need is-to resolve this issue before the final RFP is released.

ALTERNATIVES:

RECOMMEND #3
DESCRIPTION

ADVANTAGES/
ARGUMENTS FOR

DISADVANTAGES/
ARGUMENTS AGAINST

1. Impose no regulations beyond those
instituted by federal and state
governments,

1. If cross-ownership does create
problems, this should be addressed at a
higher level than local government.

1. Ignores any potential
problems.

2. Prohibit other media crossownership--newspaper, magazine, radio.

2. Would preclude any potential
problems from developing,

2. May be challenged as a
restraint of trade.

3. Allow cross-ownership but attempt
to develop regulations of specific
problems that may arise out of crossownership.

3. Is a middle ground between
prohibition and no action.

3. Regulations will be
difficult to develop and
enforce; aaas to administrative burden.

PROPOSED PROVISIONS:
PRIOR TO PREPARATION OF ORDINANCE AND RFP
1. Require statement from interested applicants now and use as a basis for attempting to develop regulations to
handle problems.
IN ORDINANCE
1. Include any final regulations deemed necessary or desirable.
IN RFP
1. Require disclosure of any media cross-ownership by any owner of equity in cable company.

.ISSUE SUK1ARY FORM

23B-A17

ISSUE: MASTER ANTENNA SYSTEMS
SOURCE: VARIOUS (See attached correspondence)
PROBLEM DEFINITION:
The award of a franchise will create a community master antenna system which can replace existing systems in
apartment complexes, condominium or townhouse developments, trailer parks, or subdivisions. The owners of such
systems do not want the cable company to make individual drops to each tenant because they claim: 1) it makes
their system useless and wastes their investment; and 2) it violates their rights as property owners to control
their property. The installers of these systems will go out of business if no more systems are allowed.
The operator is concerned about being required to pay these owners to utilize these systems; and having the right
to require all units be charged for all services delivered to the master antenna systems.
The tenants are interested in being able to receive all the channels of the cable operator which may not be possible
on an existing system, and do not want to pay the landlord a higher price for the service than would be paid to
the cable operator.

_ ALTERNATIVES:

RECOMMEND #2
ADVANTAGES/
ARGUMENTS FOR

DESCRIPTION
1. Exclude all present and future master
antenna systems from the franchise area
and let the cable company deal directly
with the owners.

1. Removes us completely from the
problem.

1. Presents administrative
problems in maintaining a
list.

2.

Include them, but require the operator
include in his proposal a bulk rate
pricing structure, leaving the rest to
the operator and the owners.

2. Provides a mechanism for the
operators and owner to work out
problems; and removes us from
potential lawsuits.

2. May not be completely
satisfactory to all the
parties; does not consider
the tenants.

3. Develop detailed reaulations
that try to balance the rights of the
operator, the owners, and the tenants.

3. Would be method of trying to
resolve different interests.

3. Extremely difficult
to develop and enforce:
could lead to lawsuits.

to

j j

PROPOSED PROVISIONS:

1

1. IN RFP

,
1

DISADVANTAGES/
ARGUMENTS AGAINST

2.

a.

Require a bulk rate pricing policy and structure.

b.

Indicate that owners of facilities with master antenna systems may determine if and how services of the
operator will be provided.

IN

ORDINANCE

a.

Indicate a franchise does not give operator right to pass over private property without owner's permission.

b.

Exempt operator from service requirements to dwelling units served by a master antenna system if agreement
cannot be reached with property owner.

c.

Provide that a tenant cannot be charged more for service by a landlord than if the service was provided
directly by the operator.
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Telephone 444-5730-code 916

April 25, 1980
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Ted Sheedy, Chairman
Sacramento Co. Board of Supervisors
700 H Street
Sacramento, Ca. 95814
Re: Cable TV Franchise
Dear Ted,
This letter is in accordance with your request that written input be
provided for consideration during preparation of a proposed ordinance
and your deliberations relating thereto.
A mandated bulk or wholesale rate must be provided for those individuals
who have already invested in systems which can be utilized in providing
cable reception. This influences a great many people and properties,
mobilehome parks, apartment houses, condominium units, convalescent
or senior citizen homes, hospitals, etc. - factually, just about any
type of group housing or care community.
I have been advised by informed individuals that existing compatible

systems have a potential value to a franchise from $3,500.00 to .
$10,000.00 per unit. Certainly this is a wild differential, but no
more wild than the potential values tossed about relating to the unknown total value of a franchise.
New or existing systems constitute major initial investments and con' tinuing maintenance responsibilities. .Typical maintenance contracts
are $1.50 per month per connection. It is totally reasonable to re-qiiire a franchiseato provide a bulk rate which will reflect existing
investment amortization and reimbursement for continuing maintenance
costs:
My concerns go far beyond the assurance of a bulk rate. The following
thoughts bother me and a great many others!

If
1. Should government mandate access to cable for renters?
a landlord chooses not to provide cable service, residents
certainly have the right to rent from an apartment owner who
has this amenity.

5,

Ted Sheedy

-2-

April 25, 1980

2.

Does government have the right by the issuance of a franchise
to enrich someone else at my expense; .i.e., use of existing
systems without compensation?

3.

Do we need an exclusive cable franchise? Other_major areas
are serviced by more than one firm.

4.

Is modern technology advancing so rapidly we should cease
even considering countywide cable with -the attendant destruction related to installation?

5.

In the hearings there was some discussion of mandating cable
installation during the course of construction. One more
regulation to aggrevate affordable housing cbStS Whidh:As ,-:already
a problem!

urge you to seriously consider the ramifications of your actions relating to historic property rights with a full knowledge of the technology advances which may soon make cable obsolete. Are we, through exclusive franchise rights, excluding the benefits of technological
advances?
Yours very respectfully,

eva J. CiMaroli
NJO/jn
cc: IEIJa. Collin, 2nd District
Sandra Smoley, 3rd District
Fred Wade, 4th District
Toby Johnson, 5th District
Bill Freeman

SACRAMENTO AREA CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION
P. O. BOX 160246
.Sacramento, California 95816

A-1"all
iv.irretf•41 ,

December 20, 1979

Mrs. Sandra Smoley
Supervisor Third District
County Administration Center Suite 1450
700 H Steet
Sacramento, California 95814

egg/T2'\\
DEC 2 11979
," D
BOAR

Dear Mrs. Smoley:
The membership of the Sacramento Area Condominium Association
consists of 40 homeowner associations in the metropolitan
Sacramento area representing about 5,000 homeowners. Many
of our member organizations have existing master antenna systems
and are vitally interested in the current issue of cable TV
being considered by the Board of Supervisors.
Since you live in a homeowner association served by a master
antenna system, I'm sure you understand the economic advantage
which would be given to a cable TV franchisee if a "bulk-rate"
provision were not made in the ordinance.
It is estimated that homeowners paid about $200 each for the master
antenna system when they purchased their homes. Without "bulk-rate"
this becomes a gift to the franchisee. With bulk-rate, an association could choose to maintain the system (hopefully at a low
cost) and provide its' members with cable television at an
advantageous rate.
Since many of our members are affected by this issue, please
provide me with copies of the proposed ordinance.
Yours very trul

Richard Peters
President,
Sacramento Area Condominium. Association

A-c3

August 10, 1979

AUG 1 !"-; '1979

The Honorable Joseph E Sheedy, Member
Sacramento County Board of Supervisors
' 700 "H" Street, Suite 2450
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Ted:
I note with interest the County's progress in considering the award of a cable
TV franchise for Sacramento County.
Our concern is that you do not include the Rancho Murieta 3500-acre project
within the franchise since we have our own system with a current investment of
over $300,000.
- You will recall that around 1975, we applied for 'a franchise for Rancho Murieta.
We did not pursue because of the proposed initial fee and the annual fees thereafter. I would think it unfair for the County to consider the inclusion of
Rancho Murieta in such a franchise and we, by necessity, will aggressively resist
such inclusion

-.

• think it would be appropriate to consider approval of our request for a separate
franchise for the Rancho Murieta territory. We have one of the most sophisticated
'systems in the United States; therefore, we do not need any outside transmission.
We can provide thirty-six channels and have bio-directional.capabilities, including
- surveillance for fire and burglary. Presently . , we do not charge our residents for
this service.

. Yours truly,
RAY D_H
RSON & ASSOCIATES
PERTY NAGER - RANCHO MURIETA

erson

RDH/ab
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14 8 13 Jackson Road. Rancho Murie t a, Cali for Ha 15
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. ISSUE SUMMARY FORM

23B-20

ISSUE: RATE REGULATION
SOURCE: STAFF
PROBLEM DEFINITION:
Existing state law permits an operator to elect not to be regulated by providing up to four community access
channels. (See attached copy of statutes.) Although the RFP can be drafted to require applicants to indicate
whether they would waive this right, there may be legal problems involved if the waiver is made a condition of the
franchise award.
The basic issue is whether or not we want the authority to regulate rates. If we do not, then we can so state. If
we do want to consider rate regulation, then we need to consider alternative approaches.

RECOMMEND #3

ALTERNATIVES:

DESCRIPTION

DISADVANTAGES/
ARGUMENTS AGAINST

ADVANTAGES/
ARGUMENTS FOR

1. Attempt to achieve rate regulation
by requiring the waiver or indicating
that such a waiver will be a significant
factor in the evaluation.

1. Since the franchise is a practical
monoply, some form of rate regulation,
or at least review, provides some
degree of public protection.

1. Rate reviews are difficult
to do; increases are difficult
political decisions; and
unrealistically low rates can
affect service..

2. Prepare RFP with the requirement
that applicants indicate whether or
not they will waive, and state
that failure to waive will not
disqualify applicant.

2. Will provide us with the opportunity
to see if the Operators consider this
an important issue; we will know before
the fact what the franchisee will do.

2. Leaves the importance of
rate regulation as an
unanswered question to be
decided during evaluation.

3. Require the applicants to submit
a proposal on how they will set rates
if they do not waive, and indicate
that rate setting is a matter of
significant public interest.

3. Provides the operators with an
opportunity to address the problem
from their point of view.

3. Evaluation of the
responses will be subjective;
will require administrative
control.

4. Removes us from process
and lets market forces prevail.

4. May result in public
criticism.

4.

No rate regulation, no request

for waiver.

— PROPOSED PROVISIONS:

1.

RFP
a. Require a rate guarantee for an initial period of time.
b. Reuire the applicants to indicate if they will or will not waive their right to elect not to have rates regulated.

C.
2.

If they do not waive, then require a written policy they will use for establishing rates.
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§ 53060.5 District defined; attendance at legislative body; expenses; mileage
The term "district," as used in this section, means a district, public , Authority,
public agency, and any other political subdivision or public corporation ill the state,
but does not include the state or -a county, city and county, or city. ,/ • ••
•
Any district, directly or through a representative, may attend the/Legislature or

[New].

'

any other legislative body, including, Congress, and any connuitt(ies thereof and
present information to aid the passage of legislation which the district deems bene-

ewl.
:nty, etc-;

ficial to the district or to prevent the passage of legislation which the governing
board of the district deems .detrimental to the district. The cost and expense inci-

dent thereto are proper charges against the district. Such districts may enter into
and provide for participation in the business of n.ssociationS and through a_repre-:
sentative of the associations attend the Legislature, or any other legislative body, Including Congress, and any committees thereof, and present information to aid the
passage of legislation which the association deems beneficial to the districts in the
association, or to prevent the passage of legislation /Which the association_ deems
'detrimental to the districts in. the association. Tice cost. and expense incident -. thereto-are proper charges against the districts comprising the association. Each member of the district board engaging in/such activities on behalf of the ,
district shall be allowed eleven cents ($0.11) per. mile,. without any constructive
mileage, for his expenses of traveling necessarily done by automobile, and his actual
traveling expenses when he travels by public conveyance. : . • • • . .
(Added by Stats.1970, c. 1366, p. 2534, § 1.5. 'Amended by Stats.1971, C. 227; 'p. 349i• •
§ 2.)
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competitive - bidding: the local agency may determine by lot which bid shall be accepted. "Local agency" shall include any city, county, city and .county, or public
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tion therewith, the governing body may prescribe such rules and regulations as It
deems advisable to protect the individual subscribers to the services of such coinmunity antenna television system. The award of the franchise or license may he
made on the basis of quality of service, rates to the subscriber, income to the city,
county or city and county; experience and financial responsibility of the applicant
plus any other consideration that will safeguard the local public interest, rather than
. a cash auction bid. The maximum franchise fee for any franchise or license hereafter awarded pursuant to this section or pursuant to any ordinance adopted under
authority of this section by any city or county or city and comity shall be 5 percent
of the grantee's gross receipts from its operations within such city or county or city
. and county.. Any cable television franchise or license awarded by a. city or county
or city and county pursuant to this section May authorize the grantee thereof to
place. wires, conduits and appurtenances fen . the community antenna television
system along or across such public streets, highways, alleys, public properties, , or
public easements of .said city or county or city and county. Public casements, as,
used in this section, shall include but shall not be limited to any easement created
by dedication to the city or county or city and county for public utility purposes or
any other purpose whatsoever.
(Amended by Stats.1968, c. 172, p. 396, § 1.)
:"
.,

'
••
•-•
Forms: See West's California Code County . (1968) 68 Cal.Rptr. 549. 262 C.A.2d
148.
Forms, Government.
Law Review Commentaries
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Review 3
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..§ - .., 3066.1
Exemption from- local regulation or control: rates and Charges
• (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of Section.53066, any cable. television system

which:
„_
(1) Provides 20 or more channels to the cable television subscriber, • • "
:

(2) Receives or has contracted to receive television signals by satellite earth receiving station,:
(3) Has a subscriber penetration ratio of less than70 percent certified by the ca. ble television system, subject to review by the franchisor or licensor,
(4) Is located in a county or portion of a county which has available three signit
Icantly viewed television stations, as defined by the Federal Communications Commission, or two significantly viewed television stations and an educational television station, and
-• (5) Is providing or has agreed promptly to provide a community services channel
program as defined in subdivision (d),
.•
•
shall, upon election by the cable television system and upon the filing of a declaration to that effect with the franchisor, be exempt from regulation or control by a
. city, county, city and county, or other authority as to rates, charges and rate strucUnderline Indicates changes or additions by amendment
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53066.1

tures, except for the first year following the date of delivery of service pursuant to ,
the initial grant of a franchise. .
(b) Adjustment of rates
•
(b)• Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 53066, any cable television system
which:
•
•
•.
•.
•
(1) Otherwise meets the requirements of subdivision (a) except for the re.
quirernent.of paragraph (3) of subdivision (a), or .
.
.•
(2) Provides between 12 and 20 channels of television service in a franchise
.•• area with fewer than 3,500 subscribers in a community of less than 20,000 in
population, and otherwise meets the requirements of paragraphs (4) and (5) of subdivision. (a),
.•...• •
may, upon election by the cable television system and declaration filed with the. - . franchisor, adjust its rate by an amount not to exceed 75 percent of the percentage
increase in the Consumer Price Index for the period since the date of the last previous rate increase, or December 31, 1975, if there have been no increases since De- .
cember 31; 1975. A system may' make a rate adjustment Under the preceding sentence only for the period occurring within three years from the date a system
would be entitled under such sentence to make an adjustment. 'A cable television .. •
System which, prior to January 1, 1980, had 12or fewer channels, and subsequently
..rebuilds its system to 20 . or more channels, may raise its rates to a level, within
three years of completion • of the rebuild, not to exceed the statewide average rate •
for those cable television systems having 20 or more channels: • " • • -• •
•
(c) Report to legislature; filing rate adjustments and information;, operative effect
•
•(c)(1) .Prior to April 15, 1982, the California Public Broadcasting. Commission
shall report to the Legislature concerning the effect upon subscribers and upon the
telecommunications policy of the state of the rate adjustments by cable - television
systems as a consequence of this section, including such recommendations for legislative modification as may appear desirable. Each cable television system adjust- •
.ing its rates pursuant to this section shall file with the California Public Broad.
casting Commission prior to September. 15, 1981, the rates of the system on ,Tarluary
.1, 1980, and. all subsequent adjustments, and information concerning number of subscribers and services provided.. After the required .filing on September 15, 1981, all
systems shall promptly file any subsequent rate adjustments with the California.
Public Broadcasting Commission. - .•
(2) This section shall cease to he operative on January 1, 1984, unless on or be:fore such date its operative date is extended by the Legislature, except that rates
In effect on January 1, 1984, shall not be subject to reduction - by local authorities .
having rate reduction authority • in their franchise below the- average rate in the
state on that date for the class of service provided.
.
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• .• (d) Community *service channel Program
'..(d) A cable television system shall be deemed to be offering a community service
channel program if the system does all of the following;
.
,
.
(1)(A) Provides for those systems which furnish between 12 and 20 channels, one
dedicated channel for local community, public access, educational and government
access purposes, except, that the one .channel may be a composite containing the
functional equivalent of a single community service channel; or (B) provides for
those systems which furnish more than 20 channels, in addition to the first dedicated channel, a second such channel if the first channel is in use during 80 percent of
the weekdays for SO percent of the time during any consecutive 13-hour period for
10 Consecutive weeks, except that for systems. with 24 or fewer channels, the second
channel, if required, may be a composite containing the functional equivalent of a
single community service channel; or (C) provides, if such system furnishes more
than 30 channels, a third channel if the second channel is In use during 80 percent
of the weekdays for 80 percent of the time during 'any consecutive 13-hour period
for 10 Consecutive weeks. •
•
.
••
••
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(2) Participates in a statewide cooperative program, administered by an association of cable operators, with the advice of potential users, that: (A) provides instruction and training for individuals, gronps, entities and agencies interested in using community services channels, (B) furnishes guidelines for the use and allocation
of such channels, and (C) creates a foundation for community service channels, with
an Independent board of directors, including representatives of local nongovernmental user groups and public agencies. Such foundation shall have grant-making authority to users and shall have, ao its primary purpose, the promotion and encouragement of use of community service channels.
(3) Provides fifty cents ($0.50) per subscriber per year to the foundation established pursuant to paragraph (2) of subdivision (d).
(4) Provides to individuals, groups, and entities using community service channels •
technical advice by local program staff and reasonable access to local studio facili•
. •• . •
ties, if such facilities and staff are part of the local system..
.(5) Cooperates with courses and programs in secondary schools, community .
-leges and elsewhere which furnish training in the uses of community service chan. nels.
(6) Has available for use 'without' Charge tape playback : facilities for entrance s
into the system.
(7) Provides through display information on community service channels, and by
other means, including written, notice to subscribers, information to potential users: of the opportunity to have access to community service channels:
. . ..
. (8) . Unless the franchisor. elects to act as trustee for the community channel or
channels, consults with the franchisorin establishing policies for the use of community service channel or channels... . -• ..• • ..
(9) Provides to government and educational agencies reasonable access to earth
station facilities for the receipt of programming for the community service channel.
(1o) Regularly, provides to the foundation for community service channels and to.
the public, and public agencies information containing the name, address and tele-. .
phone number of the system, the name of the system manager,
and the status and _
,
utilization of the community access channels..
• • •-•

;

.4

-:
(e) Utilization of community service channels
(e) The franchisee or licensee may utilize any community service channel which
Is not used for community service programming so long as community service pro- .
.•
gramming is given scheduling priority.
-

.(f) Public trustee of community service channel •
,.(f) The franchisor may elect to act as public trustee or appoint a delegate, report-,
ing to.the franchisor, to act as public trustee of the community service channel, to
ensure the use of such channel or channels for public access, state or local governmeat or education access purposes. •
(g) Liability of trustee; regulations; community service channels - "•
(g) The franchisee or licensee, or such delegate as is appointed a trustee of such
community service channels, shall not be liable for acts arising from the use of
such channel or channels by persons other than the franchisee or licensees:: The
franchisee or licensee shall establish regulations governing the use Of such chan- ..•
nels which provide uniform and nondiscriminatory standards, ensure adequate opportunity for participation by local nongovernmental users and incorporate restriction's on libelous or slanderous or illegal programs.
...(h) Governmental and educational use of community service Channels; report
(h) The California Public Broadcasting Commission, in cooperation with the Cali-.
fornia Arts Council, the Office of Appropriate Technology, the State Department of
Education and the State Department of Consumer Affairs, and such other agencies
as requested by the commission, shall undertake efforts to encourage state and local
government and educational use of the community service channel or channels and .•
shall prepare a report by January 1, 1983, indicating, the uses that government and •
educational agencies and community organizations have made of such channel or.
. .
channels.
.
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(I) Educational agencies; access to and use of community service channels; report
(I) The Regents of the University of California, if it so elects, the Trustees of the
California State University and Colleges, the Board of Governors of the California
Community Colleges and the State Department of Education shall negotiate with
representatives of cable television systems providing conummity• service channels
concerning appropriate provision for access to the community services channel or
channels for educational agencies using such . channels and shall implement by segment, or collectively, a program for the use of such community service channel or
channels for educational purposes. Each of the agencies named in the preceding
sentence shall report to the Legislature on or before June 13, 1081, concerning the
extent to which there has been use of television, including satellite interconnection,
to fulfill the mission. of each agency and actual. use of community service channel
and other cable and broadcast facilities. Such report shall also indicate the prospect.for additional uses of such interconnected facilities and shall make recoinmendations for such legislation as may be needed to assure appropriate use of such
.
.
• .
. . •
'
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.
.channels.
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(j) Definitions
Hance

' - '.(j) For purposes of this section, the following definitions shall apply: • (1) "Cable television system" means a community antenna television system serving a franchise area or two or more contiguous franchise area's.

nd by
users

(2) "Class of service" means a category as described in subdivision (ii), or in
paragraphs (1) or (2) of subdivision (b).

.el or

(3) "Consumer Price . Inde•imeans the consumer Price index published at the end of the month following the rate adjustment by the United States Bureau of Labor.
Statistics for the area in which. the cable television system is located or.the nearest .
area for which - such index is published. _

rnmuearth

(4) "Satellite earth receiving station" means any. structure or device•ntilized to
receive signals front a satellite. _

to
tele.s and

(5) "Subscriber penetration ratio" means the number of snbscribing residences di- r
vided by the total number of residences having cable available.
.
•

(k) Penalty; failure to remedy service problem; amendment of franchise or license

which
pro-

. if a
(k) In addition to tiny other penalty provisions in - the franchise or lisensel
:franchisee or licensee files a declaration pursuant to subdivision (a) or (b)Ithe' -fran
chisor or licensor may unilaterally amend the franchise or license to proxide that if ,
a subscriber files in writing with the. franchisor a complaint for a service problem
which is preventable and reasonahly within the franchisee's or licensee's control,
and if such franchisee or licensee fails Nvithin a reasonable period following - receipt
of written notice by the franchisor to remedy the problem, the franchisor may levy .
ft Penalty of up to five hundred dollars ($500) for any occurrence or series of relat - ,
ed occurrences, unless the franchisee or licensee has fewer than 5,090 subscribers,
in which case the penalty shall not exceed two hundred dollars (8200). If the frau-.
chi see or licensee objects to the penalty in writing to the franchisor, the franchisee
or lic6nsee and franchisor shall conduct arbitration in accordance with the rules of
the American Arbitration Association. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final.

renortnel, to

7overn.
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Such amendment to- the franchise or license shall provide that the franchisee or
licensee shall provide written notice to each subscriber at intervals of not more
than one year, of the sanctions provided in this section, and of the procedure for
reporting and resolving subscriber complaints, including the subscriber's right to
complain in writing to the franchisor of the franchisee's failure to resolve a service
complaint which is preventable and reasonably NI- ithin the franchisee's or licensee's
control. The proper address of the franchisor or licensor to which Complaints may
be-directed shall he included in such notice. •
(Added by Stats.1979, c. 1086, p.
§ 1.)
.
Operative effect, we subd. (02).
•

1979 Legislation.
Section 2 of Stats.1979. C. 1086. p.
provided:

"If any provision of this act or the anoncation thereof to any person or circutnstances is held invalid, such invalidity shall
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ISSUE SUMMARY FORM

ISSUE: CONTROL OF COMMUNITY ACCESS CHANNELS
SOURCE: STAFF AND VARIOUS GROUPS
PROBLEM DEFINITION:
KVIE and the Educational Consortium have requested that specific numbers of channels be dedicated to their
exclusive use. This could lead to further such requests and if allowed, could lead - to operators trying to
exchange channels for support.
Control involves: financing cost of production and distribution; scheduling available time; and determining
content. At this point, no group is ready to clearly define how they would be able to utilize dedicated
channels.
•

ALTERNATIVES:
.

RECOMMEND #3
DESCRIPTION

ADVANTAGES/
ARGUMENTS FOR

DISADVANTAGES/
ARGUMENTS AGAINST

I. Include in the REP all requests
from community groups for dedicated
channels and let applicants indicate
how they will handle.

1. If groups know their needs, their
requests reflect community desires; if
operator will totally fund from revenues,
franchise fee of 3% could go to General
Funds of the jurisdictions.

I. Doubtful anyone can
predict needs for 15 years;
could lead to unrealistic
proposals that may not be
fulfilled or may inflate
subscriber rates; would lead
to the "rent-a-group" problem.

2. Require applicants to assess
community needs by talking to
community groups, and propose the
facilities, equipment and process
for meeting these needs.

2. Allows operators to base
proposal on detailed discussions and
experience in other locales.

2.

3. Indicate that community access is
of major importance, that we are
responsible for controlling channels,
and request the applicants to indicate
what facilities, equipment, and ongoing
assistance they will provide and how
many channels they will allocate for
community usage.

3. Provides a structure for responding
to changing community usage over the
life of the franchise.

3. Community groups may be
apprehensive over uncertainty
of process for allocation of
time and money.

Same as number

I.

PROPOSED PROVISIONS:

1.

IN
a.
b.
C.

2.

REP
Provides copies of all requests from community groups.
Indicate our intention of allocating 5% franchise fee to JPA for use in developing community usage.
Request applicants to indicate what they will do in terms of: number of channels to be allocated; types
of production facilities and equipment they will provide; whether they will provide a separate institutional
network; and the extent of ongoing personnel to be provided to assist in connunity progamming.

IN ORDINANCE
a. Dedication of franchise fee to JPA for administration and community access.

3.

IN JPA AGREEMENT
a.
b.

Delegation of authority over use of franchise fee and control of community access,channels.
Provide for use of citizen committees in process.

•
T/7
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,

_ j RO. Box 6
Sacramento, CA 95801
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April 10, 1980

Ted Sheedy
Chairman
Sacramento County Board of Supervisors
700 H Street, Room 2450
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Supervisor Sheedy:
Enclosed is our position paper on cable. In it we reiterate our,
desire to play a major role in public service cable programming and
operations. With more than two decades of broad-based service to the
community, we feel we are well-suited to that role. .
There are five elements in our presentation and I will briefly
summarize them here:
Channel Assignment -- We would like KVIE to be carried
on cable channel 6.
Additional Channels -- With programming we now have
and will.soon have, we are capable of programming
five additional channels, not including our regular
KVIE broadcasts.
Consolidating Local Origination -- We are eager to work ,
with schools, health agencies, governmental agencies,
etc. in helping them operate channels assigned to them.
Once we have 'acquired the equipment and staff to operate five channels, additional channels can be operated
from the same control room by the same people at a
very low incremental cost.
Revenue -- If we assume a major role in providing public service programming and operations, we should
receive a substantial portion of the franchise fee
collected for that purpose. A portion of the amount
we receive would be matched by the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting.

Affiliated with the Public Broadcasting Service "Corporation for Public Broadcasting

Ted Sheedy
April 10, 1980
Page 2
Building, Facilities and Land -- We have land but are
greatly in need of additional production facilities and
expanded building space. We will offer a nominal-rate,
long-term lease to a franchisee in return for building
space constructed on our land which includes studios
and production facilities.
Although I know you would prefer to avoid spelling out specific public
service requirements in the ordinance or request for proposals, I urge you
to be as specific as possible in requiring the service capacity we have
requested. If you are committed to the concept that the cable system
should include a strong public service element, you will want to establish
a framework within which those community services can be provided, rather
than leaving it to the cable companies alone. You will want to provide
production facilities, studios and an organizational structure capable of
managing and coordinating public television services for cable. Rather
than create a new entity which in many respects would duplicate what KVIE
does now, we hope you will see the logic of insuring that a major part of
the management and coordination-of public service cable television will
rest with CCET. The cable channels, building space and production facilities in this presentation represent a portion of what the county will want
to provide with or without CCET. Our hope is that you will choose to go
with us. To the extent that you are willing to do that you will be providing the entire community with a Valuable, professional, cost-efficient
public service system for yearsto come.

I hope you will find our presentation persuasive. We would welcome
your observations and we'll look forward to working with the staff, the
Cable Television Information Center representative and individual Supervisors
to define the most appropriate role for Central California Educational
Television with regard to cable.
Sincerely,
At-/

John D. Hershberger
President & General Manager
JDH: jw
enclosure

cc:

Sandy Smoley, County Supervisor
Illa Collin, County Supervisor
Fred Wade, County Supervisor
Toby Johnson, County Supervisor
Brian Richter, County Executive
Bill Freeman, Assistant County Executive
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A.

Cable Drops

Each cable drop shall be capable of two-way communications and shall be
installed to provide both computer data transfer and voice communication.

In addition to the drops mentioned, all institutions and agencies housing
off-campus programs provided by the County Office of Education or one of the
school districts shall be equipped with a cable drop.

1. All of the public schools (pre-school through community college)
and district offices under the jurisdiction of the Sacramento County
Office of Education and the County Office of Education should be interconnected and this interconnected school system should offer the ability
to connect with the cable televisioh that provides services to the
residential population.
2. Each public library in the Sacramento City/County Library system

shall also have a cable drop.
3. A cable drop or drops shall also be provided for California State
University at Sacramento.

4. It is imperative that the University of California at Davis be able
to interconnect with the cable system in Sacramento County.

B.

Origination and Distribution Needs

1. Each school district and the County Office of Education shall have
at least one terminal where origination may be inserted into the cable
system. The location of this terminal will be designated by the
district but may be presumed to be at the location of an existing TV

or multi-media center.
2. All library branches shall have at least one terminal where video
origination may be inserted into the cable system.
3. Each higher educational institution - California State University at
Sacramento, University of California at Davis, Cosumnes River College,

-6-

Sacramento City College, and American River College - shall have the
capability for origination into the system. In the case of U.C. Davis
which lies outside Sacramento County but which has possible important410
audiences in Sacramento County, this origination terminal initially
may be coupled to the University of California at Davis Instructional
Television Fixed Service (ITFS) terminal system. Ultimately a
full two-way link between the cable system and U.C.D. should be
provided. All institutions of higher learning should also be provided
with links with their out-reach centers in other counties.
All members of the Consortium will have a two-way link to KVIE.
5. The five channel .head-end should be located in a facility that makes

it readily accessible to all of the Consortium membership.
C.

Channel Requirements

1. Five standard broadcast width TV channels should be made available
on a full-time basis to the educational community for instructional
purposes at the outset of cable programming.
2. The channels allocated to education should permit:

a. Some capacity to be restricted to school viewing (that is,
blocked out of homes), and
____b.—Some capacity to be further subdivided by geographic district so
that, for example, programming exclusively for the San Juan
Unified School District could be carried on the same channel
simultaneously with other programming exclusively for the
Sacramento City Unified School District.

A mobile origination unit should be made available for use by the educa'

tional community for instructional purposes. .

Alik

lir

E. Receivers and other equipment that would permit the Consortium members

to fully utilize the CATV should be provided.
F. The Consortium recommends that a fair portion of the franchise fee
collected should be earmarked for programming, equipment, and operation

of instructional services by the educational agencies.
G. It is recommended that the Board of Supervisors permit the Consortium
membership to participate in the development of the governance structure

for the total community utilization of CATV, the development of the REP,
franchise and the ordinance.

SACRAMENTO AREA MEDIA ASSOCIATION CABLE RECCOMENDATIONS;
1.

The basic level or tier of Cable service SHALL include separate

leads for BOTH TV signals and a minimum of fifty (50) FM channels.
(We Strongly recommend an additional 50 or more FM channels be
provided in either the basic tier or additional tiers.)
a. Of these fifty FM channels, half, or 50% should be dedicated
to non-profit educational community broadcasting, with 15 of these

to be set aside for the development of a comprehensive community
radio network to be regulated and administered by a non-profit
community alligned corporation.

b..

The remaining 10 educational channels should be reserved

for carrying the signals of existing or future over the air radio
stations.
2.

The winning cable operator SHALL provide funds for the construc-

tion, equipping and first year staffing costs of a community media
center, which would be run by a community radio organization under
the auspices of the community cable advisory group. Cost to the
operator SHALL NOT exceed 250,000.
a.

On-going operating cost of the network will be partially

funded from franchise fees generated by the cable, and as administered by the cable advisory board.
3.

We favor a Cable system with two-way capability. , as well as one

with technical provisions for the individual programming of channels

in different parts of the city/county through hubs
that theoretically, the same channel could be used

or sub-ends, so

simu1taneouslY 4

but programmed differently in various communities. (Such a system

presently operates in Stockton.)

4. While it is our intention to help upgrade the variety and quality
of programming available on FM radio, of. equal importance is our

•

desire to make the media a responsive two-way street with the
emphasis on PARTICIPATION as opposed to consumption.

5. It is recognized that the capabilities of cable have barely
been scratched, let alone even dreamed of. This makes it an exceedingly valuable commercial commodity and causes potential bidders to
line up as much community and political support as time, money, and
imagination warrant. We believe, as much as possible, the emphasis
should be placed on what is best for the ENTIFE community as opposed
to what might be advantageous to any one particular group. The joint
powers commission should solicit considerable input both from
individual groups and the communities affected in general as to what
requirements they would like to see included. These should then be

•

incorporated into the bidding process for ALL bidders to consider.
Specifically, we would like to see a lower (or perhaps even free)
basice service charge that would benefit ALL area residents.

6, -Other questions you will need to address is the wider issue of
• cable access, and the political end economic implications for already
established businesses. We realize the addition of potentially
scores of new TV and FM channesl to the marketplace will eventually

have a profound impact on how we-alldperceive-media-and]its :yolp in our
lives. We believe ALL interested parties, whether non - profit or

commercial, existinR or new, have a right to the responsible and
fair use of this developing technology. We would oppose attempts
by any group to limit or restrict equal access for whatever reasons

(3)
6.(cont.) believiny that the open marketplace will automatically
.make those decisions for us.

Respectfully submitted,
The Sacramento Area Media Association

C/0 Lawrence Lee Amundsen
3730 1st. Avenue
Sacramento, California 95817
452-1395
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DAVIS •
.-BERKELEY • DAVIS • IRVINE • LOS ANGELES • RIVERSIDE • SAN DIEGO • .SAN FRANCISCO

DEPARTMENT OF APPLIED BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
NATIVE AMERICAN STUDIES

DAVIS, CALIFORNIA 95616

DEC
December 17, 1979

fD

28

1979 .

County Executive

Sandy Smoley, Chairwoman and
Sacramento County Board of Supervisors
700 H Street
Sacramento, CA
95815
Dear Supervisors:

•

I wish to raise several issues pertinent to your consideration of a cable
television franchise for the Sacramento area.
I consider the following points to be essential:
(1) at least one Spanish-language station must be carried;
(2) at least one Black station must be carried (from Los Angeles probably);
(3) KQED should be brought in from the Bay Area, but with KVIE also having
a channel if they wish;
(4) one open community channel must be reserved for the Sacramento Native
American population, probably operating through the Sacramento Indian Center, Inc.
or perhaps D-Q University;
(5) one channel should be reserved for the Filipino and Asian communities;
(6) one channel should be reserved for California State University; and
(7) a strong affirmative action program must be demonstrated by the
successful applicant.
I would ask that you examine the past policies of competing companies, as
follows:
(1) have they already demonstrated their sincerity by employing women and
minorities at all levels, including Native Americans;
(2) have they already brought in Chicano or Black programming on their other
cable systems;
(3) have they shown support for diversity and educational programming in
their other operations.

•

For example, do the McClatchy papers employ many minority journalists? Do
they have any Indians on their professional staff? Did their television stations
employ minorities in visible roles? Et cetera.
I am extremely concerned about Time, Inc. and its growing power in communications. Time magazine has a long history of anti-Indian news slanting. How many

Sacramento County Board of Supervisors
Jack D. Forbes

December 17, 1979
Page: 2

senior writers does Time employ who are Indian or minority?
These are extremely pertinent questions. I hope that you will not turn
over cablevision for the county to a monopoly with little concern for our
particular heritages and population mix.
Sincerely yours,

Jack D. Forbes, Ph.D.
Professor
Native American Studies
JDF/td
cc: Director, Sacramento Indian Center, Inc.
Director, Inter-Tribal Council of California
Rachel Bluestone, Governor's Indian Office
NAACP, Sacramento Chapter

ISSUE SUMMARY FORM
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ISSUE: BUYOUT PROVISIONS
SOURCE: CONSULTANT/OPERATORS
PROBLEM DEFINITION:

Most of the ordinances reviewed by staff contain a clause that permits the franchisor to buy the
system from the franchisee as one means of handling disputes or affecting a change in franchisees if
that becomes desirable or necessary. The consultant's initial recommendation is to provide for
purchase of the system at book value. Several operators have indicated that purchase must be at
market value.
As opposed to purchase, we may wish to consider transfer of ownership at no cost at the end of the
franchise period.

ALTERNATIVES:

RECOMMEND #2 AT BOOK VALUE
DESCRIPTION

ADVANTAGES/
ARGUMENTS FOR

DISADVANTAGES/
ARGUMENTS AGAINST

1. Provide that at the franchise period
ownership of the system is transferred
to the local jurisdictions.

1. If public ownership is a goal,
would provide a method of accomplishing.

1. Might be challenged
as condemnation without
compensation; government
should not compete with
private enterprise.

2. Provide for purchase at either:
book value; fair market value; or
negotiated value. (There could
be different provisions at different
points during the franchise period.)

•. Provides future legislative
bodies with options.

2. Practical problems of
financing and legal issues
may preclude the use of the
option.

3. Includes a buy-out provision in
the ordinance, and let the operators
propose the method in their
applications.

3. Proposal by the operator on
terms and conditions of sale may
be easier to enforce in the event
of legal actions.

3. Complicates the
evaluation process in terms
of the importance to ce
placed on this one item.

PROPOSED PROVISIONS:

IN ORDINANCE
1. Provide that the franchising authority has the right to purchase the system at the book value at the end of
the franchise period or if the franchise is revoked prior to that time.
IN RFP
1. Wording similar to ordinance.
2. A form to be signed by applicant agreeing to this provision.

•
KVIE Channel 6
P.O. Box 6
Sacramento, CA 95801
916 -929-5843

April 10, 1980

Ted Sheedy
Chairman
Sacramento County Board of Supervisors
700 H Street, Room 2450
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Supervisor Sheedy:
Enclosed is our position paper on cable. In it we reiterate our
desire to play a major role in public service cable programming and
operations. With more than two decades of broad-based service to the
community, we feel we are well-suited to that role.
There are five elements in our presentation and I will briefly
summarize them here:
Channel Assignment -- We would like KVIE to be carried
on cable channel 6.
Additional Channels -- With programming we now have
and will soon have, we are capable of programming
five additional channels, not including our regular
KVIE broadbasts.
Consolidating Local Origination -- We are eager to work
schools, health agencies, governmental agencies,
in helping them operate channels assigned-to them.
Once we have acquired the equipment and staff to operate five channels, additional channels can be operated
from the same control room by the same people at a
very low incremental cost.

with
etc.

Revenue -- If we assume a major role in providing public service programming and operations, we should
receive a substantial portion of the franchise fee
collected for that purpose. A portion of the amount
we receive would be matched by the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting.

-Affiliated with the Public Broadcasting Service •COrporation for Public Broadcasting
Association of California Public Television Stations • Western Educational Network

Ted Sheedy
April 10, 1980
Page 2
Building, Facilities and Land -- We have land but are
Agreatly in need of additional production facilities and
-expanded building space. We will offer a nominal-rate,
4ong-term lease to a franchisee in return for building
.space constructed on our land which includes studios
and production facilities.

,

,

•
Although I know you would prefer to avoid spelling out specific public
:service requirements in the ordinance or request for proposals, I urge you
to be as specific as possible in requiring the seryice capacity we have
requested. If you are committed to the concept that the cable system
should include a strong public service element, you will want to establish
a framework-within which those community services can be provided, rather than leaving it to the cable companies alone. You will want to provide
production facilities, studios and an organizational structure capable of
-.managing and coordinating public television services for cable. Rather
than create a new entity which in many respects would duplicate what KVIE
does now, we hope you will see the logic of insuring that a major part of
the management and coordination of public service cable television will
rest with CCET. The cable channels, building spaceand production facil-ities in this presentation represent a portion of what the county will want
to provide with or without CCET. Our hope is that you will choose to go
-with us. To the extent that you are willing to do that you will be providing the entire community with a valuable, professional, cost-efficient
public service system for years to come. .
-

I hope you will find our presentation persuasive. We would welcome
—your observations and we'll look forward to working with the staff, the
-Cable Television Information Center representative and individual Supervisors
to define the most appropriate role for Central California Educational
Television with regard to cable.
-

Sincerely,

John D. Hershberger
President & General Manager
JOH: jw
enclosure
-

cc: Sandy Smoley, County Supervisor
Illa Collin, County Supervisor
Fred Wade, County Superyisor'
Toby Johnson, County Supervisor
Brian Richter, County Executive
Bill Freeman, Assistant County Executive

